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1.1 AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT 11

Colgan Air Flight 5930

The Flight 11 story begins on the morning of September 11, 2001, in Portland, Maine, aboard Colgan Air Flight 5930 headed for Logan International Airport. Two of the Flight 11 hijackers, Mohamed Atta and Abdul Aziz al Omari, were aboard the flight on their way to Boston.

Hijacker Arrival at the Airport and Check-in. At 5:40 A.M. on September 11, 2001, a car rented by Mohamed Atta in Boston on September 9 entered the Portland International Jetport parking facility.

5:43 A.M. Atta and Omari checked in at the US Airways counter at the Portland Jetport. Atta checked two bags, Omari none. The agent who checked in the two hijackers recalled that when he handed Atta his boarding pass, Atta asked why he was not given a boarding pass for his connecting flight on American Airlines from Boston to Los Angeles. The agent explained to Atta that he would have to check in with American Airlines in Boston to obtain the boarding pass for the second leg of his itinerary. The agent remembered that Atta clenched his jaw and looked as though he was about to get angry. Atta stated that he was assured he would have “one-step check-in.” The agent told them that they had better get going if they were to make their flight. He said that Atta looked as if he were about to say something in anger but turned to leave. Both Atta and Omari departed for the security checkpoint.

Hijacker Prescreening Selectee Status. When he checked in at the Portland airport, Atta was randomly selected for additional security scrutiny by the Computer Assisted Passenger Prescreening System (CAPPs). The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), required air carriers to apply the system to their passengers to identify those who might be a security risk. FAA rules required that the checked bags of CAPPs selectees be screened for explosives, or their bags held off the airplane until the passenger boarded. Because US Airways at Portland Jetport did not have explosives detection screening equipment for checked bags at that time, Atta’s luggage was subject to the matching procedure. The application of this procedure was designed to stop a nonsuicide bomber—one who might place a bomb in a bag and then leave the airport. At this time,
the FAA believed that such bombers were among the greatest threats to civil aviation security.

**Checkpoint Security Screening.** At 5:45 A.M., Atta and Omari arrived at the sole security checkpoint at the Portland International Jetport. This checkpoint was under the custodial responsibility of Delta Airlines, which contracted for security screening services with Globe Aviation Services. The checkpoint had two lanes, each outfitted with a walk-through metal detector and X-ray equipment to help detect weapons.

The checkpoint videotape was seized as evidence by the FBI and reviewed by the Commission. The videotape showed that Atta and Omari entered the walk through metal detector at 5:45:03 A.M. A screener was stationed at the device to monitor the screening. Though not conclusive, the video suggests that neither of the subjects set off the metal detector. Both Atta and Omari proceeded from the magnetometer immediately to the X-ray belt. Atta picked up a black shoulder bag. Omari claimed a similar bag, and also a smaller black case that he held in both hands. The item cannot be identified but resembled a camera or camcorder case. Neither of the bags was physically examined by a screener, a step that is required if the X-ray monitor displays a suspicious item. Both of the subjects passed out of view of the video camera at 5:45:15 A.M.

**Hijacker Boarding.** Seating aboard the Colgan flight was open rather than assigned. Eight passengers boarded the flight, including Atta and Omari. The flight crew included a pilot and a first officer who also served as the flight attendant. Atta and Omari were the last to board the aircraft and sat in the last row of the plane—row 9.

**The Flight.** Colgan Air Flight 5930 was a Beechcraft 1900—a 19-seat regional airliner. It departed from Gate 11 on time at 6:00 A.M., arriving at Gate B9 (A) at Boston Logan International Airport at approximately 6:45 A.M., one hour before the scheduled departure of Flight 11.

**Purpose of the Flight.** No physical, documentary, or analytical evidence found either by the Commission or by law enforcement agencies provides a clear reason why Atta and Omari drove to Portland from Boston on the morning of September 10 only to return to Logan International Airport on Flight 5930 on the morning of September 11.

The most plausible theory is that the hijackers chose to fly into Boston to avoid suspicion that might have been aroused if they had arrived at Logan at approximately the same time as eight other young Middle Eastern males to check in for Flight 11 and Flight 175. Such an intent might also explain why Atta appeared to be so upset that he had to check in again in Boston to get a boarding pass for Flight 11.
It is also possible that they traveled to Portland to preserve operational security. If the hijackers’ plot had been discovered by U.S. intelligence or law enforcement, or by the U.S. aviation security system, the two terrorists would be apprehended during their check-in at the Portland airport. That outcome would have been preferable to being stopped at Logan Airport, where other members of Atta’s hijack team were also checking in, and where conspirators intending to hijack Flight 175 were assembling at the same time.\textsuperscript{16}

Telephone records show that a phone call was placed from a pay phone in the gate area from which Flight 175 departed to Atta’s cell phone at 6:52 A.M.\textsuperscript{17} This call strongly suggests that the two hijacking teams engaged in tactical communications, such as situational reporting and possible “go” or “no go” determinations, at the last moment.

The Massport Aviation Director told the Commission that Portland was the nearest airport to Boston with a flight that would have arrived at Logan in time for the passengers to transfer to Flight 11.\textsuperscript{18}

We also considered the possibility that Atta, the leader of the 9/11 hijackers, might have believed that he and Omari were more likely to successfully pass through checkpoint screening at a smaller airport, carrying items such as Mace or pepper spray, than they were at Logan Airport.

However, two considerations would have made this a faulty assumption. First, public sources would not have supported the notion that smaller airports had more porous checkpoints. For instance, in the winter and spring of 2001, a Fox news special investigation publicly described serious shortcomings in the detection capabilities at Logan Airport’s security screening checkpoints, including the ease with which knives could be carried through checkpoints.\textsuperscript{19} Second, Atta and Omari were required to go through another security checkpoint when they arrived at Logan in order to enter the terminal from which Flight 11 departed.

We believe that Atta’s apparent anger about not receiving his boarding pass for Flight 11 when he checked in for Flight 5930 is a strong indication that he hoped to enter the system and obtain his final boarding pass along with Omari at Portland, separately from the other hijackers. The hijackers checked-in and went through the checkpoints (at least in the case of the Flight 77 hijackers who were videotaped), in pairs or by themselves. This provides additional evidence that the hijackers did not want to make themselves conspicuous by congregating.

**American Airlines Flight 11**

**Hijackers.** Mohamed Atta (pilot); Abdul Aziz al Omari; Waleed al Shehri; Wail al Shehri; Satam al Suqami.

**Hijacker Weapon Purchases.** Atta purchased two Victorinox Swiss Army knives at the Zurich Airport on July 8, 2001, and a Leatherman multi-tool in Boynton Beach, Florida, on August 30, 2001.\textsuperscript{20}
Hijacker Arrival at Airport and Check-in. At 6:45 A.M., Atta and Omari arrived at Boston Logan airport, Terminal B, Gate B9A. Atta and Omari still had their carry-on shoulder bags. Atta’s two checked bags were unloaded from the Colgan Air flight. The luggage tags indicated that they should be transferred to American Airlines Flight 11 from Boston to Los Angeles International Airport. FAA security rules did not require additional screening or special security handling of Atta’s luggage.

After exiting the aircraft, Atta and Omari crossed a parking lot that separated their arrival and departure terminals. They were observed asking for directions.

Also at 6:45 A.M., Wail al Shehri, Waleed al Shehri, and Satam al Suqami arrived at Logan Airport and parked their rental car at the airport’s central parking facility.

Hijacker Prescreening. According to ticket records, Wail al Shehri, Waleed al Shehri, and Satam al Suqami were selected by CAPPS. Waleed al Shehri did not check a bag. The others checked in one each. Their checked luggage was screened by an explosives detection system and loaded aboard the aircraft. Under FAA security rules in effect at the time, the hijackers’ designation as “selectees” did not require that they undergo any screening of their person or carry-on bags beyond what was required of passengers not selected by CAPPS.

Checkpoint Security Screening. Because the airport’s security checkpoints and gate area were not monitored by video surveillance equipment at that time, no conclusive evidence exists regarding when and how the Flight 11 hijackers passed through checkpoint screening. To reach their departure gate after checking in, all five hijackers would have been required to pass through one of two checkpoints, both of which were operated by Globe Aviation Services under a contract with American Airlines. The smaller checkpoint opened at 7:15 A.M. and was used mainly for overflow traffic from the other. We believe it most likely that the hijackers would have chosen to pass through the busier checkpoint in the hopes of being less conspicuous.

At the checkpoint, each of the individual’s carry-on belongings would have been screened by an X-ray machine. The purpose of this screening was to identify and confiscate weapons and other items prohibited from being carried onto a commercial flight. Also, the passenger would pass through a walk-through metal detector calibrated at that time to detect items with at least the metal content of a small-caliber handgun. If any one of the hijackers triggered the walk-through magnetometer, he would have been screened with a handheld metal detector—a procedure requiring the screener to identify the item or items that caused the alarm. Any items found that were prohibited or restricted under the checkpoint operating rules and guidelines would not be allowed past the checkpoint. The checkpoint supervisors did not recall the hijackers or report anything suspicious regarding their screening.

6:52 A.M. Atta received a phone call from a pay phone in Terminal C at Logan International Airport—the terminal from which Flight 175 was due to depart.
Hijacker Boarding. At approximately 7:31 A.M., Wail al Shehri and Waleed al Shehri boarded. Atta and Omari followed at approximately 7:39 A.M. Suqami boarded a minute later. 31

Flight Profile. Flight 11 provided daily, nonstop service from Boston’s Logan International Airport (BOS) to Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). On September 11, it was scheduled for a 7:45 A.M. departure. 32 The aircraft was a Boeing 767, tail number N334AA. 33

Captain John Ogonowski and First Officer Thomas McGuinness piloted the plane. It carried its full capacity of nine flight attendants:

- Karen Martin (Position 1), assigned to the forward left jumpseat (1L), located between the first-class cabin and the cockpit entrance;
- Kathleen Nicosia (Position 2), assigned to the left aft jumpseat (3L) at the back of the aircraft;
- Betty Ong (Position 3), assigned to the right aft jumpseat (3R) at the back of the aircraft behind the coach section;
- Dianne Snyder (Position 4), assigned to the mid-galley jumpseat (2R);
- Barbara “Bobbi” Arestegui (Position 5), assigned to the forward right jumpseat (1R Center), which was in the forward galley between the cockpit and the first-class cabin;
- Jeffrey Collman (Position 6), assigned to the middle left jumpseat (2L) located in the middle galley within the main cabin;
- Sara Low (Position 7), assigned to the middle right jumpseat (2R) in the middle galley within the main cabin;
- Jean Roger (Position 8), assigned to the forward left jumpseat (1L Center) in the forward galley; and
- Madeline “Amy” Sweeney (Position 9), assigned to the left aft jumpseat (3L) at the back of the aircraft behind the coach section. 34

The aircraft had a capacity of 158 passengers: 9 seats in first class, 30 in business class, and 119 in coach. 35 On September 11, the flight carried 81 passengers (including the 5 terrorists) with 2 pilots and 9 flight attendants, for a total of 92 people on board.

All 9 of the first-class seats were occupied, 2 of them by hijackers Waleed al Shehri (2B) and Wail al Shehri (2A). Nineteen of the 30 seats in business class were occupied (49 percent), 3 by hijackers Atta (8D), Omari (8G), and Suqami (10B). 36 Fifty-three of the 119 coach seats were occupied (44 percent), none of them by hijackers.

The percentage of seats occupied on the aircraft—also known as the “load factor”—on September 11, 2001, was 51 percent, compared to an average load factor for Flight 11 of almost 39 percent on Tuesdays over the three months preceding 9/11. 37 Thus, the load
factor on this flight was somewhat above the norm. The Commission found no ticketing, passenger occupancy, or financial evidence to indicate that the hijackers purchased additional seats beyond the ones they actually used in order to limit the number of passengers they would need to control during the operation.  

As noted above, all of the hijackers were accounted for in checking in and boarding the flight. American’s records do not reflect the use of a cockpit jump seat by anyone other than the Flight 11 pilot and first officer. 

Under American Airline’s policy in effect on 9/11, every crew member, including each of the flight attendants, had a key to the cockpit. The airline’s Flight Standards Manual instructed the crews to guard their keys carefully. Rules implemented in the 1960s required that air crews keep the cockpit door closed and locked during flight, though the requirement was not always observed by flight crews or enforced by the FAA. 

The American Airlines dispatcher in charge of Flight 11 said that all aspects of preflight preparation were routine. She reported having no preflight communications with the pilot or aircraft because no problems or issues in need of resolution arose. 

Flight 11 was loaded with 76,400 pounds of fuel, above the average fuel load of 70,000 pounds.

The Flight. At 7:40 A.M., Flight 11 pushed back from Gate 32 and taxied to its departure runway. It took off at 7:59 A.M.

Shortly before 8:14 A.M., Flight 11 reached an altitude of 26,000 feet, just shy of its initial cruising altitude of 29,000 feet. Up to this point, all communications and the flight’s appearance to air traffic controllers were normal. While cabin service generally did not start until after the cruising altitude was reached, some pilots under the proper circumstances would turn off the “Fasten Seatbelt” signs earlier, thereby permitting the flight attendants to begin cabin service. It is not known if such a head start was allowed on this flight, but it is very likely that flight attendants would at least have begun preparations for service. 

FAA air traffic controller Peter Zalewski, stationed at the Boston Air Route Traffic Control Center (Boston Center) radioed directional instructions: “American 11 turn twenty degrees right.” Flight 11 replied: “twenty right American 11.” This was the last routine communication received from the flight. Seconds later, air traffic control radioed Flight 11 again, this time instructing the aircraft to climb to 35,000 feet. The flight did not respond. Over the next ten minutes, air traffic control tried nine times to contact the flight. All attempts were unsuccessful.
According to the flight attendant’s assigned seats, Karen Martin was in the first-class cabin and Bobbi Arestegui in the first-class galley, or kitchen. Sara Low and Jean Roger would have been serving business-class passengers, with Dianne Snyder in the mid-galley. Betty Ong and Amy Sweeney would have been working in coach, with Karen Nicosia in the rear galley. Jeffrey Collman would have been assigned to work in coach, or to assist in first class if needed.

**The Hijacking.** At around 8:14 A.M. or shortly thereafter, the hijackers began their takeover of the aircraft. Information supplied by eyewitness accounts indicates that the hijackers initiated and sustained their command of the aircraft using knives (as reported by two flight attendants); violence, including stabbing and slashing (as reported by two flight attendants); the threat of violence (as indicated by a hijacker in radio transmissions received by air traffic control); Mace (reported by one flight attendant); the threat of a bomb, either fake or real (reported by one flight attendant); and deception about their intentions (as indicated by a hijacker in a radio transmission received by air traffic control).

8:19 A.M. Flight attendant Betty Ong contacted the American Airlines Southeastern Reservations Office in Cary, North Carolina, via AT&T air phone to report an emergency aboard the flight. Flight attendants know the reservations 800 number because they call it frequently to help passengers with reservations questions. Calls to the number are routed to the first open line at one of several facilities, including the one in Cary.

The emergency call from Betty Ong lasted approximately 25 minutes (8:19 A.M.–8:44 A.M.). Ong relayed vital information about events taking place aboard the airplane to authorities on the ground. Her call was received initially at the reservations office by an American Airlines employee. The call was transferred to another employee who, realizing the urgency of the situation, pushed an emergency button that simultaneously initiated a tape recording of the call and sent an alarm notifying Nydia Gonzalez, the reservations office supervisor, to pick up on the line. Gonzalez was paged to respond to the alarm and joined the call a short time later. Only the first four minutes of the phone call between Ong and the reservations center was tape-recorded because the recently installed recording system at that time contained a default time limit.

8:19 A.M. Ong reported, “The cockpit is not answering, somebody’s stabbed in business class—and I think there’s mace—that we can’t breathe—I don’t know, I think we’re getting hijacked.”

While the reported “stabbing” in business class may have been an attack on the flight attendants, or on an unnamed victim, this may quite possibly have been the initial report of the attack (recounted with more specificity later) on a passenger in business class, seated in 9B—directly behind Atta and Omari, and in front of Suqami. The passenger was a 31-year-old man who had served four years as an officer in the Israeli military.
8:20 A.M. Ong reported that two flight attendants had been stabbed.\(^{\text{55}}\)

As noted above, American Airlines flight attendants all carried cockpit keys on their person. Although no information was provided from the flight about exactly how the hijackers gained access to the cockpit, it is possible the stabbings of the flight attendants could have been for the purpose of acquiring a key, of forcing one of them to open the cockpit door, or of luring the captain or first officer out of the cockpit.

Also at 8:20 A.M., the American Airlines dispatcher at the airline’s operations center in Texas who was responsible for transatlantic flights received a communication from an American Airlines flight traveling from Seattle to Boston that air traffic control had asked the aircraft to try to contact Flight 11. This was the first indication she had of any problem on the flight.\(^{\text{56}}\)

8:21 A.M. The transponder on Flight 11 was switched off, making it more difficult for FAA air traffic control centers to identify the flight and monitor its flight path.\(^{\text{57}}\)

Also at 8:21 A.M., Gonzalez joined the call from Ong. Realizing the seriousness of the situation, she used another phone line to contact Craig Marquis, manager on duty, at the American Airlines System Operations Control (SOC) in Fort Worth, Texas, and informed the airline’s headquarters that there was a problem aboard Flight 11. Gonzalez’s emergency call to the SOC was recorded at the airline’s headquarters. Gonzalez notified Marquis that Flight 11 was reporting an emergency, that stabbings had taken place, and that the flight attendants could not reach the cockpit.

After confirming Gonzalez’s identity and position, at 8:22 A.M. Marquis acknowledged the emergency and indicated to Gonzalez that he would “get ATC [air traffic control] on here.” At this same time, while Marquis was relating this information to Gonzalez, Ong reported to Gonzalez’s colleague: “I think the guys [hijackers] are up there. They might have gone there, jammed their way up there, or something. Nobody can call the cockpit. We can’t even get inside.” Thirty seconds after contacting American Airlines’ headquarters, Gonzalez rejoined the call from Ong.\(^{\text{58}}\)

Also at 8:22 A.M., flight attendant Madeline “Amy” Sweeney tried to contact the American Airlines flight services office at Logan International Airport by air phone. The office she was attempting to call managed the scheduling and operation of flight attendants, and its phone number was well known to the American flight attendants operating out of Boston.\(^{\text{59}}\) Sweeney’s initial attempt to get through to the office failed.\(^{\text{60}}\)

8:23 A.M. The American Airlines flight dispatcher sent an Aircraft Communications and Reporting System (ACARS) text message to Flight 11: “Good Morning...ATC looking for you on [radio frequency] 135.32.”\(^{\text{61}}\) ACARS is an email system that enables those in the cockpit of an in-flight aircraft and company personnel on the ground to rapidly communicate with one another. The dispatcher received no response to his message.
Also at 8:23 A.M., the tape recording of the call between Ong and the reservations center ceased because of the default time limit on the system. However, Gonzalez remained on the line with Ong for the next 21 minutes. Gonzalez continued to report the information she received from the flight attendant to the American Airlines SOC. The call between American’s reservations facility and the SOC continued to be taped by the SOC until its conclusion.

8:24 A.M. Ong told Gonzalez that the hijackers were in the cockpit. Sweeney attempted another call to the flight services office. It also failed.

Shortly before 8:25 A.M., air traffic controller Zalewski heard two clicks over the frequency assigned to the flight, and radioed in response, “Is that American eleven trying to call?” Five seconds later, a voice with a foreign accent addressed the passengers. “We have some planes. Just stay quiet and you’ll be okay. We’re returning to the airport.” Because the wrong button was pushed, this message was heard not by the passengers but by air traffic control. The controller did not comprehend the first sentence (“planes”); it was understood 30 minutes later after a facility manager was able to locate and replay the tape. (See 9:03 A.M. entry below.)

Seconds later, Boston Center heard the following transmission from the same foreign voice: “Nobody move. Everything will be okay. If you try to make any moves, you’ll endanger yourself and the airplane. Just stay quiet.” According to Ong’s simultaneous reporting, no announcements had been made from the cockpit to the passengers. This suggests that the hijackers’ announcements were not heard in the cabin, and that they did not know how to operate the radio properly.

8:25 A.M. After hearing the second transmission from the aircraft, controllers at Boston Center believed that Flight 11 had been hijacked.

Also at 8:25 A.M., an American Airlines air traffic control (ATC) specialist at the SOC sent another ACARS message to Flight 11: “Plz contact Boston Center ASAP...They have lost radio contact and your transponder signal.” Again, the aircraft did not respond to this or subsequent ACARS messages attempting to reestablish contact with the cockpit.

At the same time, Sweeney’s third call to the American Airlines Flight Services Office at Boston finally was connected to an American Airlines’ employee. Sweeney told her that someone was hurt aboard Flight 12, and then the phone call was cut off. The recipient of the call passed the information to Michael Woodward, the flight service manager. Woodward went to American’s gate area at Logan with a colleague. The supervisor noted that the morning flights had all departed Boston and the gate area was quiet. He further realized that Flight 12 was a flight to Boston from the West Coast that had not even left yet, so he and his colleague returned to the office to try to clarify the nature of the emergency call.
Between 8:25 A.M. and 8:32 A.M., in accordance with the FAA protocol, Boston Center managers started notifying their chain of command that Flight 11 had been hijacked.  

8:26 A.M. Ong reported to Gonzalez that the plane was “flying erratically.” Gonzalez passed this information to the SOC.  

8:28 A.M., Boston Center called the FAA Air Traffic Control System Command Center in Herndon, Virginia (Herndon Command Center) to advise management that it believed Flight 11 had been hijacked and was heading toward New York Center’s airspace. By this point in time, Flight 11 had taken a dramatic turn to the south. Command Center immediately established a teleconference between Boston, New York and Cleveland Centers to allow Boston Center to provide situational awareness to the centers that adjoined Boston in the event the rogue aircraft entered their airspace.  

8:29 A.M. An air traffic control specialist at the American Airlines’ SOC contacted Boston Center to ask about the status of Flight 11.  

8:31 A.M. A controller at Boston Center told the American Airlines air traffic control specialist that the last known altitude of the aircraft was below 29,000 feet and that “He [Flight 11] was heading west. But right now he’s pointed southwest of Albany.” The controller also said the transponder had been lost and that “the controller heard a threat in the background, but that’s unconfirmed and we’re trying to pull the tape at this time.”  

8:32 A.M. The Herndon Command Center notified the Operations Center at FAA headquarters in Washington, D.C., of the possible hijacking of Flight 11, and was told that FAA security personnel at headquarters had just begun discussing the hijacking on a conference call with the agency’s New England regional office.  

Also at 8:32 A.M., the American Airlines flight service manager at Logan, Michael Woodward, returned to his office and discovered that Sweeney had called again and was speaking with an employee in the office. Woodward, who was a friend of Sweeney’s, took over the call. Sweeney said that she was sitting in the back of the plane next to Ong, who was still on the phone with Gonzalez.  

The phone call between Sweeney and Woodward lasted approximately 12 minutes. It was not taped. According to Woodward, Sweeney was calm and collected. She provided the following information: she was sitting in the back of the aircraft next to Betty Ong; the plane had been hijacked; a man in first class had had his throat slashed; two flight attendants had been stabbed—one flight attendant had been stabbed seriously and was on oxygen while another flight attendant’s wounds were not as serious and seemed to be okay; a doctor had been paged; the flight attendants were unable to contact the cockpit; and there was a bomb in the cockpit.
Sweeney told Woodward that she and Ong were trying to relay as much information as they could to people on the ground.  

Sometime after 8:30 A.M. but before 8:45 A.M., American Airlines Executive Vice President Gerard Arpey made a routine call to the airline’s SOC and was informed that personnel there were on the phone with a flight attendant who was reporting violence and a cockpit intrusion on one of the company’s flights. He tried unsuccessfully to contact American Airlines’ Chairman Don Carty to apprise him of the situation. He immediately went to the SOC and learned that colleagues were setting up the company’s System Operations Command Center (SOCC) in order to manage the emergency.  

8:33 A.M. The SOC manager on duty, Craig Marquis, received a report from the SOC air traffic control specialist about the specialist’s just-completed call to Boston Center. The specialist told him that the aircraft was at “29,000 feet. They’ve lost Comm [communications] with ‘em. Turned off his transponder. Tracking his primary only. Was westbound. Turned southbound. Said the controller heard on the frequency the pilot apparently adjust his mike—lot of loud voices—that sounded threatening—something about return or I’ll kill ya or something to that effect—or threatening dialogue.” American headquarters now suspected that Flight 11 had been hijacked.  

Also at 8:33 A.M., Gonzalez received a report from Ong providing the first indication of a fatality on board. Gonzalez passed the information on to Marquis at 8:34 A.M. as follows: “They think they might have a fatality on the flight. One of our passengers, possibly on 9B, Levin or Lewis, might have been fatally stabbed.”  

8:34 A.M., While FAA headquarters received its initial notification that Flight 11 had been hijacked, the Boston controller received a third transmission from Flight 11: “Nobody move please. We are going back to the airport. Don’t try to make any stupid moves.”  

Also at 8:34 A.M., in an attempt to get fighter aircraft airborne to track Flight 11, Boston Center’s managers decided not to wait for the request for military assistance to be passed up the FAA chain of command, and took the initiative by calling a manager at the FAA Cape Cod facility. They asked the Cape Cod manager to contact Otis Air Force Base in Cape Cod, Massachusetts to get fighters airborne to “tail” the hijacked aircraft.  

8:35 A.M. Gonzalez confirmed the details of a report by Ong regarding the identity of one of the hijackers: “He’s the one that’s in the—he’s in the cockpit. Okay you said Tom Sukani? Okay—Okay and he was in 10B. Okay, okay, so he’s one of the persons that are in the cockpit. And as far as weapons, all they have are just knives?”  

8:36 A.M. Marquis received Gonzalez’s report about the hijacker she referred to as “Tom al Sukani” (i.e., Satam al Suqami), who had been seated in 10B. He then initiated action to “lockout” American Airlines Flight 11. This procedure is standard for airlines in safety and security incidents. It acknowledges an emergency on the flight and isolates information so that the case can be managed by top leadership at the airlines in a way that
protects information from being altered or released, and also protects the identities of the passengers and crew.

8:37 A.M.- 8:38 A.M., Gonzalez reported to Marquis that the passengers had been moved out of first class and back to coach and that the plane was flying erratically again. American completed its lockout of Flight 11. Also at 8:38 A.M., Gonzalez reported that the plane was in a rapid descent. Marquis asked a fellow employee in the SOC if Flight 11 was descending. The employee replied, “We don’t know. The transponder is off so we have no active read on him.”

8:37:52 A.M. Boston Center called the North American Aerospace Defense Command’s (NORAD) Northeast Air Defense Sector (NEADS) and notified NEADS about the suspected hijacking of Flight 11. The United States’ military defense of its homeland on 9/11 began with this call. Indeed, this was the first notification received by the military – at any level – that Flight 11 had been hijacked.

The report of the hijack was relayed immediately to Battle Commander Colonel Robert Marr at NEADS, who was stationed in the Battle Cab in preparation for a scheduled NORAD exercise. Col. Marr confirmed that the hijacking was “real-world” then ordered fighter pilots at Otis Air Force Base in Massachusetts to battle-stations.

Col. Marr then phoned Maj. General Larry Arnold, commanding General of the First Air Force and the Continental U.S. NORAD Region (CONR) commander. Col. Marr advised him of the situation, and sought authorization to scramble the Otis fighters in response to the reported hijacking. General Arnold instructed Col. Marr “to go ahead and scramble the airplanes and we’d get permission later. And the reason for that is that the procedure...if you follow the book, is they [law enforcement officials] go to the duty officer of the national military center, who in turn makes an inquiry to NORAD for the availability of fighters, who then gets permission from someone representing the Secretary of Defense. Once that is approved then we scramble an aircraft. We didn’t wait for that.” General Arnold then picked up the phone and talked to the operations deputy at NORAD, who told him ‘Yeah, we’ll work with the National Military Command Center (NMCC). Go ahead and scramble the aircraft.”

At 8:40 A.M., NEADS placed two F-15 alert aircraft at Otis Air Force Base in Massachusetts, located about 153 miles away from New York City, on battle stations.
Also at 8:40 A.M., information about Flight 11 started to be conveyed within the Air Traffic Control system. Boston Center, through the Herndon Command Center, provided a report to New York TRACON on Flight 11.

Also at 8:40 A.M., an American Airlines employee in Boston who was standing next to Michael Woodward as he talked to Sweeney contacted an employee in American Airlines' SOC. She reported the content of the ongoing call between Woodward and Sweeney, including that Sweeney said the hijackers were Middle Eastern men seated in 10B, 9D, and 9G; one spoke very little English and one spoke excellent English; she did not know how they had gained entry to the cockpit; and the aircraft was in a rapid descent.

8:41 A.M. Sweeney told Woodward that passengers in coach were under the impression that there was a routine medical emergency in first class. She said that the other flight attendants were attending to duties, including getting medical supplies, while she and Ong reported the events.

Also at 8:41 A.M., Marquis instructed an unidentified colleague in the SOC: “Tell ATC to handle this as an emergency.” The colleague replied, “They have in there it’s been hijacked.” The manager responded: “It is. Okay.”

The colleague then informed Marquis, “They think he’s [Flight 11] headed toward Kennedy. They’re moving everybody out of the way. They seem to have him on a primary radar. They seem to think that he is descending.”

8:43 A.M. A Herndon Command Center air traffic specialist warned Washington en route center that Flight 11 was a “possible hijack” and would be headed towards Washington Center’s airspace if it continued on a southbound track.

8:44 A.M. Gonzalez reported to Marquis that phone contact with Ong had been terminated: “We, I think we might have lost her.” About this time, Sweeney reported to Woodward in Boston, “Something is wrong. We are in a rapid descent . . . we are all over the place.” Woodward asked Sweeney to look out the window to see if she could determine where they were. Sweeney told him, “We are flying low. We are flying very, very low. We are flying way too low.” Seconds later she said, “Oh my God we are way too low” and then the phone call ended.

8:45 A.M. The American Airlines employee listening to the call between Woodward and Sweeney reported to the SOC: “She [Sweeney] started screaming and saying something’s wrong and now he’s [Woodward] having trouble—now he thinks he might be disconnected. Okay, we just lost connection.”

Also at 8:45 A.M., the American Airlines director of security learned of the hijacking. He contacted the special agent in charge of the FBI’s Dallas Field Office to tell him that a hijacking was taking place.
8:46 A.M. The order to scramble the Otis fighters was passed from the NEADS Battle Commander (BC) to his Mission Crew Commander (MCC), who passed it to the Weapons Director (WD). Almost immediately, however, a problem arose. The Weapons Director asked: "MCC, I don’t know where I’m scrambling these guys to. I need a direction, a destination." Because the hijackers had turned off the plane’s transponder, the plane appeared only as a primary track on radar. The fighters were vectored to military air space near Long Island while NEADS personnel searched frantically for the missing flight.

8:46:40 A.M. American Airlines Flight 11 crashed into the North Tower of the World Trade Center in New York City. All on board and an unknown number in the building were killed on impact.

By 8:50 A.M., American Airlines headquarters learned that an aircraft had struck the World Trade Center via a telephone call from an American employee at LaGuardia Airport. The airline did not know the plane was Flight 11.

8:53 A.M. Although the Otis fighters were airborne, neither the fighter pilots nor the NEADS officers were aware that Flight 11 had crashed into the World Trade Center’s North Tower. When NEADS learned of the crash, the fighters were placed in a holding pattern in military airspace to await further instruction. NEADS had no knowledge that a second hijacked aircraft, United 175, was bearing down on the South Tower. The Otis fighters remained in a holding pattern until word reached NEADS that the second aircraft had crashed into the World Trade Center.

At about 9:03 A.M., Boston Center reported to the FAA’s New England regional office that the hijackers stated, “We have some planes” during the 8:25 A.M. transmission from Flight 11.

9:16 A.M. The American Airlines SOC air traffic control specialist called an official at the FAA’s Hemdon Command Center and informed her that American “thought” Flight 11 had been the first aircraft to crash into the World Trade Center.

9:21 A.M. NEADS received a report from Boston Center that “it was evidently another aircraft that hit the tower” and that Flight 11 was still airborne and “heading towards Washington.” NEADS personnel immediately began an active search for the aircraft.

9:23 A.M. After consulting with the NEADS Battle Commander, the NEADS Mission Crew Commander issued an order to scramble alert fighters from Langley Air Force Base in Virginia in response to the report that Flight 11 was headed towards Washington DC. The initial strategy of NEADS personnel was to use the alert fighters scrambled from Otis Air Force Base at 8:46 A.M. to chase down Flight 11 if they could find the aircraft, and to vector the Langley fighters on a northerly heading to an area between the (reported) southbound Flight 11 and the nation’s capital.
9:24 A.M. The order to scramble the Langley fighters was processed and transmitted by NEADS to Langley Air Force Base.\textsuperscript{111}

Shortly after 9:24 A.M., out of concern over leaving New York’s airspace unprotected, NEADS commanders decided to cancel the plan to pursue Flight 11 with the Otis fighters.\textsuperscript{112}

9:27 A.M. The military’s situational awareness was summarized on the NEADS watch floor as follows: “Three planes unaccounted for. American Airlines 11 may still be airborne but the flight that – United 175 to the World Trade Center. We’re not sure who the other one is.”\textsuperscript{113}

9:30 A.M. Radar data showed the Langley fighters airborne. On the floor at NEADS, the ID Technicians continued to attempt to locate American 11 after the Langley fighters were airborne.\textsuperscript{114}

By 9:30 A.M., American Airlines confirmed that Flight 11 had crashed into the World Trade Center.\textsuperscript{115}

Alleged Gun Use on Flight 11. The Commission investigated an allegation that a gun was used aboard American Airlines Flight 11. The allegation arose from a notation in an initial executive summary produced on September 11, 2001, by FAA staff indicating that FAA headquarters had received a report of a shooting on the plane from an American Airlines employee at the company’s operations center.\textsuperscript{116} The report did not mention a stabbing. In interviews with the Commission, the individual alleged to have made the report to the FAA denied having done so.\textsuperscript{117}

Regardless of what reports were received in the chaotic environment of the various operations centers at the FAA, the airports, and the airlines, authoritative information about whether a shooting occurred on Flight 11 could have come only from individuals on the aircraft who were reporting events to contacts on the ground.

As noted above, two flight attendants aboard American Airlines Flight 11 placed calls to ground contacts to report what was happening on the aircraft. Neither in the tape recordings of the calls nor in the accounts of the witnesses to the calls is the presence of a gun or the occurrence of a shooting reported.\textsuperscript{118} These witnesses’ accounts of the phone calls are consistent and are quite specific about the presence of knives and the stabbing or slashing of two crew members and a passenger.

In order to accept the accuracy of the initial FAA executive summary concerning a shooting (disregarding the evidence by eyewitnesses to the contrary), one would have to believe that the American Airlines operations center relayed to the FAA the account of a shooting that no witness recalls while neglecting to include the account of a stabbing that was widely reported, including to personnel in the operations center. This seems highly implausible.
In fact, the victim of the alleged shooting that was noted in the FAA executive summary was seated in 9B. That seat, according to several of the witness accounts from the aircraft, was assigned to the passenger who was stabbed.\textsuperscript{119}

Both the FBI and the General Accounting Office investigated the story of a gun aboard Flight 11 and could find nothing to substantiate the version in the executive summary. In addition, while investigators have uncovered evidence of numerous knife purchases by the 19 hijackers leading up to September 11, 2001, there was no evidence that they purchased or possessed firearms.\textsuperscript{120}

Furthermore, the tactics of all four hijacking teams involved in the plot were similar. No evidence has been uncovered to suggest that the hijackers on any of the other flights used firearms. Evidence shows that common tactics were used among the flights including the use of knives, the threat of a bomb (either real or simulated) reported on three flights, and the presence of Mace reported on two flights. It seems unlikely that one of the teams would depart from the tactical discipline of the plotters’ mutual strategy.

Evidently, the account of the attack on the business-class passenger—the only attack on a passenger reported by eyewitnesses—became garbled as it was relayed between airline and FAA authorities in the confusion of the rapidly unfolding events of the day.

1.2 UNITED AIR LINES FLIGHT 175

\textbf{Hijackers.} Marwan al Shehhi (pilot); Mohand al Shehri; Hamza al Ghamdi; Fayez Banihammad; Ahmed al Ghamdi.

\textbf{Hijacker Weapon Purchase.} On August 13, 2001, Marwan al Shehhi purchased two short-bladed knives, a Cliphanger Viper and an Imperial Tradesman Dual Edge. On the same day and in the same city, Fayez Banihammad bought a Stanley two-piece snap knife set (a type of multi-tool), and Hamza al Ghamdi purchased a Leatherman Wave multi-tool.\textsuperscript{121}

\textbf{Hijacker Arrival at Airport and Check-in.} At 6:20 A.M.,\textsuperscript{122} Ahmed al Ghamdi and Hamza al Ghamdi checked in at the United Air Lines (UAL) ticket counter at Logan International Airport in Boston.\textsuperscript{123} They approached a United Air Lines customer service representative, who immediately referred them to another agent because one of the men presented a “certificate” that the first agent was unfamiliar with.\textsuperscript{124}

This second customer service representative said that one of the two men told her that he needed a ticket. She examined his documents and found that he already had a UAL envelope with an itinerary and ticket in his hand. She told him that he did not need a ticket but could check-in. The United agent recalled that the men checked two bags. She thought each had one carry-on bag resembling a briefcase. She recalled that each man had “problems” answering the standard security questions, and that she had to repeat them “very slowly.” After the questioning, the men departed the counter area for the security checkpoint.\textsuperscript{125}
6:20 A.M. Ahmed al Ghamdi checked two bags that were loaded on the aircraft at 6:31 A.M.  

6:45 A.M. Marwan al Shehhi checked a single bag. It was loaded on the plane at 6:51 A.M.  

6:52 A.M. A call was placed to Mohamed Atta's cell phone from a pay phone in Terminal C located between the screening checkpoint and the departure gate. The call lasted three minutes and was most likely a last-minute check between Atta, who had just arrived in Boston, and Marwan al Shehhi. 

6:53 A.M. Fayez Banihammad (listed in the airline passenger record as Fayez Ahmed) and Mohand al Shehri (listed as Mohald) checked in. Banihammad checked two bags, which were loaded at 6:57 A.M.  

**Hijacker Prescreening.** None of the Flight 175 hijackers was selected for additional security scrutiny by the CAPPS system. 

**Checkpoint Security Screening.** Because Logan Airport did not use video cameras to monitor activities at security checkpoints, we could not establish with certainty when the five hijackers passed through security screening or how they were processed. Judging from when they checked in for the flight, we estimated they were screened within the time frames as follow:

To reach their departure gate, after checking in, the hijackers had to pass through a checkpoint in Terminal C before boarding. The checkpoint was under the custodial responsibility of United Air Lines. It had contracted the screening duties to Huntleigh USA Corporation. None of the checkpoint supervisors recalled the hijackers or reported anything suspicious regarding their screening. 

**Hijacker Boarding.** Fayez Banihammad boarded the flight at 7:23 A.M. He was seated in 2A (first class). Mohand al Shehri boarded at the same time and sat next to him in 2B. 

*Four minutes later,* both Marwan al Shehhi, seated in 6C (business class), and Ahmed al Ghamdi, seated in 9D (business class), embarked. At 7:28 A.M., Hamza al Ghamdi was the last hijacker to board the flight; he sat in 9C (business class). 

**Flight Profile.** The flight was scheduled to depart Logan at 8:00 A.M. for Los Angeles International Airport. The aircraft was a Boeing 767, with tail number N612UA. 

Captain Victor Saracini and First Officer Michael Horrocks piloted the plane. The flight attendants were 

- Robert Fangman, assigned to the middle center jump seat between the middle galley and coach;
• Amy Jarret, assigned to the right jump seat, located in the back of the plane between coach and the rear galley;
• Amy King, assigned to the forward center jump seat, located between the forward galley and the first-class cabin;
• Kathryn Laborie, assigned to the forward left jump seat next to the cockpit entrance;
• Alfred Marchand, assigned the forward center jump seat, located between the forward galley and the first-class cabin;
• Michael Tarrou, assigned to the rear left jump seat, located in the back of the plane between coach and the rear galley; and
• Alicia Titus, assigned to the middle center jump seat between the middle galley and coach.\textsuperscript{136}

The aircraft had a capacity of 168 passengers: 10 in first class, 33 in business class, and 125 in coach. The flight carried 56 passengers (including 5 hijackers) with 2 pilots and 7 flight attendants, for a total of 65 people on board.

Nine of the 10 first-class seats were occupied, including 2 by hijackers Banihammad and Mohand al Shehri. Eleven of the 33 business-class seats were occupied, 3 by hijackers Shehhi, Hamza al Ghamdi, and Ahmed al Ghamdi; and 36 of the 125 coach seats were occupied, none by hijackers.\textsuperscript{137}

The 56 passengers represented a load factor of one-third of the plane's passenger capacity. This figure is considerably below the 49 percent average load factor for Flight 175 for Tuesdays in the three-month period prior to September 11. It represented the third-lowest load factor among the scheduled flights during that period,\textsuperscript{138} when Tuesdays were the least traveled day for Flight 175.\textsuperscript{139}

There is no evidence that the Flight 175 hijackers purchased additional tickets for the flight beyond the ones they actually used.\textsuperscript{140}

All the hijackers were accounted for on the flight, and according to United's records, no paperwork was filed to indicate that any cockpit jumpseat was occupied by anyone other than flight crew.\textsuperscript{141}

Under United Air Lines policy at the time, a key to the cockpit door was stowed in a designated place near the cockpit door.\textsuperscript{142}

Flight 175 was loaded with 76,000 pounds of fuel,\textsuperscript{143} a normal amount for the cross-country flight.\textsuperscript{144}

The Flight. At 7:58 A.M., Flight 175 pushed back from Gate 19 in Terminal C, and it departed Logan Airport at 8:14 A.M.\textsuperscript{145}

At 8:19 A.M., Flight 175 made radio contact with a Boston Center air traffic controller.\textsuperscript{146}
8:33 A.M. Flight 175 reached its assigned cruising altitude of 31,000 feet. At or around this time, flight attendants Laborie and Marchand would have begun cabin service in first class, while flight attendants King and Fangman would have done the same in business class, and Tarrou, Jarret, and Titus would have served coach class.

8:37 A.M. FAA air traffic controllers asked the flight crew of Flight 175 to look for American Airlines Flight 11.

8:38 A.M. The crew of Flight 175 radioed air traffic control that they had spotted the aircraft at 28,000 or 29,000 feet. FAA air traffic control told them to turn their aircraft to avoid Flight 11.

8:40 A.M. Control of Flight 175 was passed from Boston Center to the New York Air Traffic Control Center at Ronkonkoma, New York (New York Center).

8:41 A.M. The flight crew of Flight 175 reported to air traffic controllers that “we heard a suspicious transmission [from another aircraft] on our departure out of Boston—like someone keyed the mike and said everyone stay in your seats.”

United’s system operations control manager in Chicago reported that though he normally received relevant information about United flights from FAA air traffic control, on September 11, 2001, he did not recall receiving information about any air traffic control communications with or from Flight 175, including the 8:41 A.M. report. The other senior United Air Lines officials working in the operations center on 9/11 confirmed that they were never told of this communication, though they stated that air traffic controllers would “first and foremost” communicate directly with pilots. Furthermore, these officials reported that they never received any communication on the morning of September 11, 2001, from the FAA or the air traffic control system advising United to contact its aircraft about the hijackings.

At 8:42 A.M., the flight crew of Flight 175 completed their report on the “suspicious transmission” they had received from another plane. This represented the flight’s last communication with the ground.

The Hijacking. Between 8:42 A.M. and 8:46 A.M., the hijackers began their takeover of the flight. The hijackers initiated and sustained their command of the aircraft using knives (as reported by two passengers and a flight attendant), Mace (reported by one passenger), and the threat of a bomb (reported by the same passenger). They stabbed flight crew members (as reported by a flight attendant and one passenger) and killed both pilots, (as reported by a flight attendant).

All of these eyewitness accounts were provided via phone calls (as described below) from the back of the plane, even though the passengers calling had each been assigned a seat in the front or middle of the cabin.
Given the similarities to Flight 11 in hijacker seating and in the eyewitness reports of tactics and weapons, as well as the close contact between presumed team leaders Atta and Shehhi, it is likely the hijacking unfolded in much the same manner as on Flight 11.

8:47 A.M. Flight 175’s transponder code changed twice within a one-minute period. David Bottiglia, the New York Center air traffic controller responsible for Flight 175 was also handling Flight 11, which he was told had been hijacked. At this point he was trying to locate Flight 11 and did not notice the transponder code changes on Flight 175 until 8:51 A.M.

8:50 A.M. Delta Airlines Flight 1489 radioed in and advised David Bottiglia there was “a lot of smoke in lower Manhattan” and the World Trade Center looked like it was on fire. The controller acknowledged the message at 8:51 A.M., and agreed to pass on any news, then noticed a change in the transponder reading from Flight 175. The controller asked Flight 175 to recycle its transponder to the proper code. There was no response.

Also at 8:51 A.M., Flight 175 deviated from its assigned altitude.

8:52 A.M. David Bottiglia made the first of five unsuccessful attempts over a three-minute period to contact the flight. While continuing his attempts to contact Flight 175, David Bottiglia spent the next several minutes handing off the other flights on his scope to other controllers and moving aircraft out of the way of the unidentified aircraft (believed to be Flight 175) as it moved southwest and then turned northeast toward New York City.

Also at 8:52 A.M., Lee Hanson received a phone call from his son, passenger Peter Burton Hanson, who told him that the flight was being hijacked. “I think they’ve taken over the cockpit—An attendant has been stabbed—and someone else up front may have been killed. The plane is making strange moves. Call United Air Lines—Tell them it’s Flight 175, Boston to L.A.” Lee Hanson then called the Easton, Connecticut, Police Department, relayed the information from his son to a police captain, and asked for his help.

Also at 8:52 A.M., Marc Policastro, an employee at the United Air Lines maintenance office in San Francisco (SAMC), received a phone call from a male flight attendant on Flight 175 who reported that the aircraft had been hijacked, both pilots had been killed, a flight attendant had been stabbed, and he believed the hijackers were flying the plane. The call lasted about two minutes. Policastro tried unsuccessfully to contact the flight via ACARS. Another employee at the maintenance office also tried to contact Flight 175 with an ACARS message around this time, with a message requesting the flight crew to confirm reports of an incident onboard. None of these or any subsequent attempts to contact Flight 175 were acknowledged from the aircraft.

Beginning at 8:52 A.M. and continuing until 8:59 A.M., a passenger unsuccessfully tried a total of four times to reach his wife on both her business and home phone lines.

Meanwhile, at United’s (UAL) headquarters in Chicago, the air traffic control coordinator called an official at the FAA Herndon Command Center to confirm that the
plane that had just crashed into the World Trade Center was not a United plane. He was informed that the aircraft was a hijacked American Airlines 757. Shortly thereafter, the UAL coordinator briefed the director of United’s systems operations center, and the shift manager of United’s flight dispatch, about the call. The dispatch manager attempted to notify top corporate officials but was unable to do so because the UAL pager system was not working.

At approximately 8:55 A.M. a New York Center supervisor notified the center’s operations manager of her belief that Flight 175 had been hijacked.

8:57 A.M. Flight 175 turned to the northeast and leveled off at 28,500 feet. One minute later, it headed toward New York City.

8:58 A.M. David Bottiglia, the New York Center controller searching for Flight 175, told another New York controller “we might have a hijack over here, two of them.”

8:59 A.M. Passenger Brian David Sweeney attempted to call his wife, Julie. He left a message on their home answering machine telling her that the plane had been hijacked.

Also at 8:59 A.M., an employee at United’s maintenance office in San Francisco sent three ACARS messages to Flight 175. Each read, “I heard of a reported incident aboard your acft [aircraft]. Plz verify all is normal.”

Shortly before 9:00 A.M., one of this employee’s supervisors in the San Francisco office called United’s station operations control manager in Chicago to tell him of the reported hijacking of Flight 175. The operations center manager initially thought the report referred to the American Airlines hijacking, but the supervisor in San Francisco reiterated that it was about Flight 175. The Chicago manager notified his boss, United’s operations center director, who in turn contacted United’s chief operating officer, Andy Studdert, and the company’s CEO, James Goodwin. The employee supervisor also called the airline’s security chief. The SOC director and the supervisor began the process of activating the crisis center at United’s headquarters, which took about 30 minutes to complete.

At approximately 9:00 A.M., the FAA’s New York Center informed the UAL air traffic control coordinator that Flight 175 was missing from radar.

9:00 A.M. Passenger Brian David Sweeney called his mother and told her that his flight had been hijacked. He said that the passengers were thinking about storming the cockpit to wrest control of the plane away from the hijackers. He thought they were flying somewhere over Ohio. Immediately after the call from her son, Mrs. Sweeney turned on the television and saw the second aircraft crash into the South Tower of the World Trade Center.

Also at 9:00 A.M., Lee Hanson received a second call from his son who told him: It’s getting bad, Dad—A stewardess was stabbed—They seem to have
knives and Mace—They said they have a bomb—it’s getting very bad on the plane—Passengers are throwing up and getting sick—The plane is making jerky movements—I don’t think the pilot is flying the plane—I think we are going down—I think they intend to go to Chicago or someplace and fly into a building.187

The call ended abruptly. Hanson did not know whether his son had hung up or the phone had malfunctioned. After the call, Hanson turned on his television. He watched as the second plane slammed into the South Tower.188

9:01 or 9:02 A.M. A United flight dispatch manager went to the desk of Ed Ballinger, the dispatcher responsible for the airline’s East to West Coast flights. He told the dispatcher of the information just received by the operations center manager from the San Francisco maintenance office that had led them to suspect Flight 175 had been hijacked.189

Between 9:01 A.M. and 9:02 A.M., a manager from New York Center told the FAA Command Center: “We have several situations going on here. It’s escalating big, big time. We need to get the military involved with us. . . . We’re, we’re involved with something else, we have other aircraft that may have a similar situation going on here.”190 The “other aircraft” referred to by New York Center was Flight 175. The evidence suggests this conversation was the only notice received by either FAA headquarters or the Herndon Command Center prior to the second crash that there had been a second hijacking. While the Herndon Command Center was told about this “other aircraft” at 9:01 A.M., New York Center contacted New York terminal approach control and asked for assistance in locating Flight 175. At 9:02 A.M., as New York terminal approach controllers located Flight 175 rapidly descending into lower Manhattan, a New York Center manager stated, “[a]lright. Heads up man, it looks like another one coming in.”191

At 9:03 a.m., Terry Biggio, a manager from FAA’s Boston Center, reported to an FAA New England region representative that they had deciphered what the hijackers on board American 11 said during the first radio transmission (at 8:25 A.M.). Biggio reported that the hijackers said “we have planes.” He then emphasized that they said “planes as in plural.” As the air traffic controllers in Boston came to the tragic realization that the hijackers may have hijacked multiple commercial aircraft, Flight 175 was about to strike the South Tower of the World Trade Center.192

9:03 A.M. Ballinger sent an ACARS message to the aircraft: “How is the ride. Anything dispatch can do for you.” Another ACARS was sent at the same time by the UAL air traffic control coordinator: “NY approach lookin for ya on [frequency] 127.4.”
9:03 A.M. NEADS air defenders received their first notice of a second hijacked aircraft when New York Center told a NEADS Identification Technician that Flight 175 was a "second possible hijack."\[^{193}\]

9:03:11 A.M.\[^{194}\] United Air Lines Flight 175 crashed into the South Tower of the World Trade Center. The aircraft was traveling at over 587 miles per hour at impact.\[^{195}\] All on board and an unknown number in the building were killed instantly.

9:03:22 A.M. Seconds after Flight 175 crashed into the South Tower, Terry Biggio, Boston Center's manager, advised the New England Region that New York confirmed that a second plane had struck the World Trade Center.\[^{196}\]

Shortly after, unaware that Flight 175 had flown into the World Trade Center, Ballinger again attempted to communicate with the aircraft. He sent the same ACARS message: "How is the ride. Anything dispatch can do for you."\[^{197}\] Meanwhile, the airline's air traffic control coordinator re-sent his ACARS message, "NY approach lookin for ya on 127.4."\[^{198}\]

9:04 A.M. Terry Biggio immediately advised New England Region that Boston Center was going to stop all departures at airports under its control and suggested they "do the same elsewhere."\[^{199}\]

Between 9:04 A.M. and 9:07 A.M., the NEADS Identification Technicians were on the phone with FAA Boston Center seeking further information on Flight 175 when Boston Center confirmed a second crash at the World Trade Center.\[^{200}\]

9:05 A.M. On an open line monitored by Herndon Command Center, Terry Biggio contacted the New England Region and confirmed that the hijackers on board American 11 said "we have planes."\[^{201}\]

9:05 A.M. New York Center declared "ATC zero"—meaning that aircraft were not permitted to depart from, arrive at, or travel through New York Center's airspace until further notice.\[^{202}\]

9:07 A.M. Fearing there may be additional attacks after the second WTC crash, Terry Biggio asked a New England Region manager if warnings to increase cockpit security could be sent to airborne aircraft via "ACARS or something." Biggio was particularly concerned about warning airborne international flights scheduled to arrive at JFK International Airport. While Boston Center did not want to alarm any airborne aircraft,
they were considering using the radio frequencies to alert international flight crews to heighten their cockpit security. On the advice of a New England Region representative, Boston Center decided to contact Air Transport Association ("ATA") representatives through Herndon Command Center and ask the ATA representatives to formally request that airline companies warn their aircraft to heighten cockpit security. Not content to rely on the airlines to warn their aircraft, Terry Biggio decided that Boston Center would issue a Notice to Airmen ("NOTAM") to heighten cockpit security in light of the attacks on New York. 203

By 9:08 A.M., the mission crew commander at NEADS learned of the second explosion at the World Trade Center and decided against holding the fighters in military airspace away from Manhattan. Anticipating additional attacks on New York, the mission crew commander told his crew:

"This is what I foresee that we probably need to do. We need to talk to FAA. We need to tell 'em if this stuff is gonna keep on going, we need to take those fighters, put 'em over Manhattan. That's best thing, that's the best play right now. So coordinate with the FAA. Tell 'em if there's more out there, which we don't know, let's get 'em over Manhattan. At least we got some kind of play." 204

9:09 A.M. After learning about the second crash at the World Trade Center, NEADS ordered alert fighters at Langley Air Force Base to battle stations. Colonel Marr, the battle commander at NEADS, and General Arnold, the CONR Commander, both recall that the planes were held on battle stations, as opposed to scrambling, because they might be called upon to relieve the Otis fighters over New York City if a refueling tanker was not located, and also because of the general uncertainty of the situation in the sky. 205 After initially considering scrambling the Langley fighters to New York to provide backup for the Otis fighters, they decided to leave the Langley jets on "battle stations only." 206 NORAD had no indication that any other plane had been hijacked.

9:09 A.M. to 9:10 A.M. Terry Biggio instructed all air traffic controllers in Boston Center to use their radio frequencies to inform all aircraft within Boston Center’s airspace of the events unfolding in New York and to advise the aircraft to heighten cockpit security in light of those events. Boston air traffic controllers immediately executed Biggio’s order. 207

9:10 A.M. A UAL dispatch operations shift manager’s timeline log entry noted, “At that point a second aircraft had hit the WTC, but we didn’t know it was our United flight." 208

Between 9:10 A.M. and 9:20 A.M., The United dispatch operations manager spoke with the American Airlines dispatch operations manager about the two crashes into the World Trade Center. The American official believed both aircraft were his; the United official was increasingly “confident” that the second plane was Flight 175. In slow motion and enlarged images of the second impact on CNN, he could see that the airplane did not have the shiny metallic color of American jets. 209
9:12 A.M. A staff analyst in United headquarters alerted United dispatch, flight safety, and flight operations personnel about the American Airlines crash and the missing UAL Flight 175.²¹⁰

9:13 A.M. Radar data show the Otis fighters were approximately 115 miles away from New York City when they exited their holding pattern and set a course direct for Manhattan.²¹¹

At approximately 9:15 A.M., Daniel Bueno, another Boston Center manager, asked the Herndon Command Center to contact all FAA centers in the country and instruct them to issue a similar cockpit security alert to all airborne aircraft. Commission staff has found no evidence to suggest that the Command Center acted on Bueno’s request or issued any type of nationwide cockpit security alert.²¹² One Command Center manager told Commission staff that the FAA culture and mindset on 9/11 was such that they would never have relayed this message directly to all pilots. She said the FAA would pass situational awareness to the airline company representatives who, in turn, would determine if such action was necessary.²¹³

9:19 A.M. Ballinger sent the following ACARS message to his airborne flights: “Beware any cockpit intrusion...Two aircraft in NY hit trade center builds.”²¹⁴

9:20 A.M. The UAL dispatch operations manager now believed that the second aircraft to crash into the World Trade Center was Flight 175. Its identity was still unconfirmed.²¹⁵

9:22 A.M. The UAL system operations control manager issued an advisory, under the name of UAL Chief Operating Officer Andy Studdert, to all UAL facilities—including the flight dispatchers—stating that Flight 175 had been involved in an accident in New York City and that the crisis center had been activated.²¹⁶ Just prior to the Studdert advisory, United headquarters began the lockout procedure to restrict access to passenger and crew information about the flight.²¹⁷

9:23 A.M. Ballinger sent out his “cockpit intrusion” message to Flight 175.²¹⁸ At this time, while the dispatcher was aware that two large aircraft (including one United airliner) had crashed into the World Trade Center and that Flight 175 had been hijacked, he was not aware that Flight 175 had crashed.²¹⁹

9:25 A.M. The Otis fighters arrived over Manhattan and established a combat air patrol (CAP) over the city.²²⁰
1.3 AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT 77

Hijackers: Hani Hanjour (pilot); Khalid al Mihdhar; Nawaf al Hazmi; Salem al Hazmi; Majed Moqed.


Hijacker Check-in and Checkpoint Security Screening. At approximately 7:15 A.M., Majed Moqed and Khalid al Mihdhar checked in at the American Airlines ticket counter at Dulles and proceeded to checkpoint screening.

Security screening for Flight 77 was conducted at the east and west checkpoints in the Main Terminal. United Air Lines had custodial responsibility for the screening and contracted out the work to Argenbright Security. All five of the hijackers passed through the same checkpoint. Closed-circuit television recorded all passengers, including the hijackers, as they were screened.

7:18 A.M. Moqed and Mihdhar entered the security screening checkpoint. They placed their carry-on bags on the X-ray machine belt and proceeded through the first walk-through metal detector. Both set off the alarm and were directed to a second metal detector. While Mihdhar did not trigger the second metal detector and was permitted through the checkpoint, Moqed failed once again. A security officer screened him with a hand-held metal detection wand. He passed this cursory inspection.

At approximately 7:29 A.M., Nawaf al Hazmi and Salem al Hazmi checked in at the American ticket counter.

7:35 A.M. Hani Hanjour placed two carry-on bags on the X-ray belt and passed through the metal detector. He picked up his carry-on bags and proceeded through the checkpoint.

7:36 A.M. Nawaf and Salem al Hazmi entered the same checkpoint. Salem, with one carry-on bag, successfully cleared the magnetometer and was permitted through the checkpoint. Nawaf set off the alarms for both the first and second magnetometers. He was hand-wanded and his shoulder bag was swiped by an explosive trace detector before he was allowed to proceed. The video footage showed that he was carrying an unidentified item clipped to the rim of his back pants pocket.

Hijacker Prescreening Selectee Status. CAPPS selected all five of the Flight 77 hijackers for added security scrutiny. Hanjour, Mihdhar, and Moqed were chosen by the computer algorithm. Nawaf al Hazmi and Salem al Hazmi were both made CAPPS selectees at the discretion of the airline's customer service representative who checked them in. The agent told us that one of the hijackers (Salem, we believe) presented identification without a picture and did not seem to be able to understand English. He said that he thought both were suspicious and made sure he made both of them selectees.
The only consequence of selection, however, was that their bags were held off the plane until it was confirmed that they had boarded the aircraft.228

Thus, Hanjour, Nawaf al Hazmi, and Mihdhar, who did not check any bags on September 11, suffered no consequences from their selection by the system. For Salem al Hazmi, who checked two bags, and Moqed, who checked one bag, the sole consequence was that their baggage was not loaded onto Flight 77 until after their boarding was confirmed.229

**Hijacker Boarding.** At approximately 7:50 A.M., Moqed and Mihdhar boarded Flight 77 and were seated in seats 12A and 12B of coach, respectively. Hanjour, assigned to seat 1B, in first class, boarded at approximately 7:52 A.M. Finally, Nawaf al Hazmi and Salem al Hazmi, occupying seats 5E and 5F in first class, boarded at approximately 7:55 A.M.230

**Flight Profile.** Flight 77 provided nonstop service between Washington Dulles International Airport and Los Angeles International Airport. It was scheduled to depart at 8:10 A.M. The aircraft was a Boeing 757, tail number N644AA.231

Captain Charles F. Burlingame and First Officer David Charlebois piloted the plane. The flight attendants on Flight 77 were

- Michele Heidenberger, assigned to the rear left jump seat in the very back of the plane at takeoff;
- Jennifer G. Lewis, assigned to the right middle jump seat between first class and coach (and therefore between the hijackers in 5E and 5F and those in 12A and 12B);
- Kenneth E. Lewis, assigned to the right rear jump seat; and
- Renee May, assigned to the forward left jump seat next to the entry area and between the first row of first class and the cockpit.232

The aircraft had a capacity of 176 passengers, 22 in first class and 154 in coach. On September 11, 2001, the flight carried 58 passengers (including 5 hijackers) with 2 pilots and 4 flight attendants for a total of 64 people on board. Fifteen of the 22 first-class seats were occupied, 3 by hijackers. Forty-three of the 154 economy seats aboard were occupied, 2 by hijackers.

The 58 passengers represented a load factor of 33.0 percent of the plane’s passenger capacity of 176. This figure is almost identical to the 32.8 percent average load factor for Flight 77 for Tuesdays in the three-month period prior to September 11. During that time, Tuesdays were the least traveled day for Flight 77.233

The Commission has found no ticketing, passenger occupancy, or financial evidence to indicate that the hijackers purchased additional seats (beyond the ones they actually used) in order to limit the number of passengers they would need to control during the operation.234
All the hijackers were assigned seats as they checked in and boarded the flight. According to American’s records, “no documentation for a jump seat passenger was filed for Flight 77.” There is no evidence to suggest that any hijacker was admitted into the cockpit and permitted to sit in a jump seat prior to the takeover.

As on Flight 11, under American Airline policy in effect on 9/11, every crew member, including each of the flight attendants, had a key to the cockpit.

Flight 77 was loaded with 49,900 pounds of fuel. The amount of fuel was below the average (59,400 pounds) for the flight during 2001.

The Flight. Flight 77 pushed back from Dulles Gate D-26 at 8:09 A.M.

8:20 A.M. Flight 77 took off from Dulles.

8:40 A.M. After proceeding normally through air space controlled by the Washington Air Traffic Control Center (Washington Center), Flight 77 was handed off to the Indianapolis Air Traffic Control Center (Indianapolis Center), with which it made routine radio contact.

8:46 A.M. Flight 77 reached its assigned cruising altitude of 35,000 feet. Cabin service would have begun, with Renee May likely working in the first-class galley between the cockpit and first class, Michele Heidenberger in the galley at the rear of the plane, Jennifer Lewis circulating in first-class, and Kenneth Lewis in the main cabin.

8:51 A.M. Flight 77 transmitted its last routine radio communication, an acknowledgment from the cockpit crew to air traffic control’s navigational instructions.

The Hijacking. Between 8:51 A.M. and 8:54 A.M., the hijackers began their takeover of the aircraft. They initiated and sustained their command of the aircraft using knives and box cutters (reported by one passenger) and moved all of the passengers (and possibly crew) to the rear of the aircraft (reported by one flight attendant and one passenger).

Neither of the firsthand accounts to come from Flight 77, from a flight attendant and from a passenger, mentioned any actual use of violence (e.g., stabbings) or the threat or use of either a bomb or Mace. Both of these witnesses began the flight in the first-class cabin.

8:54 A.M. The aircraft deviated from its assigned course by making a slight turn to the south.

8:56 A.M. The transponder was switched off, and the aircraft was lost on primary radar. The controller tracking Flight 77 continued to look for it. He searched
along its projected flight path and the airspace to the southwest where it had started to turn. No primary targets appeared. He tried the radios, first calling the aircraft directly, then the airline. Again there was nothing. At this point, the Indianapolis Center controller had no knowledge of the situation in New York. He did not know that other aircraft had been hijacked. He believed Flight 77 had experienced serious electrical and/or mechanical failure, and was gone. At the same time, the Indianapolis Center made the first of ten unsuccessful attempts over the next six and a half minutes to contact the aircraft via radio.246

Shortly after 8:56 A.M., the Indianapolis Center controller reached out to controllers in other sectors at Indianapolis Center to advise them of the situation.247 The controllers agreed to “sterilize the air space” along the flight’s projected westerly route so that other planes would not be affected by Flight 77.248 Two Indianapolis Center managers joined the controller responsible for Flight 77 in searching for the flight. The managers did not instruct other controllers at Indianapolis Center to turn on their primary radar coverage to join in the search for Flight 77.

By 8:58 A.M., FAA air traffic control contacted American to advise the airline that contact had been lost with Flight 77. Shortly thereafter, American Airlines dispatchers made the first of several unsuccessful attempts over three minutes to contact Flight 77, using the ACARS email system to advise the flight crew to contact the Indianapolis Air Traffic Control Center.249

9:00 A.M. American Airlines Executive Vice President Gerard Arpey learned that communication had been lost with Flight 77. He ordered all American Airlines flights in the Northeast that had not taken off to remain on the ground.250

Also at 9:00 A.M., Flight 77 headed east and shortly thereafter began to descend.251

9:02 A.M. The FAA’s air traffic controllers told American Airlines that they did not know the location of Flight 77 and were unable to contact it.252 Three minutes later, American began lockout procedures to protect information about the flight.253

9:05 A.M. Flight 77 re-emerged as a primary target on Indianapolis Center radar scopes, well east of its last known position.254 However, the aircraft was not detected by air traffic controllers because they were searching along its projected flight path to the west and southwest.

At approximately 9:07 A.M., Flight 77 leveled off at 25,000 feet and made a slight course change to the east-northeast.255

By 9:08 A.M., officials in American Airlines’ SOC had concluded that the second aircraft to hit the World Trade Center might have been Flight 77.256
9:08 A.M. The FAA’s Indianapolis Center contacted Air Force Search and Rescue in Langley, Virginia, to request that they be on the lookout for an accident involving Flight 77 because of the simultaneous loss of radio communications and all radar contact.

9:09 A.M. Indianapolis Center called the FAA Great Lakes Regional Office to notify it of a possible accident involving American 77.

At some time between 9:00 A.M. and 9:10 A.M., an American Airlines air traffic control specialist at SOC who was in communication with the Herndon Command Center notified SOC air traffic control manager that he had learned United was “missing a plane.” American headquarters extended its ground stop nationwide.

9:11 A.M. Renee May, a flight attendant, attempted to call her parents but the call did not connect. A second call to the same number at 9:12 A.M. did go through. In the conversation, May told her mother that her flight was being hijacked by six individuals who had moved them—the mother was not sure whether her daughter meant all the passengers or just the crew—to the rear of the plane. May asked her mother to call American Airlines and make sure that they knew about the hijacking, giving her three phone numbers in Northern Virginia to call.

At some point between 9:12 A.M. and the crash of Flight 77 into the Pentagon (9:37:46 A.M.), Renee May’s parents reached an American Airlines employee at Reagan National Airport in Washington, D.C., giving her the information provided by their daughter, including her phone number on board and the flight number. Initially, the American employee thought the Mays were talking about the aircraft that had crashed into the World Trade Center. May’s mother reiterated that she was speaking of Flight 77, still in the air. At some point after completing the call, the American employee was told to evacuate the building. On her way out, she heard explosions from the direction of the Pentagon, though she was not sure that it was the crash of an aircraft. She informed a flight services manager at the airport about her conversation with May’s parents.

Around 9:15 A.M., after confirming that two airliners had struck the World Trade Center American ordered all of its airborne flights to land.

9:16 A.M. An American Airlines air traffic control specialist phoned an official at the Herndon Command Center to inquire about the status of New York City air traffic. Over the course of this conversation, which lasted two and a half minutes, the specialist said that American “thought” Flight 11 had crashed into the World Trade Center. Flight 77, he said, was “missing.” As he made his report, he received an update from American’s SOC indicating that Flight 77 also might have crashed into the towers. He updated the ATC official but wondered how Flight 77 could have gotten to New York City. The ATC official replied that the second crash might not have been Flight 77 because “we [ATC] have another call sign” for that incident. At that point, though, the Herndon Command Center was not sure of the identity of either of the two crashed aircraft and provided no further information.
At some point between 9:16 A.M. and 9:26 A.M., Barbara Olson, a Flight 77 passenger, called her husband, Ted Olson, the solicitor general of the United States. Olson spoke to his wife for about one minute before the call was cut off. She reported that the flight had been hijacked and the hijackers were wielding knives and box cutters. She did not mention stabbing or slashing of the crew or passengers. The hijackers, she said, were not aware of her phone call. All of the passengers were in the back of the plane. Barbara Olson had been seated in first class.

After this call, Ted Olson tried unsuccessfully to reach Attorney General John Ashcroft. He contacted the Department of Justice Command Center and requested that they send someone to his office. He also told the Department of Justice Command Center that his wife’s flight had been hijacked and gave them the flight number.

By no later than 9:18 A.M., FAA centers in Indianapolis, Cleveland, and Washington were aware that Flight 77 was missing and that two aircraft had struck the World Trade Center.

By 9:20 A.M., Indianapolis Center learned that there were other hijacked aircraft in the system, and began to doubt its initial assumption that Flight 77 had crashed. A discussion of this concern between the manager at Indianapolis and the Herndon Command Center prompted the Command Center to notify some FAA field facilities that Flight 77 was lost.

Between 9:20 A.M. and 9:31 A.M., Barbara Olson again called her husband. During their second conversation, she reported that the pilot had announced that the flight had been hijacked and she asked her husband what she should tell the captain to do. Ted Olson asked for her location. She said that the aircraft was flying over houses. Another passenger told her they were traveling northeast. Ted Olson informed his wife of the two previous hijackings and crashes, but she did not display signs of panic or indicate any awareness of an impending crash. The call abruptly ended.

By 9:21 A.M., the Herndon Command Center, some FAA field facilities, and American Airlines had started to search for Flight 77. They feared it had been hijacked.

9:21 A.M. Herndon Command Center advised a supervisor at the Dulles Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON) facility that the FAA had lost contact with Flight 77 and was trying to find the aircraft. Controllers at Dulles TRACON were advised that a commercial aircraft was missing and instructed to look for primary targets.

9:24 A.M. The FAA’s Great Lakes Regional Office notified the agency’s headquarters in Washington, D.C., that Flight 77 might have been involved in an accident.

9:25 A.M. Herndon Command Center advised FAA headquarters that Flight 77 was lost in Indianapolis Center’s airspace. It could not be located on radar.
Also at 9:25 A.M. Ben Sliney, the Herndon Command Center National Operations Manager, ordered a “nationwide ground stop,” which prevented any aircraft from taking off in the United States.  

9:29 A.M. Flight 77 was now flying at 7,000 feet and was approximately 38 miles west of the Pentagon.  

At or shortly after 9:32 A.M., controllers at the Dulles TRACON “observed a primary radar target tracking eastbound at a high rate of speed,” and notified Reagan National Airport of the approaching aircraft. This was later determined to have been Flight 77.  

9:34 A.M. Flight 77 was 5 miles west-southwest of the Pentagon. It began a 330-degree right turn. At the end of the turn, the plane descended through 2,200 feet pointed toward the Pentagon and downtown Washington D.C.  

Also at 9:34 A.M. NEADS Identification Technicians who, at 9:21 A.M., had been told by Boston Center that Flight 11 was still airborne and heading south, contacted the Operations Manager at Washington Center to provide an update on the evolving situation. In the course of the conversation, the Operations Manager informed NEADS that Flight 77 was lost. He did not inform NEADS that it was hijacked because he did not know. This discussion was the first notice to the military that Flight 77 was missing, and it had come by chance. If NEADS had not placed that call to Washington Center, the NEADS air defenders would have received no information whatsoever that Flight 77 was even missing.  

Also at 9:34 A.M., an update by the American Airlines SOC indicated that Flights 11 and 77 had been the aircraft that crashed into the World Trade Center.  

At approximately 9:36 A.M., Reagan Airport controllers then vectored an unarmed National Guard C-130H cargo aircraft, which had just taken off en route to Minnesota, to identify and follow the primary target identified by Dulles TRACON. The C-130H pilot spotted it, identified it as a Boeing 757, and attempted to follow its path.  

9:36 A.M. The FAA’s Boston Center – which had learned of the unidentified primary radar target tracking eastbound via an FAA conference call line – called NEADS and relayed the report of the aircraft closing in on Washington. The aircraft that still had not been linked with the missing Flight 77. Boston Center told NEADS: “Latest report. Aircraft VFR [Visual Flight Rules] six miles southeast of the White House...Six, southwest. Six, southwest of the White House, deviating away.” This startling news prompted the Mission Crew Commander at NEADS to order “AFIO” (Authorization for Interceptor Operations), which entailed taking immediate control of the Langley fighters from the FAA. He then ordered the fighters to proceed directly towards Washington DC: “Okay, we’re going to turn it ... crank it up...Run them to the White House.”  

Shortly after 9:36 A.M., the Mission Crew Commander at NEADS discovered, to his surprise, that the Langley fighters were not headed north as the scramble order had
instructed, but east over the ocean. His response was emotional, "I don’t care how many windows you break," he said, "Damn it...Okay. Push them back."

9:37:46 A.M., American Airlines Flight 77 crashed into the Pentagon. The aircraft was traveling at approximately 530 miles per hour on impact. All on board were killed, along with 125 civilian and military personnel in the Pentagon. The Langley fighters were approximately 150 miles away.

At approximately 9:38 A.M., the C-130H aircraft reported to Reagan Airport controllers that the aircraft it was attempting to follow crashed into the Pentagon.

9:42 A.M. American’s director of safety programs, who happened to be in Washington, DC at the time, confirmed for American Airlines officials that “something has hit the Pentagon.”

Also at 9:42 A.M., the Herndon Command Center learned from news reports that a plane had struck the Pentagon. The Command Center’s national operations manager, Ben Sliney, ordered all FAA facilities to instruct all aircraft to land at the nearest airport. This was an unprecedented order. The air traffic control system handled it with great skill, as about 4,500 commercial and general aviation aircraft soon landed without incident.

9:45 A.M. An official at American headquarters called United headquarters to inform them that an aircraft had hit the Pentagon and that American believed it was a U.S. Airways turbojet.

At approximately 10:00 A.M., the Langley fighters established a Combat Air Patrol (CAP) over Washington, DC.

By no later than 10:30 A.M., American confirmed that Flight 77 had crashed into the Pentagon.
1.4 UNITED AIR LINES FLIGHT 93

**Hijackers:** Ziad Samir Jarrah (pilot); Saeed al Ghamdi; Ahmed al Nami; Ahmad al Haznawi.

**Hijacker Weapon Purchases.** Personal financial records do not reflect weapons purchases by any of the hijackers. However, the FBI recovered 14 knives or portions of knives, including a box cutter, at the Flight 93 crash site.

**Hijacker Arrival at Airport and Check-in.** At 7:03 A.M., Saeed al Ghamdi checked in at the United Air Lines ticket counter at Newark airport but checked no baggage. Ahmed al Nami checked two bags. At 7:24 A.M., Ahmad al Haznawi checked a single bag. Finally, at 7:39 A.M., Ziad Jarrah checked in at the UAL ticket counter; he did not have any luggage.296

**Hijacker Prescreening.** Only Ahmad al Haznawi was selected by CAPPS. His checked bag was screened for explosives and then loaded on the plane after confirmation that Haznawi was on board.297

**Checkpoint Security Screening.** Because Newark Airport, like Logan in Boston, did not use video cameras to monitor activities at security checkpoints, we could not establish with certainty how the five hijackers were processed when they passed through security screening.

To reach their departure gate, after checking in, the hijackers had to pass through a single checkpoint that serviced United Air Lines flights from the concourse from which Flight 93 departed. The checkpoint was the custodial responsibility of United Air Lines and operated under contract by Argenbright Security. The FAA interviewed each of the screeners on duty at the checkpoint, and none of them reported anything unusual or suspicious.298

**Hijacker Boarding.** At 7:39 A.M., Haznawi and Ghamdi boarded the aircraft. Haznawi sat in 6B (first class) and Ghamdi in 3D (first class). At 7:40 A.M., Nami boarded and sat in 3C (first class). At 7:48 A.M., Jarrah boarded and sat in 1B (first class).299

**Flight Profile.** In September 2001 and during certain other periods earlier in the year, United Air Lines Flight 93 provided daily, nonstop service from Newark (Liberty) International Airport to San Francisco International Airport.300 On September 11, it was scheduled for an 8:00 A.M. departure.301 The aircraft was a Boeing 757. Tail number N591UA.

The plane was piloted by Captain Jason Dahl and First Officer Lee Roy Homer. Five flight attendants provided cabin services:

- Chief flight attendant Deborah Welsh, assigned to seat seat J1 in first class;
- Sandra Bradshaw, assigned to seat J5 in coach;
- Wanda Green, assigned to seat J4 in first class;
On September 11, 2001, the flight carried 37 passengers (including 4 hijackers) with two pilot and 5 flight attendants for a total of 44 people on board.

Ten passengers were seated in first class, including all four of the hijackers; the other 27 were in coach. There was no business class on Flight 93.

The 37 passengers (including the four hijackers) represented a load factor of 20 percent of the plane's passenger capacity of 182. This figure is considerably below the 52 percent average load factor for Flight 93 for Tuesdays in the three-month period prior to September 11; indeed, it represents the lowest load factor among these flights during that time span. In this three-month period, Tuesdays were the least traveled day for Flight 93.

There is no evidence that Flight 93 hijackers purchased additional tickets for the flight beyond the ones they used. As on the other three flights, all the hijackers were accounted for in checking in and boarding the flight, and according to United's records, no paperwork was filed to indicate that any cockpit jump seat was occupied by anyone other than flight crew. Thus, there is no evidence to suggest that any hijacker was admitted into the cockpit and permitted to sit in a jump seat prior to the takeover.

On Flight 93, the cockpit key was kept in a storage compartment in the front of the airplane. It was United Air Lines' policy at the time not to provide individual flight attendants with a key to the cockpit door.

Flight 93 was loaded with 48,700 pounds of fuel, which was a normal amount for the flight.

**The Flight.** At 8:00 A.M., Flight 93 pushed back from gate 17A at Newark Airport and taxied to its departure area. Because of typical local air traffic congestion, the flight was delayed 42 minutes. It remained in a holding status until 8:42 A.M., when it departed.

9:02 A.M. The flight reached its cruising altitude of 35,000 feet. Under normal circumstances, the pilot would turn off the seatbelt sign once the aircraft reached cruising altitude, usually about 20 minutes into the flight.

Upon commencement of cabin service, it is likely that flight attendants Deborah Welsh and Wanda Green would have worked in first class, while Lorraine Bay, CeeCee Lyles, and Sandra Bradshaw would have been in coach.

Beginning at 9:03 A.M., several dispatchers sent ACARS messages to several United flights indicating that aircraft had crashed into the World Trade Center. These messages provided no details or warnings, however.
9:08 A.M. Ballinger, the United flight dispatcher, began to send out ACARS messages notifying United’s transcontinental flights that had not yet taken off that a ground stop had been ordered for commercial aircraft in the New York area.315

At 9:19 A.M., shortly after he became aware of the second crash into the World Trade Center, Ballinger began sending cockpit warnings via text messages to the 16 transcontinental flights under his jurisdiction, including Flight 93. The messages were sent out in groups; Flight 93 received its message several minutes later.316 This represented the first occasion on 9/11 when either American or United sent out such a warning to their airborne aircraft.

9:21 A.M. Ballinger received a routine ACARS message from the aircraft: “Good momin’ ... Nice clb [climb] outta EWR [Newark airport] after a nice tour of the apt [apartment] courts y [and] grmd cntrl. 20 N EWC At 350 occl [occasional] lt [light] chop. Wind 290/50 ain’t helping. J.” The last notation was presumably the signature for Captain Jason Dahl, who was personally acquainted with the dispatcher.317

Also at 9:21 A.M., the UAL air traffic control coordinator sent out a message to UAL dispatchers: “There may be Addnl hijackings in progress. You may want to advise your fits to stay on alert and shut down all cockpit access Inflt. [inflight] Sandy per Mgmt.”318

9:22 A.M. An ACARS text message was sent to First Officer LeRoy Homer at the request of his wife, who was concerned about her husband after hearing about the attacks on the World Trade Center.319

9:23 A.M. Ballinger sent an ACARS message to Flight 93’s flight deck: “Beware any cockpit intrusion—Two a/c [aircraft] hit World Trade Center.” This was the same message the dispatcher had begun transmitting to the airline’s transcontinental flights at 9:19 A.M. in response to information United headquarters had received about the hijacking of Flight 175 and the events at the World Trade Center.320

After reporting experiencing some “light chop” at 35,000 feet, Flight 93 was handed off to Cleveland Air Traffic Control Center (Cleveland Center).321 Several seconds later, Flight 93 established radio contact with Cleveland Center: “Morning Cleveland, United Ninety-three with you at, three-five-oh (35,000 feet), intermittent light chop.”322 The controller did not respond to this initial transmission as he had sixteen flights under his control, and was issuing new routes to several aircraft based upon the decisions in New York and Boston to ground-stop all aircraft.323

9:25 A.M. Flight 93 again radioed Cleveland Center, checking in at 35,000 feet. The controller replied, “United ninety-three, Cleveland, roger.”324

At approximately 9:25 A.M., FAA headquarters requested the Herndon Command Center to “get an awareness up to all the traffic management coordinators or the traffic management units to report any unusual circumstances direct to the Command Center of loss of identification, or any radio, uh, any unusual radio transmissions.”325
9:26 A.M. The Cleveland controller handling Flight 93 engaged in conversations with several aircraft about the evolving “serious” situation in New York City and the prospects for flights to be allowed to land in Philadelphia.326

Also at 9:26 A.M., Flight 93 asked for confirmation of the ACARS message sent at 9:23 A.M. and received in the cockpit at 9:24 A.M. “Ed cofirm latest mssg plz—Jason.”327

9:27 A.M. The Flight 93 flight crew responded to routine radio contact from the FAA air traffic control center in Cleveland. This was the last communication from the flight’s cockpit crew.328

The Hijacking. At 9:28 A.M., the hijackers began their takeover of the aircraft. They wielded knives (reported by at least five callers); engaged in violence, including stabbing (reported by at least four callers and indicated by the sounds of the cockpit struggle transmitted over the radio); relocated the passengers to the back of the plane (reported by at least two callers); threatened use of a bomb, either real or fake (reported by at least three callers); and engaged in deception about their intentions (as indicated by the hijacker’s radio transmission received by FAA air traffic control).

9:28 A.M. The aircraft was traveling 35,000 feet above eastern Ohio. It suddenly began to descend, dropping 685 feet over the next half minute. Eleven seconds into the descent, Cleveland Center overheard the first of two radio transmissions from the Flight 93 cockpit. The captain or first officer declared “Mayday” amid sounds of a physical struggle in the cockpit.329 While the controller did not understand what was said, he began to try to identify the possible source of the transmissions and noticed Flight 93’s rapid descent. “Somebody call Cleveland?”330 There was no reply.

The second radio transmission, 35 seconds later, indicated that the clash was still in progress. The captain or first officer shouted: “Hey get out of here—get out of here—get out of here.”331 The screaming in this second radio transmission was heard by the Cleveland controller responsible for Flight 93. 332

While this appears to show the exact time that the hijackers invaded the cockpit, we have found no conclusive evidence to indicate precisely when the terrorists took over the main cabin or moved passengers seated in the first-class cabin back to coach—a tactic reported by several passengers during phone calls to parties on the ground. We believe that it is most likely that the four hijackers breached the cockpit at the same time that they took over the front of the plane and pushed passengers back into the coach cabin. Taking over the cabin first would likely have alerted the flight deck to a problem, and waiting to control or move passengers once the cockpit was secured would have increased the risk of passenger intervention, particularly if the passengers had witnessed the hijackers displacing the crew from the controls.

The terrorists who hijacked the three other commercial flights on 9/11 operated in five-
SUBJECT TO CLASSIFICATION REVIEW

man teams. They initiated their cockpit takeover operations within 30 minutes of takeoff, most likely after the seatbelt sign had been turned off and the flight attendants were beginning cabin service. On Flight 93, however, there were only four hijackers. They waited approximately 46 minutes after takeoff to begin their assault. We were unable to determine why they waited so long.

At approximately 9:30 A.M., air traffic control informed United headquarters that Flight 93 was not responding to attempted radio contacts. 333

9:30 A.M. The Cleveland controller began to poll the other flights on his frequency to determine if they heard the screaming; several said they had. 334

At approximately 9:31 A.M., the National Traffic Management Officer on duty at the Herndon Command Center relayed to air traffic control facilities (including Cleveland Center) the request from FAA Headquarters to report any unusual circumstances to the Command Center.

9:31 A.M. United dispatchers were advised by United headquarters officials that there was a potential problem with Flight 93. The airline’s air traffic control coordinator and another employee each sent an ACARS message to the flight asking it to establish radio contact with air traffic control. There was no response to these or any subsequent ACARS messages. 335

9:32 A.M. The Cleveland controller overheard a transmission of threatening language from Flight 93: “Ladies and Gentlemen: Here the captain, please sit down keep remaining sitting. We have a bomb on board. So, sit.” The cockpit voice recording also indicates that a woman, most likely a flight attendant, was being held captive in the cockpit. Moments after hearing the threatening transmission from Flight 93, Cleveland Center reported to the Herndon Command Center that the flight may have a bomb on board. 337

Also at 9:32 A.M., Ballinger began sending a new ACARS message (“High security alert. Secure cockpit.”) to his flights. This communication was transmitted to Flight 93 at 9:33 A.M. 338

9:34 A.M. Herndon Command Center relayed the reports it had received on Flight 93 to FAA headquarters.

Between 9:34 A.M. and 9:38 A.M., the Cleveland controller observed Flight 93 climbing to 40,700 feet and immediately moved several aircraft out of its way. The controller continued to try to contact Flight 93, and asked whether the pilot could confirm that he had been hijacked. 339 There was no response. As the flight continued to climb, the controller moved decisively to clear the other flights in his sector from Flight 93’s path.

Additionally, between 9:34 A.M. and 10:08 A.M., a Herndon Command Center facility manager provided several updates to the FAA Deputy Administrator and other executives at the agency’s headquarters as Flight 93 approached the Washington, DC area.
At approximately 9:36 A.M., Cleveland Center advised the Hemdon Command Center that they were still tracking Flight 93 and inquired specifically whether someone had requested the military to launch fighter aircraft to intercept the flight. They added that they were prepared to contact a nearby military base to request fighter aircraft assistance. The Command Center told Cleveland Center that FAA personnel above them in the chain of command had to make the decision to request military assistance.  

9:36 A.M. A flight attendant contacted the United Air Lines maintenance facility in San Francisco. (The same facility that the flight attendant aboard United 175 had called to report the hijacking of that flight). The San Francisco phone number is one that flight crews know to call in order to report mechanical and systems problems, obtain advice on troubleshooting, and request maintenance while in flight. Her call was first answered by a United maintenance employee and was subsequently taken over by a manager at the facility. The manager described the flight attendant as “shockingly calm.” The flight attendant, reporting from the back of the plane, told the maintenance employees that hijackers were in the cabin behind the first-class curtain and in the cockpit. They had announced they had a bomb on the plane. The hijackers had pulled a knife. They had killed a flight attendant. The manager reported the emergency to his supervisor, who passed the information to the United Air Lines crisis center. The manager then instructed the air phone operator to try and reestablish contact with the plane, but the effort was unsuccessful. 

This began a series of calls from the flight that provided vital information both to the ground and to the passengers. At least two callers from the flight reported that the hijackers knew that passengers were making calls but did not seem to care. The cockpit voice recorder does not provide evidence of whether Jarrah, the pilot, was aware of these calls or indicate why the hijackers allowed them to take place.

At least ten passengers and two crew members shared vital information with family, friends, colleagues, or others on the ground, including: the plane had been hijacked; the hijackers wielded knives; the hijackers had entered the cockpit; the hijackers had a bomb; hijackers wore red bandanas; passengers were forced to the back of the aircraft; a passenger had been stabbed (reported by at least two callers), and the victim had died (reported by one); two individuals were lying on the floor of the aircraft injured or dead, possibly the captain and first officer; and a flight attendant had been killed.

The calls provided information very similar to that received from the other hijacked aircraft, including the hijackers’ use of knives, violence, the threat of a bomb, relocation of passengers to the back of the aircraft and cockpit intrusion. There is, of course, no means of ascertaining the location of callers who were using cellular phones inside the aircraft. However, calls were made from air phones installed in the last nine rows of the aircraft. The air phone system aboard the flight limited to eight the number of calls that could be made at one time.
9:36 A.M. Flight 93 reversed course and headed east. The hijackers struggled to control a defiant hostage, most likely a flight attendant in the cockpit, eventually killing or otherwise silencing her.\(^\text{345}\)

Also at 9:36 A.M., the United manager of flight dispatch operations advised Ballinger that Flight 93 was “off track, heading for D.C.”\(^\text{346}\) By this point, United headquarters believed the aircraft had been hijacked.\(^\text{347}\) Another UAL dispatcher, assisting Ballinger, sent an ACARS message to Flight 93, asking, “How’s the wx.(?) Can dispatch be of any assistance?”\(^\text{348}\)

9:37 A.M. A passenger called his mother. He told her that he was on United Air Lines Flight 93 and it was being hijacked; that the plane had been taken over by three guys, and that they said they have a bomb.\(^\text{349}\)

One of the key mysteries associated with Flight 93 is that at least five passengers described the presence of three hijackers on the plane, rather than the four who were actually aboard.\(^\text{350}\) Some have wondered whether such reporting might suggest that one of the hijackers was positioned in the cockpit from the outset of the flight and remained unseen by the passengers. FAA rules allowed commercial air carriers to permit properly credentialed and approved individuals, usually air carrier personnel such as pilots or operational personnel, to ride in the cockpit jump seat (located directly behind the pilot and first officer).\(^\text{351}\)

We cannot know with certainty whether a hijacker had gained access to the cockpit prior to the violent takeover of the aircraft, but we believe it unlikely that a hijacker occupied the jump seat prior to the takeover. All four of Flight 93’s hijackers were issued tickets for seats in the first-class cabin and used their tickets to enter the aircraft. None of the paperwork required by United Air Lines to authorize a jump seat occupant for Flight 93 had been filed.\(^\text{352}\)

One of the passengers who contacted a party on the ground reported that ten first-class passengers were on the flight. This figure is consistent with the four terrorists and the six nonhijackers who boarded the aircraft holding tickets for first-class seats.\(^\text{353}\)

Five of the six nonhijacker passengers in first-class seats contacted the ground by phone to share information about the hijacking.\(^\text{354}\) These individuals would have been best positioned to observe whether a passenger among them had gotten up during the flight and entered the cockpit before the violent takeover of the aircraft. None of the callers reported the occurrence of such an event. Moreover, the pilot and co-pilot of Flight 93 were experienced, well-regarded professionals, unlikely to allow any observer into the cockpit, pre- or post-takeoff, who had not obtained the permission needed for such privileges.\(^\text{355}\)

Finally, the pilot hijacker was the critical link in the terrorist operation. It is reasonable to expect that the hijackers would take all precautions necessary to protect the one among them required to fly the plane. Given their unwillingness to risk his death or injury during
the takeover of the aircraft, it made operational sense for the pilot hijacker to remain seated and inconspicuous until he was needed, most likely after the cockpit had been seized.

9:37 A.M. A passenger made the first of several calls to his wife. During these calls, he reported that: the plane had been hijacked; the hijackers claimed to have a bomb; and a passenger had been knifed. He thought one of them had a gun. He didn’t think they had a bomb because he couldn’t see it. The passenger asked his wife if she had heard about any other planes. His wife informed him about the World Trade Center. The passenger asked if the planes that crashed into the towers were commercial.

In one of the later calls to his wife, the passenger reported that the passenger that had been knifed had died; that "they" were in the cockpit; and that a group of passengers were getting ready to do something.56

Between 9:37 A.M. and 9:57 A.M., a passenger was in contact his wife and his mother-in-law, who immediately called 911 on her cell phone. The passenger told his family that Flight 93 had been hijacked by three “Iranian-looking” males, with dark skin and bandanas; one of the males stated that he was in possession of a bomb in a red box and one was armed with a knife; the captain had not made any announcements; the hijackers had herded the passengers into the rear of the plane; the three hijackers had entered the cockpit. He and other passengers were contemplating “rushing” the hijackers; he did not observe any guns in the possession of the hijackers; the passengers were voting on whether to storm the cockpit and retake control of the airplane.57

9:39 A.M. The Cleveland Center controller overheard the following radio transmission from Flight 93: “Uh, is the captain. Would like you all to remain seated. There is a bomb on board and are going back to the airport, and to have our demands [unintelligible]. Please remain quiet.”58

It is quite possible Jarrah knew that the attacks on the World Trade Center had succeeded. Text messages sent by United Air Lines to the cockpits of its transcontinental flights, including Flight 93, warned of possible cockpit intrusion and told of the attacks in New York.359 But even if Jarrah had not read these messages, he must have understood, given Flight 93’s tardy departure from Newark, that the attacks on the World Trade Center would already have unfolded. If he knew that the passengers were making calls, he must have failed to understand that they were sure to learn of the New York attacks and would immediately see through his ruse that the aircraft was simply “returning to the airport.”

9:39 A.M. A passenger called her husband and left a message that the flight had been hijacked.360

9:40 A.M. The United air traffic control coordinator for West Coast flights notified the Herndon Command Center that Flight 93 was not responding to the airline’s attempts to contact it. It was also off course.361
9:40 A.M. As he continued to update his 9:32 A.M. “secure cockpit” message to his flights, Ballinger sent the following ACARS transmission to Flight 93: “High security alert. Secure cockpit. Two airliner hit NY Trade Center. And 1 aircraft in IAD missing. And one in EWR missing ... too. UAL 175/93 missing.” At 9:41 A.M., the dispatcher sent the same message to Flight 93, with the following addition at the end: “UAL 175/93 found.”

9:41 A.M. The transponder on the plane was turned off. The Cleveland controller located the aircraft on primary radar, and matched his reading with visual sightings from other aircraft to follow the Flight 93 as it turned east and, ultimately, south.

9:41 A.M. The Herndon Command Center notified headquarters that Flight 93 had reversed course from its intended flight path and was descending and heading eastbound.

9:42 A.M. While Command Center employees informed FAA field facilities of the order to land all aircraft, one of the Command Center managers continued to give FAA headquarters several updates on the progress and location of Flight 93.

9:43 A.M. A passenger contacted his father to inform him that his flight had been hijacked.

9:44 A.M. A passenger contacted GTE air phone operators. His connection lasted for the remainder of the flight. He noted the following: The flight had been hijacked, and the captain and first officer were lying on the floor of the first-class cabin and were injured or possibly dead. One of the hijackers had a red belt with a bomb strapped to his waist. Two of the hijackers, who had knives, entered the cockpit and closed the door behind them. At some point the hijackers closed the curtain between first class and coach so that passengers could not see into first class; those in the rear of the plane were not being monitored by the hijackers. The plane was going up and down and had turned or changed direction. He and some other passengers were planning something and he was going to put the phone down.

At some point between 9:45 A.M. and 9:50 A.M., the United station operations control manager received a report from the San Francisco maintenance office about the call from the Flight 93 flight attendant advising that the aircraft had been hijacked. He immediately passed this information on to Ballinger and the crisis center. He also attempted to initiate a lockout of Flight 93. The United computer system, however, was not set up at that time to deal with two such procedures simultaneously—and United had already effected a lockout of Flight 175.

9:46 A.M. A United employee at the maintenance facility in San Francisco sent the following ACARS message to Flight 93: “Heard report of incident. Plz confirm all is normal.”
Also at 9:46 A.M., a passenger contacted her sister and left a voice mail message: her flight had been hijacked by terrorists and they said they had a bomb; she knew that terrorists had already flown a couple of planes into the World Trade Center; it looked like they were going to take this one down as well.\textsuperscript{368}

Also at 9:46 A.M. the Herndon Command Center updated FAA headquarters that Flight 93 was tracking towards Washington, DC and was 29 minutes away from the city.\textsuperscript{369}

9:48 A.M. A flight attendant called her husband, using an air phone, and left a message: the aircraft had been hijacked; there were three hijackers; the plane had turned around; and she’d heard that planes had flown into the World Trade Center.\textsuperscript{370}

9:49 A.M. A passenger called her boyfriend: her plane was hijacked; the hijackers had cut two passengers’ throats; she knew that two planes had crashed into the WTC.\textsuperscript{371}

9:49 A.M. Thirteen minutes after initially questioned by Cleveland Center about getting military help, Herndon Command Center suggested to FAA headquarters that someone should decide whether to request military assistance.\textsuperscript{372}

9:50 A.M. Ballinger continued to send ACARS messages to the airline’s transcontinental flights, including Flight 93, advising them to “land ASP at nearest UAL airport—ORD terrorist. No one in to cockpit—Land asp.” He sent a second message advising the aircraft to land anywhere as soon as possible. He sent the same message again one minute later.\textsuperscript{373}

9:50 A.M. A flight attendant called her husband to report the emergency. The call lasted approximately eight minutes. She seemed to be aware of the other hijackings that morning. Her husband told her he was watching the television and confirmed to her that two planes had crashed into the World Trade Center. The flight attendant told her husband that the plane had been hijacked by three men. She said the hijackers were carrying knives and had put on red headbands as they were hijacking the plane. She said that the passengers had been moved to the rear of the plane and that the hijackers were up front. She said that she thought the plane may have been over the Mississippi because they were passing over a large river. She said that the passengers were discussing how to overpower the hijackers, including preparing hot water to throw on the hijackers and then to rush them.

9:53 A.M. FAA headquarters informed Herndon Command Center that the Deputy Director for Air Traffic Services was talking to Deputy Administrator Monte Belger about scrambling aircraft.\textsuperscript{374}

9:54 A.M. A passenger phoned her stepmother and told her that the plane had been hijacked. The call lasted approximately four and a half minutes. Before hanging up, the passenger said she had to go because they were trying to break into the cockpit.\textsuperscript{375}
9:55 A.M. The pilot hijacker, presumably Jarrah, dialed into the flight computer the navigational code for Reagan National Airport, in order to fly the aircraft toward Washington, D.C.\textsuperscript{376} An air phone operator, who had been on the line with a passenger since 9:44 A.M, heard someone say: “Are you guys ready? Okay! Let’s roll!” Shortly thereafter she heard screaming followed by silence.\textsuperscript{377}

9:56 A.M. Herndon Command Center informed FAA headquarters they lost track of Flight 93 over the Pittsburgh area.\textsuperscript{378} Within seconds, the Command Center relocated Flight 93 and informed headquarters.

The Flight attendant who had called her husband at 9:50 A.M. ended her phone call. She said, “Everyone is running up to first class. I’ve got to go. Bye.” She hung up the phone.\textsuperscript{379}

9:57 A.M. The passengers began their revolt. The sounds of the passenger uprising captured by the cockpit voice recorder suggest that a great struggle began at the back of the airplane and progressed toward the front. The evidence from the CVR indicates that the struggle continued for the duration of the flight.\textsuperscript{380}

9:58 A.M. A passenger called 911 in Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania, from his cell phone to report a hijacking in progress.\textsuperscript{381}

Also at 9:58 A.M., a flight attendant contacted her husband by cell phone. She told him again that the plane had been hijacked and they were forcing their way into the cockpit.\textsuperscript{382}

In response to the passenger revolt, Jarrah immediately began to roll the airplane to the left and right, attempting to knock the passengers off balance. At 9:58:57, Jarrah told another hijacker in the cockpit to block the door. Jarrah continued to roll the airplane sharply left and right, but the assault continued.

At 9:59:52, Jarrah changed tactics and pitched the nose of the airplane up and down to disrupt the assault. The recorder captured the sounds of loud thumps, crashes, shouts, and breaking glasses and plates. At 10:00:03, Jarrah stabilized the airplane.\textsuperscript{383}

Five seconds later, Jarrah asked, “Is that it? Shall we finish it off?” A hijacker responded, “No. Not yet. When they all come, we finish it off.” The sounds of fighting continued outside the cockpit. Again, Jarrah pitched the nose of the aircraft up and down. At 10:00:26, a passenger in the background said, “In the cockpit. If we don’t we’ll die!”

At this same time, Herndon Command Center advised FAA headquarters that “United ninety three was spotted by a VFR at eight thousand feet, eleven, eleven miles south of Indianhead, just north of Cumberland, Maryland.\textsuperscript{384}
At about 10:01 A.M., Jarrah stopped his violent maneuvers and said, "Allah is the greatest! Allah is the greatest!" He then asked another hijacker in the cockpit, "Is that it? I mean, shall we put it down?" to which the other replied, "Yes, put it in it, and pull it down." 

At 10:01 A.M., two minutes before Flight 93 crashed, Command Center updated FAA headquarters that the flight was "rocking its wings."

The passengers continued their assault and at 10:02:23, a hijacker said, "Pull it down! Pull it down!" The hijackers remained at the controls but must have judged that the passengers were only seconds from overcoming them. The airplane headed down; the control wheel was turned hard to the right. The airplane rolled onto its back, and one of the hijackers began shouting "Allah is the greatest. Allah is the greatest."

10:03:11 A.M. With the sounds of the passenger counterattack continuing, Flight 93 crashed into an empty field in Shanksville, Pennsylvania, at 580 miles per hour, about 20 minutes' flying time from Washington, D.C.

10:07 A.M. Unaware that the aircraft had already crashed, Cleveland Center notified NEADS that Flight 93 had a bomb onboard and passed them the aircraft’s last known latitude and longitude. NEADS was never able to locate Flight 93 on radar because it had already crashed. The call was the first notification the military – at any level – received about Flight 93. No one from FAA headquarters, which was informed of the hijacking at 9:34 A.M., requested military assistance regarding Flight 93. In fact, the executive level managers at FAA headquarters did not forward to the military any of the information they received from Herndon Command Center regarding Flight 93.

10:10 A.M. Ballinger sent an ACARS message to Flight 93: "Don’t divert to DC. Not an option." He sent the same message again one minute later.

Also at 10:10 A.M., when the information that Flight 93 had turned off its transponder and had a potential bomb on board reached the mission crew commander, he was dealing with the arrival of the Langley fighters over Washington DC and what their orders were with respect to potential targets. While NEADS searched for the radar track on Flight 93, the Mission Crew Commander instructed his Weapons Director on the current rules of engagement (ROE) for the fighters, stating that they did not have clearance (permission)
to shoot down targets and that their tasking was to identify aircraft by type and tail number.391

At approximately **10:11 A.M.**, as the news of a bomb on board Flight 93 spread throughout the floor, the Mission Crew Commander tried to locate fighter assets to scramble toward the plane. He established contact with an Air National Guard Unit in Syracuse, New York to expedite launching aircraft to respond to Flight 93. The Syracuse unit reported that it would be able to launch fighters with loaded guns (no missiles) in “approximately 15 minutes.”392

**10:13 A.M.** The Herndon Command Center advised FAA headquarters of its conclusion that Flight 93 had crashed.393

**10:15 A.M.** NEADS contacted Washington Center to provide them with an update on the situation with Flight 93, only to be informed by the center that Flight 93 had crashed.394 By this same time, United headquarters had confirmed that an aircraft had crashed near Johnstown, Pennsylvania, and believed that this was Flight 93.395

**10:17 A.M.** An operational alert message was sent out to United Air Lines personnel from Andy Studdert: “UAL 93-11 EWR-SFO has been involved in an accident. Crisis Center has been activated.”396

**10:27 A.M.** United Air Lines advised American Airlines of the crash of Flight 93.397

**10:31 A.M.** NEADS received its first official ROE for their fighters (via a NORAD instant messaging system) stating that the Vice President had authorized the military to shoot down tracks that did not respond to their direction.398 The NEADS air defenders expressed considerable confusion over the nature and effect of this specific ROE in interviews with Commission staff.399 Indeed, Colonel Marr indicated to staff that he actually believes he withheld the ROE from the NEADS floor for several minutes because he was unsure of its ramifications,400 while both the Mission Crew Commander and the Weapons Director indicated that they withheld the order from the pilots flying Combat Air Patrol over Washington, DC and New York City because they were unsure how the pilots would or should proceed with such guidance.401

1.5 HIJACKER TACTICS

**Flight Selection.** The hijackers strategically planned the flights they chose—early morning departures from East Coast airports aboard large Boeing 757 and 767 for which they had trained. The planes carried large amounts of fuel for their transcontinental flights, maximizing the destructive power of the crash.

**Ticket Purchase and seating.** Each of the hijackers purchased a ticket between mid- and late August. There is no evidence to suggest that the hijackers or their associates purchased unused tickets for the hijacked flights. The seats selected by each hijacker
team appear to have been determined by aircraft type. The Boeing 757 was a single-aisle plane; the Boeing 767 had two aisles. Thus for Flights 77 and 93 (both 757s), the probable hijacker pilot was seated in the very front of the plane, a position that gave him ready access to the cockpit. The other hijackers were seated close behind in first class (or, in the case of two hijackers on Flight 77, in the forward part of coach), covering both sides of the aisle. For the twin-aisled Flights 11 and 175, a layout that offered more operational maneuverability, the hijacker pilot sat in business class with accomplices both in front in first class and just behind, covering both aisles. The seating arrangements chosen by the hijackers facilitated the isolation of the front of the aircraft and the hijacker pilot’s entry into the cockpit. 

Cockpit Access. Exactly how the hijackers gained access to the cockpit is not known. The strength of the cockpit doors in use on 9/11 would not have precluded forced entry. However, cockpit keys were available aboard the aircraft. On September 11, 2001, a single key fit the cockpit doors of all Boeing 757 and 767 aircraft. While the hijacking response doctrine, known as the commercial aviation community’s “Common Strategy,” taught the flight crew to try to keep hijackers out of the cockpit, it above all urged nonconfrontation and cooperation. There is no way to know whether the terrorists had access to a key; but if not, access to the cockpit could be gained by luring the pilots out of the cockpit, threatening violence, or forcing the door open. There was no evidence to suggest any of the hijackers sat in a jump seat in the cockpit. Each of the hijackers had an assigned seat and appears to have used it.

Weapons and Tactics. The hijackers likely gained control of the forward section of the cabin after the aircraft’s seatbelt sign was turned off, the flight attendants had begun cabin service, and passengers were allowed to begin to move around the cabin. The hijackers took over the aircraft by force or threat of force, as reported on all four flights. Records of purchases by the hijackers, as well as evidence discovered at the crash sites (primarily the site of Flight 93), indicate that the primary weapons of choice were knives with a blade less than 4 inches long. The use of knives was cited on all four flights by flight crew and passengers. Box cutters were specifically indicated only in one report from Flight 77. A box cutter–type implement, along with a variety of short-bladed knives, was found at the crash site of Flight 93.

The hijackers gained access to the cockpit and sealed off the front of the aircraft from the passengers and cabin crew, moving them to the back of the aircraft. This was reported, with slight variation, on all four flights. Reports from two of the hijacked aircraft (Flights 11 and 175) indicated the presence of Mace in the cabin. Both Mace and other irritants such as pepper spray were items specifically prohibited under FAA rules. We believe the terrorists created a “sterile” area around the cockpit by isolating the passengers and attempting to keep them away from the forward cabin. The hijackers used the threat of bombs to frighten and control the passengers. This was reported on all flights except Flight 77. The hijackers also used announcements on Flight 11 and Flight 93 that
the aircraft was returning to the airport to make passengers believe they were in no immediate danger if they cooperated.

Initially, these tactics, techniques, and communications resembled those of a traditional hijacking for the purpose of taking hostages or transportation. This was the scenario that the “Common Strategy” was designed to address.

As the hijackings progressed, however, there was evidence of growing awareness on board the aircraft that something beyond a traditional hijacking was under way. Callers from both Flights 11 and 175 noted early in the process very erratic flying patterns and talked about the possibility that the hijackers were piloting the aircraft. One Flight 175 passenger predicted the hijackers intended to fly the aircraft into a building. Another said the passengers were considering storming the cockpit.

Later, well into the hijacking of Flight 77, at least one passenger was told that two planes had crashed into the World Trade Center. In the case of Flight 93, the growing awareness among the passengers and crew of what had already occurred on other flights spurred a revolt.

Pilot Training. To successfully carry out the 9/11 attacks, at least one member of the team had to be able to pilot the plane, navigate it to the desired location, and direct it into the intended target. These tasks required adequate training and preparation.

FAA and FBI records show that 4 of the 19 hijackers, one aboard each flight, received flight training, possessed FAA certificates as qualified pilots and honed their skills at flight simulator facilities. FAA certification required that a candidate complete a certain amount of flight training and pass both a written exam and a practical skills test. Each of the four pilots received flight training in the United States, which is recognized as having one of the world’s most advanced pilot training education and certification systems in the world; thus many pilots from many nations train here.

Of the five hijackers on Flight 11, only Mohamed Atta held a certificate from the FAA as a qualified private and commercial pilot, including a rating in operating multi-engine aircraft. Atta received his commercial pilot certificate in December 2000. He also received Boeing flight simulator training.

According to experts consulted by Commission staff, the simulator familiarized a pilot with the cockpit controls and the proper operation of the Boeing 757 and 767. It gave the pilot the operational proficiency, “feel,” and confidence necessary to fly the aircraft. It was essential training for the hijacker pilots.

Knowledge of the aircraft, including its flight management system computer and autopilot function, could be gained through simulator training, the operational manual (which was widely available), and flight simulator software sold by many public outlets. Flight manuals and instruction videotapes were found among the belongings left behind by the hijackers.
Of the five hijackers aboard Flight 175, only Marwan al Shehhi held an FAA pilot certification. Shehhi earned his commercial pilot certificate in December 2000, on the same day and at the same school as Atta. He also received Boeing flight simulator training.\(^{415}\)

Of the five hijackers aboard Flight 77, Hani Hanjour alone had completed flight training. He received his commercial multi-engine pilot certificate from the FAA in April 1999. He had extensive flight training in the United States, and was perhaps the most experienced and highly trained pilot among the 9/11 hijackers.\(^{416}\) The Pentagon, his target, was particularly difficult to hit because of its low profile.

Ziad Jarrah was the only one of the four hijackers aboard Flight 93 with flight training and FAA pilot certification. Jarrah was awarded his private pilot certificate from the FAA in November 2000. He also received Boeing flight simulator training. Jarrah had logged only 100 flight hours, and did not possess a commercial pilot certificate or multi-engine rating.\(^{417}\)

**Flying the Aircraft.** Their training enabled the pilots to hit their intended targets. The onboard Flight Management System in use could be programmed in such a way that it would navigate the aircraft automatically to a location as precise as a building, at a speed and altitude of the hijacker’s choosing, provided the hijackers possessed the precise positioning data necessary.\(^{418}\) The “black box” flight data recorders recovered from Flight 93 and Flight 77 indicate that the hijacker pilots used navigational codes for the Washington, D.C., area. Financial records indicate that Jarrah, the hijacker pilot of Flight 93, had purchased a global positioning satellite system.\(^{419}\) He had attempted to buy four GPS units, but only one was available.

Whether the hijackers flew the aircraft manually, engaged the Flight Management System to take them to a programmed destination, or employed some combination of both methods, experts consulted by the Commission staff believe their training and experience adequately prepared them to complete the mission.\(^{420}\)
## SUMMARY TABLES

### Table 1: Hijack Times and FAA Awareness of Hijack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flight</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Hijack Time</th>
<th>FAA Awareness of Hijack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA11</td>
<td>8:45:40</td>
<td>8:14-8:20</td>
<td>8:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA175</td>
<td>9:03:02</td>
<td>8:42-8:45</td>
<td>9:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA77</td>
<td>9:37:46</td>
<td>8:51-8:54</td>
<td>9:24**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA93</td>
<td>10:03:11</td>
<td>9:28</td>
<td>9:28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Estimated Hijacking Times

** Between 8:56 and 9:09, the relevant FAA Center believed AA77 had crashed. Between 9:09 and 9:21, based on the events in New York, information from American Airlines and the inability to confirm the crash on the ground, the FAA began to believe that AA77 might also be hijacked. By 9:24 the belief that AA77 may have been hijacked was communicated to FAA headquarters.
### Table 2: FAA Awareness of Hijack and FAA Warning to the Military

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flight</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>FAA Awareness of Hijack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA11</td>
<td>8:45:40</td>
<td>8:25</td>
<td>8:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA175</td>
<td>9:03:11</td>
<td>8:55</td>
<td>8:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA77</td>
<td>9:37:46</td>
<td>9:24*</td>
<td>9:24*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA93</td>
<td>10:03:11</td>
<td>9:26</td>
<td>9:26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Between 8:56 and 9:09, the relevant FAA Center believed AA77 had crashed. Between 9:09 and 9:21, based on the events in New York, information from American Airlines and the inability to confirm the crash on the ground, the FAA began to believe that AA77 might also be hijacked. By 9:24 the belief that AA77 may have been hijacked was communicated to FAA headquarters.**

### Table 3: FAA Warning to the Military

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flight</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Warning</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Warning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA11</td>
<td>8:45:40</td>
<td>8:38</td>
<td>9 minutes</td>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>7 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA175</td>
<td>9:03:11</td>
<td>9:03</td>
<td>0 minutes</td>
<td>8:03</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA77</td>
<td>9:37:46</td>
<td>None*</td>
<td>0 minutes</td>
<td>8:104</td>
<td>4 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA93</td>
<td>10:03:11</td>
<td>10:07</td>
<td>0 minutes</td>
<td>8:145</td>
<td>7 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* There was no notification received by NEADS that American 77 was hijacked. Washington Center informed NEADS at 9:34 that American 77 was lost in Indianapolis Center's airspace and could not be found. This notification was separate from and preceded the information NEADS received at 9:36 from Boston Center that there was an "aircraft VFR six miles southeast of the White House...six southwest." NEADS did not know that aircraft, which struck the Pentagon a minute later, was American 77.
PART II: CIVIL AVIATION SECURITY AND THE 9/11 ATTACKS

2.1 THE THREAT

Pre-9/11. A great challenge in conducting an analysis of a catastrophic and transformational event is trying to recapture the reality of that time as experienced by the people who lived it, including those in policymaking positions. Hindsight confers an enhanced understanding of the rush of past events, but the perspective it provides can be distorted. To answer fully the question of why the civil aviation system failed to stop the attacks that day, we must recall the world before September 11.

Former FAA administrator Jane Garvey testified:

On September 10, we were not a nation at war. On September 10, we were a nation bedeviled by delays, concerned about congestion, and impatient to keep moving... And on September 10, based on intelligence reporting, we saw explosive devices on aircraft as the most dangerous threat. We were also concerned about what we now think of as traditional hijacking, in which the hijacker seizes control of the aircraft for transportation, or in which passengers are held as hostages to further some political agenda.421

The Commission staff found no evidence that the FAA knew, or possessed intelligence indicating, that Bin Ladin, al Qaeda, al Qaeda affiliates, or any other group was plotting to hijack commercial planes in the United States and use them as weapons.422 Administrator Garvey and Claudio Manno, Director of FAA's Office of Civil Aviation Intelligence on 9/11, testified to that effect before the Commission.423

Nevertheless, the FAA had indeed considered the possibility that terrorists would hijack a plane and use it as a weapon. In the spring of 2001, FAA intelligence distributed an unclassified CD-ROM presentation to air carriers and airports, including Logan, Newark, and Dulles. The presentation cited the possibility that terrorist might conduct suicide hijacking but stated: "fortunately, we have no indication that any group is currently thinking in that direction."424

In 1998 and 1999, the FAA intelligence unit produced reports about the hijacking threat posed by Bin Ladin and al Qaeda, including the possibility that the terrorist group might try to hijack a commercial jet and slam it into a U.S. landmark. It viewed this possibility as "unlikely" and a "last resort." FAA perceived as far more likely that al Qaeda would hijack a flight overseas, where the terrorists had access to safe havens. They believe that from these safe havens, Bin Ladin could use passengers to bargain for the release of Islamic extremists imprisoned in the United States.425

Many officials pointed out to us that despite numerous reports and assessments regarding the growing terrorist threat, the U.S. civil aviation system had been enjoying a period of relative peace. By 2001, it had been over a decade since a U.S. air carrier had been hijacked or bombed.426
Even terrorist experts perceived positive trends. Writing in 1999, aviation security expert and former Gore Commission member Brian Jenkins observed that the battle between terrorism and security has "continued for the past 30 years with security gradually gaining. In the early 1970s, more than 30 percent of international terrorist attacks were targeted against commercial aviation; it is less than 10 percent today."\(^{27}\)

The absence of attacks instilled a confidence that U.S. counterterrorism, at least domestically, was working, allowing the FAA to focus on other serious policy challenges facing civil aviation, including capacity problems, the industry's economic woes, the demand for better customer service, and the ever present issue of safety. To the extent there was a threat, numerous FAA and air carrier officials told us the threat was predominantly overseas.

The fact that the civil aviation system seems to have been lulled into a false sense of security is striking not only because of what happened on 9/11 but also in light of the intelligence assessments, including those conducted by the FAA's own security branch, that raised alarms about the growing terrorist threat to civil aviation throughout the 1990s and into the new century. This heightened threat was attributed in large part to Usama Bin Ladin who, in 1998, had declared war on the United States and also threatened to attack aviation, including the hijacking of U.S. aircraft.\(^{28}\)

Indeed, since 1996, the domestic aviation system had operated at a security level that was, in effect, a permanent code orange. Specifically, it was the level required when "information indicates that a terrorist group or other hostile entity with a known capability of attacking civil aviation is likely to carry out attacks against U.S. targets; or civil disturbances with a direct impact on civil aviation have begun or are imminent."\(^{29}\)

(See appendix 2.)

This was preceded by the 1995 National Intelligence Estimate on terrorism that highlighted the growing domestic threat of terrorist attack, including a risk to civil aviation:

Should terrorists launch new attacks, we believe their preferred targets will be U.S. Government facilities and national symbols, financial and transportation infrastructure nodes, or public gathering places. Civil aviation remains a particularly attractive target in light of the fear and publicity that the downing of an airline would evoke and the revelations last summer of the US air transport sector's vulnerabilities.

Numerous documents, reports and assessments produced by the FAA's intelligence division through the late 1990s and up to 9/11 reported on the growing threat posed by terrorists. For example, between March 14 and May 15, 2001, the FAA's Office of Civil Aviation Intelligence conducted a series of classified briefings for security officials at 19 of the nation's largest airports, including Newark, Boston's Logan and Washington Dulles. The briefing highlighted the threat posed by terrorists in general and Bin Ladin in
particular, including his threats against aviation. The renewed interest in hijacking by
terrorist groups was also covered.430

Perceived Aviation Security Threat. While hostage taking was the dominant concern in
regard to hijacking, sabotage was the threat that concerned civil aviation security officials
most. After 9/11, FAA Administrator Garvey told a Senate Committee that prior to that
day, “all our Security Directives, all of our security recommendations have been geared
toward explosives. This [9/11] was a whole new world for us.”431 She later told the
Commission that “based on intelligence reporting, we saw explosive devices as the most
dangerous threat.”432

An act of sabotage or a traditional hijacking to obtain hostages was the threat to aviation
foremost in the mind of FAA security officials during the summer of 2001, as they were
apprised of the increased “chatter” being picked up by U.S. intelligence agencies
indicating an imminent terrorist attack.

The concern grew in the Spring of 2001 when al Qaeda operative Ahmed Ressam (who
planned to bomb Los Angeles International Airport at the millennium) and the al Qaeda
conspirators who blew up two U.S. embassies in Africa in 1998 were convicted in U.S.
courts.433

One of the FAA’s liaisons to the intelligence community told the Commission that the
intelligence community sensed, particularly in June and July 2001, that “something was
going to happen” that summer. Most of the community, he said, was looking for the event
to occur abroad.434

Much of this threat information was contained in the daily intelligence summaries
produced by FAA’s security branch for the agency’s leaders. The summaries were based
on reporting it received from the U.S. intelligence community and other sources. Among
the 105 summaries issued between April 1, 2001, and September 10, 2001, almost half
mentioned Bin Ladin, al Qaeda, or both, mostly in regard to overseas threats.435

Of the 52 summaries mentioning Bin Ladin or al Qaeda, 5 mentioned hijacking as a
capability al Qaeda was training for or possessed. Two mentioned suicide operations, but
not connected to a threat to aviation.436 One of the summaries, which will be discussed
later, mentioned air defense measures being undertaken in Genoa, Italy, for the G-8
summit to protect the event from possible air attack by terrorists (including their use of an
explosives-laden aircraft as a weapon).437

The National Security Council’s Counterterrorism Security Group (CSG) responded to
the threat reporting that summer by inviting the FAA to attend a meeting in early July
2001 at the White House to discuss with domestic agency officials heightened security
concerns.438 General Michael Canavan, the FAA’s top security official, attended the
meeting.
He recalled that the White House counterterrorism officials emphasized that an attack would likely take place overseas. Other FAA officials questioned by the Commission, including Administrator Garvey, told us that leading up to 9/11 they too understood the threat to be primarily abroad.

Canavan testified to the Commission, “We really had no credible or actionable intelligence that told us this was really going to happen. In other words, this is a real threat. None of it was ever talked about being in the United States.”

In the course of our investigation FAA intelligence officials stated that such specific intelligence is rare in the counterterrorism environment. Nevertheless, because the intelligence that summer did not provide details about a specific plot, the security directives issued by the FAA that summer required no significant upgrading of security at domestic checkpoints, such as prohibiting knives or requiring Computer Assisted Passenger Prescreening System (CAPPS) selectees to undergo additional screening of their person or carry-on bags. Nor did the FAA implement any other high-security measures, such as increasing the presence of air marshals or imposing the other high-security measures it took in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks.

The first security directives that went out after the early July CSG meeting were issued on July 27, 2001. One concerned special security procedures involving charter flights to or from Cuba, another extended measures in place for clearing law enforcement officers’ identification before they would be allowed to access sterile areas in airports, and a third added an Egyptian thought to be insane to the no-fly list. Before 9/11, two other security directives went out, one in late August adding a few more names to the no-fly list, and another regarding heightened security for flights carrying the author Salman Rushdie (against whom a fatwa had been issued). None of these affected general security procedures at checkpoints or aboard aircraft.

In 2001, the FAA issued 16 information circulars. These publications were designed to warn airports and air carriers about security issues but did not specify or require any security measures they should take.

The first circular sent out after the July CSG meeting appeared on July 12. It updated a 1994 advisory about the threat posed by surface-to-air missiles. Six more circulars were distributed before 9/11, five of them highlighting overseas concerns. Among them was a circular issued on July 31 that mentioned hijacking. It alerted the aviation community to “reports of possible near-term terrorist operations . . . particularly on the Arabian Peninsula and/or Israel” and contained the following language:
The FAA does not have any credible information regarding specific plans by terrorist groups to attack U.S. civil aviation interests. Nevertheless, some of the currently active groups are known to plan and train for hijacking and have the capability to construct sophisticated IEDs. The FAA encourages all U.S. carriers to exercise prudence and demonstrate a high degree of alertness.

Administrator Garvey told the Commission that she was aware of the heightened threat during the summer of 2001. However, both FAA Deputy Administrator Monte Belger and his assistant told us in separate interviews that they were basically unaware of the threat posed by Usama Bin Ladin and al Qaeda prior to September 11, 2001.

While the airlines had been instructed by the FAA to "demonstrate a high degree of alertness," neither of the senior operations executives of the airlines whose planes were hijacked on 9/11 were aware of the heightened threat environment that summer.

The Commission was contacted by veteran commercial pilots who said that they were never made aware of the threat conditions that summer, and that they believe they should have been.

Sabotage. As stated by Administrator Garvey, prior to 9/11 the FAA viewed sabotage as the preeminent threat to civil aviation, particularly on the domestic front. The 1980s had seen a tremendous growth in the number of casualties from aircraft sabotage, including the 1985 bombing of an Air India flight that killed 329 people, the 1987 bombing of a Korean Air flight that killed 115 people, and the 1988 bombing of Pan Am 103 that killed 270 people.

Throughout the 1990s, terrorist activities and other factors reinforced the FAA's view, including the foiled 1995 plot to blow up 12 U.S. jetliners over the Pacific, devised by Ramzi Yousef, mastermind of the 1993 attack on the World Trade Center; the TWA 800 disaster in 1996 (which was at first thought to be an act of sabotage but was later judged by federal investigators to be a fuel tank explosion caused by an electrical short circuit); and terrorist innovations in building improvised explosive devices (IEDs).

In reaction to the TWA 800 disaster, President Clinton created the White House Commission on Aviation Safety and Security, chaired by Vice President Al Gore and commonly referred to as the Gore Commission. Its most significant security recommendations, issued in February 1997, dealt with the bomb threat to aircraft including the deployment of explosive detection systems at the nation's airports.

FAA planning documents in effect on 9/11 listed the array of threats to civil aviation perceived by the agency and the measures to counter them. They also reflected the FAA's concern about sabotage.

The documents did not list suicide hijacking as a threat.
Civil aviation security officials focused on bombing in part because they believed measures to counter it were not nearly as pervasive or advanced as those in place to foil hijackings, which included checkpoint screening with metal detectors and X-ray machines. For this reason, the effort to deploy explosives detection technology to screen checked baggage became a priority for the FAA following the Pan Am 103 disaster in 1988.

Moreover, the absence of hijackings was cited by a number of FAA and air carrier security officials as evidence that checkpoint screening was working effectively to stop hijacking and that sabotage was the greater threat. One former high-ranking Department of Transportation security official told us that in his view, the lack of incidents suggested that the nation had won the battle against hijacking. The security director for a major air carrier told us that the approach to checkpoint security was “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”

Because sabotage was considered deadlier than hijacking it was viewed as the greater menace—particularly considering that traditional hijackers wanted either transportation—such as the hijackings to Cuba in the late 1960s and early 1970s—or political concessions.

Hijacking. Despite the system’s view of the relative threat posed by hijacking and sabotage, statistics showed that hijacking had always been the most prevalent means of attacking civil aviation. According to the Rand–St. Andrews University chronology of terrorist attacks, between 1972 and 1996 hijacking represented 87 percent of attacks against civil aviation. Between 1996 and 2000 there were 64 hijackings worldwide but only 3 incidents of sabotage. Between 1996 and 2001, 15 hijackings took place. No cases of sabotage occurred. As of 2000, the incidence of hijacking was on the increase worldwide.

And while sabotage had been the deadlier form of attack, hijackings had also often proved fatal. The 1985 hijacking of an Egypt Air flight killed 60 people and injured 35; the 1986 hijacking of Pan Am 73 killed 22 people and injured 125; and the 1996 hijacking of an Ethiopian Airlines flight killed 123 people.

As noted previously, the FAA intelligence unit did perceive that the hijacking threat was on the rise prior to 9/11, but primarily as an overseas concern. Nevertheless, in a July 17, 2001, proposed rulemaking, the FAA expressly cited the presence of terrorist cells in the United States and their interest in targeting the transportation sector.

We asked the top security official at the Department of Transportation on 9/11 why policymakers continued to view the risk of hijacking to be overseas, when the FAA’s own public documents cited an urgent and growing domestic threat. He said that in hindsight he had asked himself that same question many times.
A synopsis of the FAA's view of the hijacking threat was set forth in an advisory issued to air carriers and airports on April 27, 2000, four months after five Islamist extremists hijacked Indian Airlines Flight 814 to Kandahar, Afghanistan, to win the release of incarcerated fellow extremists. The circular stated:

Most international hijackings in the 1990's were attributed to individuals motivated by personal factors like escaping social, political or economic conditions in their homeland. They were largely unprofessional and rarely involved violence against passengers or crew. Conditions for a terrorist seizure of an airliner were not as favorable as in the previous two decades. Arrests of key group members, disruption of cells, struggles within the groups, restraints placed by terrorist state sponsors and the lack of terrorist safe haven airports may all have contributed to making this option less desirable. . . . We believe that the situation has changed. We assess that the prospect for terrorist hijacking has increased and that U.S. airliners could be targeted in an attempt to obtain the release of indicted or convicted terrorists imprisoned in the United States. . . . We assess that the terrorist hijacking of a U.S. airliner is more probable outside the United States due to access to safe havens. Although a hijacking within the U.S. would likely result in a larger number of American hostages, it would be operationally more difficult to accomplish. We do not rule it out, but at least two logistical factors would make it more difficult. First, the terrorist support structure in the U.S. is less developed than overseas, and second, if an aircraft were hijacked with the objective of flying it to a safe haven, it would need to be refueled.460

The expiration date on the advisory was "indefinite," and it had not been replaced as of September 11, 2001.

However, the FAA's security briefings to airports in the spring of 2001 contained an important caveat. It stated that from the hijackers' perspective, "A domestic hijacking would likely result in a greater number of American hostages but would be operationally more difficult. We don't rule it out. . . . If, however, the intent of the hijacker is not to exchange hostages for prisoners, but to commit suicide in a spectacular explosion, a domestic hijacking would probably be preferable."461

2.2 THE CIVIL AVIATION SECURITY LAYERS

Purpose of the Aviation Security System. Federal law required the FAA to protect U.S. civil aviation from piracy and sabotage. An FAA report produced in June 2001 stated the agency's mission more specifically: "The objective of the civil aviation security system is to prevent terrorist acts against civil aviation. The security system necessary to protect the traveling public must be capable of detecting, assessing, and ensuring that threat objects such as explosives, weapons, or chemical or biological agents are not allowed on aircraft."462
Policy Setting and Implementation. As the United States responded to attacks on commercial aviation, particularly the rash of hijackings in the 1970s, and high-profile disasters such as Pan Am 103, the roles and responsibilities for planning, implementing, and enforcing the nation's aviation security system took shape, and were vested in five primary institutions:

1. The Federal Aviation Administration was responsible for setting and enforcing regulations "to protect passengers and property on an aircraft in air transportation . . . against an act of criminal violence or aircraft piracy." 6 3
2. Air carriers were responsible for screening passengers and baggage for weapons and prohibited items (explosives and incendiary devices), controlling access to aircraft, and training air crews in emergency response. 4 6 4
3. Airport authorities were responsible for controlling access to sensitive airport facilities, including the Air Operation Area (AOA), and providing law enforcement services to airport facilities.
4. U.S. intelligence agencies were responsible for collecting and sharing with the FAA intelligence information bearing on threats to aviation, and, together with law enforcement, for stopping such plots from being carried out.
5. Congress was responsible for enacting aviation security statutes, performing oversight of the national civil aviation system, and funding the FAA.

Together, the institutions of civil aviation security were responsible for protecting 1.8 million passengers daily as they traveled aboard more than 25,000 flights, leaving from and arriving at more than 563 domestic airports. 4 6 5

Layered System. The basic approach to achieving civil aviation security before 9/11 was described by the President's Commission on Aviation Security and Terrorism in its May 1990 report. This document summarized the FAA's security approach as a system of redundant, interrelated security measures based on the theory that if one measure fails, another will back it up. 4 6 6 Civil aviation security authorities repeatedly emphasized the importance of a layered system of protection for airline passengers, aircraft, and facilities. Such a system afforded protection that no single layer of security could have provided independently. 4 6 7

FAA security inspections, Department of Transportation Inspector General audits, and General Accounting Office investigations found persistent deficiencies in all areas of aviation security. This was powerful evidence that no single layer of security could be relied on to sufficiently protect passengers and aircraft from piracy and sabotage.

On the morning of September 11, 2001, national civil aviation security consisted of six major layers of defense. They were

- intelligence
- airport access control
- passenger prescreening
- passenger checkpoint screening
SUBJECT TO CLASSIFICATION REVIEW

- checked baggage/cargo/mail screening for explosives
- aircraft and onboard security

Only those layers relevant to the 9/11 plot—inelligence, passenger prescreening, passenger checkpoint screening, and onboard security—are addressed in the following staff analysis.

**Intelligence**

Intelligence was considered to be the first layer of security—the linchpin of the U.S. civil aviation security system. The FAA relied on intelligence to identify specific plots against civil aviation so that the U.S. intelligence community or law enforcement could foil them before the terrorists got to the airport.

Intelligence and other information helped shape the agency’s view of the terrorist threat to civil aviation, and was to inform the policies, practices and procedures necessary to protect passengers and commercial flights from hijacking and sabotage.

Without strong intelligence function that was well connected to policymakers, the task of designing and operating a rational and effective security system would be difficult.

Although it did not collect raw intelligence, the FAA maintained an intelligence unit that operated a 24-hour watch where data was assessed by trained analysts. The FAA was the agency primarily responsible for assessing intelligence for its relevance specifically to U.S. commercial aviation. The unit received nearly 200 pieces of threat related information daily from U.S. intelligence agencies, particularly the FBI, CIA, and State Department, as well as other sources of information bearing on civil aviation security, including academia and the media.

Between 1993 and September 11, 2001, the FAA opened more than 1,200 intelligence case files to track, study, and report on many different threats to U.S. commercial aviation. While the intelligence unit had no investigative powers, if certain information required particular investigative follow-up, FAA analysts would request the FBI or CIA to conduct further inquiry.

Important intelligence information derived from these cases would be included in daily intelligence summaries and other finished intelligence products and assessments bearing on civil aviation security. The distribution of the daily intelligence summary to the FAA’s top policymakers was one of the primary means the intelligence unit endeavored to keep leadership properly informed.

If the information provided specific information about a threat to a particular flight or airport, the FAA’s intelligence unit would notify the affected air carrier or airport directly. If, however, the threat required the implementation of some extraordinary security measure, FAA’s top security official—the associate administrator of civil aviation security—was empowered to order action through the issuance of a security
The directive would specify what measure was required, who was required to implement it, when it was to be implemented and over what time period.

To ensure that security measures were properly calibrated to the threat, the FAA relied, in part, on its "Security Directive Working Group." This panel was made up of representatives from the three main divisions of FAA Civil Aviation Security—intelligence, operations, and policy. The group would convene to assess the adequacy of operations in regard to a particular threat and was authorized to make recommendations to the FAA associate administrator about whether to order the enhancement of security measures. The Commission requested documentation regarding any working group meetings held in 2001 regarding the high threat period that summer, but TSA was unable to find such documentation.

In addition to issuing security directives FAA could invoke various alert levels as part of its "Aviation Security Contingency Plan." The plan outlined specific threat levels and the accompanying required countermeasures "to ensure that the FAA, airport operators, and air carriers are able to respond on short notice to all civil aviation threats." The various alert levels represented the level of threat perceived by the FAA in light of incidents and intelligence estimates.

Although the FAA’s Office of Intelligence had a highly capable staff, it was not well connected to the agency’s top policymakers. Intelligence that indicated a real and growing threat leading up to 9/11 did not stimulate significant increases in security procedures. FAA policymakers required either a security incident or “specific and credible” evidence of an “actionable” threat before they would take urgent action to strengthen security. This was despite the fact that such intelligence was recognized as being rare in the counterterrorism environment.

Since 9/11 public commentators and some Commission witnesses and interviewees cited the intelligence community’s failure to connect the dots regarding the 9/11 attacks. We examined what the FAA knew about the following:

- the domestic presence and activities of international terrorists groups;
- the interest of Usama Bin Ladin and al Qaeda in hijacking;
- terrorists training as pilots for terrorist purposes; and
- the interest of terrorist groups in the use of aircraft as weapons.

**Domestic Presence of International Terrorist Groups.** FAA records indicate that the agency did understand that terrorists were present in the United States and posed a threat to commercial aviation. In 1998, the FAA issued a security directive that read in part:

"The threat posed by foreign terrorists in the United States has increased, and the FAA believes that the threat will continue for the foreseeable future. . . . Of specific concern are individuals, groups and states hostile to the United States which continue to threaten violence against America and"
American citizens in retaliation for U.S. policies. A terrorist attack in the United States could occur with little or no warning.\textsuperscript{483}

Another security directive issued in 1998 cited the 1993 attack on the World Trade Center and stated: “This attack dramatically demonstrated the capabilities and intent of International terrorists to operate in the United States.” It went on to mention Bin Ladin and radical Islamic terrorist groups in general and stated: “Civil aviation has been a prominent target of these and other transnational terrorists. In the past several years, information has been received that individuals in the United States associated with loosely affiliated extremists have discussed targeting commercial aircraft and civil aviation facilities. Loosely, affiliated extremists have also shown a particular interest in media reporting regarding airline and airport security.” \textsuperscript{481}

In addition, a July 17, 2001, \textit{Federal Register} notice from the FAA stated:

Terrorism can occur anytime, anywhere in the United States. Members of foreign terrorist groups, representatives from State sponsors of terrorism and radical fundamentalist elements from many nations are present in the United States. Thus an increasing threat to civil aviation from both foreign and potentially domestic ones exists and needs to be prevented and countered.

This language was in support of a proposed rule to improve passenger screening and other security measures that Congress ordered in 1996. According to FAA officials, it had been held up by the Office of Management and Budget because of concerns over costs, and was still not in effect as of 9/11.\textsuperscript{482}

FAA officials told us that what information they did receive about the presence and activities of foreign terrorist groups in the United States was general and anecdotal. They said they received little from the intelligence community regarding specific plots or the activities and capabilities of these groups.\textsuperscript{483} One senior FAA official told us that FAA was being told that those terrorists who were present in the United States were engaged in “fund-raising rather than actual terrorist people plotting.”\textsuperscript{484}
In addition, FAA intelligence officials told us that they had perceived weaknesses in domestic reporting. There were several reasons for these flaws. First, although the FBI was the lead government agency on counterterrorism issues, its primary focus was on collecting evidence for criminal cases, not on the collection and dissemination of intelligence. The CIA, meanwhile, was focused on the terrorist threat overseas. And although the State Department maintained the government’s terrorist watchlist, that watchlist was not fully shared with the FAA (for reasons that we discuss later).

Second, there were indications of strain between some members of the intelligence community. One top FAA security official informed us that his refrain to the intelligence community prior to 9/11 was “You guys can tell us what’s happening on a street in Kabul, but you can’t tell us what’s going on in Atlanta.” The former head of the FAA’s Civil Aviation Security branch told us that he when asked counterparts in the intelligence community if the FAA could receive higher levels of information, his requests were not greeted warmly by some. In his interview with us, he characterized their attitude toward the FAA as “condescending.”

Third, FAA officials stated that even when useful information on domestic activities was developed by the intelligence community it was not always shared with them. As an example, these officials cited the failure to apprise the FAA of the “Phoenix EC” memo written in the summer of 2001 by an FBI special agent regarding his concerns about flight training being undertaken by Middle Eastern men at U.S. flight schools. One high-ranking official at the FAA testified that had this memo been received by the FAA, an intelligence case file would have been opened specifically on pilot training, and appropriate investigative and collection follow-up would have been requested.

Moreover, this intelligence might have put the information the FAA later received about the arrest of Zacarias Moussaoui into sharper focus. Moussaoui was arrested by the Immigration and Naturalization Service in August 2001 following reports of suspicious behavior in flight school.

But FAA intelligence officials were not the only ones who did not know about the Phoenix EC memo. The FBI’s civil aviation program manager and the FAA’s liaison to the FBI were also kept in the dark. Nor were they aware that in 1998 the FBI tasked its field offices to examine whether Islamist extremists in their area were taking flying lessons.

There are several explanations for this apparent breakdown in communications. The Civil Aviation Security program at FBI headquarters was handled by a single FBI employee who, until 1998, served in this capacity on a part-time basis. We found no formal process for ensuring that the manager received all information pertinent to aviation security threats. Her access depended on her personal relationships with field agents responsible for the airports. A former head of the Air Transport Association told the Commission that the air carriers had long advocated the establishment of a civil aviation security unit within FBI headquarters. The absence of one, he said, was “the single greatest failure prior to 9/11.”
The FAA employee who was assigned to the FBI reported that, in fact, he served as a "detailee" to the FBI, not as a "liaison." As a detailee he spent nearly 40 percent of his time working on FBI assignments, including the investigation of the 1998 bombings of two U.S. embassies in Africa. In theory, his assignment to the Radical Fundamentalist Unit at FBI placed him in a unit where he could receive timely and important terrorist information that could benefit the FAA. However, he was responsible for many tasks, and the dual responsibilities imposed on him by two masters made it impossible for him to devote his full attention to civil aviation security issues.
One FAA official told us that in 2000, the Defense Intelligence Agency hosted a conference at which analysts, including representatives from the FAA, discussed cases in which hijackers possessed advanced knowledge of aircraft and piloting skills.

We found no documentation to indicate that the FAA was aware that FBI headquarters had tasked field offices to review whether Islamist extremists were training in aviation schools in the late 1990s. We also found no evidence that the FAA asked the FBI to canvass flight-training facilities for terrorists.\textsuperscript{511}

Also in 1994, a private plane piloted by a suicidal youth crashed into the south lawn of the White House.\textsuperscript{514}
As discussed earlier, in 2000 and 2001, FAA’s intelligence branch produced a presentation for airports and air carriers throughout the country that mentioned the possibility of a domestic suicide hijacking but reassuringly added that no group currently seemed to be making such plans.  The intelligence unit had begun to think about suicide
tactics because the Algerian terrorist group known as GIA, the Armed Islamic Group, and al Qaeda had all begun to use suicide attacks in the late 1990s. The FAA’s head of civil aviation security on 9/11 told us that he always knew it was a possibility, but said he never saw specific threat information.\textsuperscript{29}

In addition, both FAA and airline officials told us that their view of the suicide threat to aviation was influenced by a presentation at an aviation security conference in 1997 by a leading expert in suicide terrorism from the Middle East. He did not believe that these tactics would be used in aviation.\textsuperscript{30}

Even though the FAA was working on efforts to deploy additional explosives detection technology at airports throughout the country, before 2001 the primary measure to combat sabotage was still the practice of positive passenger bag match (PPBM). PPBM required that the air carrier confirm a passenger had boarded the plane before loading his or her checked luggage. The assumption behind the practice was that the attacker was not suicidal, reflecting the FAA’s view that suicide terrorism was not a priority threat. If it had been, PPBM would have been a very poor countermeasure.\textsuperscript{31}

In summary, although suicide hijacking would be a consequential event, FAA considered it unlikely because it was unprecedented, there was no specific and credible evidence to suggest it would happen, and at least one top suicide terrorism expert dismissed it as a tactic terrorists would employ in the aviation arena.

If intelligence failed to detect a terrorist plot, passenger prescreening was the next layer of protection.

**Passenger Prescreening**

Passenger prescreening before 9/11 had two main components designed to help keep dangerous people and their weapons off commercial aircraft.

The first was the FAA list of individuals known to pose a threat to commercial aviation, referred to as the no-fly list. On the basis of information it received from the intelligence community, the FAA was authorized to issue directives requiring air carriers to prohibit listed individuals from boarding aircraft or, in designated cases, to ensure that the passenger received enhanced screening before boarding.\textsuperscript{32}

To be listed in a security directive, an individual had to pose a “direct” threat to aviation. In other words,\textcolor{red}{[Redacted]}

Only a very few individuals among the thousands listed as known or suspected terrorists by the U.S. government were placed on the FAA no-fly list or ordered to undergo extraordinary security procedures. As of September 11, the list of individuals whom FAA
sought to prohibit from flying comprised 12 people; it included subjects wanted in connection with the 1995 Manila air plot to blow up a dozen U.S. aircraft in the Pacific, among them Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the mastermind behind the attacks of September 11, 2001. Another list contained the names of three individuals who were required to receive enhanced screening, including a physical search, before being allowed to board a commercial aircraft. 534

We did not find any evidence of a concerted effort by the FAA to obtain the names of all suspected terrorists and to list them in order to prevent them from flying. Nor did we find evidence that the FAA was directed to make such an effort by the Department of Transportation or the White House, or that the State Department, which managed the TIPOFF terrorist list, was ordered to share the list with the FAA.

The former head of FAA Civil Aviation Security, Cathal “Irish” Flynn, testified that he did not know about the government’s TIPOFF list of known and suspected terrorists until the Commission’s hearings on the topic in January 2004. 535 Another FAA intelligence official indicated that FAA had access to a system called TIPOFF “light,” which was an older database of names that the FAA considered to be outdated and unusable because most names were not accompanied by biographic data, such as a date of birth, that would have enabled the aviation system to positively identify individuals that should be prohibited from flying distinct from innocent people who share the same name. 536

The FAA’s intelligence chief told us that often the basis for the listing of an individual as a threat was classified and thus the name was not shared with uncleared people or organizations. Because of classification concerns, he stated, it was very difficult to get clearance from the intelligence community to release the information, absent a direct threat to aviation. Thus, if the FAA wanted to use all 60,000 names in TIPOFF, each would have to be individually cleared. 537

Interviewees also told us that the intelligence community was reluctant to share names of known and suspected terrorists with air carriers, particularly foreign carriers that fly to the United States, out of fear the information could be shared with host governments or even with the terrorists themselves. 538

Two of the 9/11 hijackers, Nawaf al Hazmi and Khalid al Mihdhar, had been placed on the TIPOFF terrorist watchlist in late August. Their names were not shared with the FAA and therefore were not included in the no-fly list on September 11, 2001. 539

Such limited use of terrorist watchlists seems to have contravened the recommendations of the White House Commission on Aviation Safety and Security. In 1997, the Gore Commission recommended: “The FBI and CIA should develop a system that would allow important intelligence information on known or suspected terrorists to be used in passenger profiling without compromising the integrity of the intelligence.” 540
While the civil aviation security system did not use lists of known or suspected terrorists to keep suspect individuals from boarding commercial aircraft, the FAA did require the air carriers to systematically prescreen passengers to predict who might be a security risk. This was the second element of prescreening—a program to identify those passengers on each flight who, because they matched profile criteria developed by the FAA (not including race, creed, color, or national origin), might pose more than a "minimal threat" to aviation. Those who met the criteria, the "selectees," were subject to additional security measures.  

In August 1996, the FAA began requiring air carriers to use a manual prescreening process to identify potential security threats. Under this program, the airline representative at the check-in counter assessed the passenger according to criteria established by the FAA. The criteria focused on certain data contained in the passenger's ticket record, including the passenger's response to a set of security questions, and on the passenger's presentation of proper identification, such as a driver's license or passport. After considering these factors, the air carrier would determine whether the passenger should be selected to receive additional security measures.  

If a passenger was selected, his or her checked baggage tags and boarding pass were specially marked. The bags would be screened for explosives, or held off the plane until it was confirmed that the passenger had boarded. The passenger's carry-on items would be subject to a hand search or opened and assessed using FAA-approved explosives detection equipment. Using this method, screeners were better able to detect dangerous and deadly items.  

In October 1997, the FAA issued a security directive requiring air carriers to replace the manual passenger prescreening system with an automated one known as the Computer Assisted Passenger Prescreening System (CAPPS), which would automatically score each passenger's security risk according to an algorithm of "factors" and "weights." FAA officials believed that automating the system would make the process fairer and more reliable than the manual system that depended on airline personnel. One air carrier security official said that some customer service personnel would deliberately fail to "select" a passenger who met the criteria in order to avoid the hassle of imposing additional security measures.  

CAPPS, like the manual system that preceded it, assessed factors and weighted them according to a computerized formula. The system also assigned selectee status to a random sampling of passengers on each flight in order to address concerns about discrimination and to keep terrorists from gaming the system by learning how to avoid selection. In addition, FAA rules required that air carriers apply selectee security measures to individuals who could not provide appropriate government identification, those who could not correctly answer two security questions.
Under CAPPS, the air carrier was responsible for examining each selectee’s checked baggage for explosives using an FAA-approved method, including screening with explosive detection equipment, screening with a trace detection system designed to identify the residue of explosives on the outside of the bag, examination by a bomb-sniffing dog, and physical search. Selectees were no longer required to undergo any additional screening of their person or carry-on baggage at the checkpoint. Up to 7 percent of all passengers were designated as selectees by the CAPPS system in place on September 11, 2001.

Automated profiling was an inexact science. It identified many individuals who posed no particular threat to aviation and operated without empirical evidence that it captured all of those who were. While the system relied, in part, on hijacker profiles for its design, it targeted only those who checked bags. The limited consequences of “selection” reflected the FAA’s view that nonsuicide bombing was the most substantial risk to domestic aircraft.

One architect of CAPPS told us that the reason selection did not entail additional scrutiny at the checkpoint was policymakers’ fear that checkpoint screeners would devote too much attention to CAPPS selectees and would fail to thoroughly screen other passengers.

According to the former head of the airlines’ trade association, the decision not to screen a selected person’s carry-on bags was questionable given the “abysmally” poor performance of screening and given the wide range of dangerous items that were undetectable by the screening equipment in use at the time. And an FAA security official told us that many of her colleagues believed that abandoning carry-on hand searches had led to a decrease in security.

As originally conceived, passenger prescreening was supposed to be far more robust. In a 1996 report, an FAA security advisory group recommended CAPPS and called on airlines to apply an “FAA-approved passive profile to all passengers enplaning at U.S. airports to identify selectees, whose persons and property (checked baggage and carry-on bags/items) will receive additional security scrutiny.”

In fact, under Aviation Security Alert Level III which was an effect on 9/11, screeners were supposed to physically search or screen, with an approved device, the carry-on property of CAPPS selectees, and “hand wand or pat down that person.” This practice was not required by the security directive implementing CAPPS and was not in evidence at either the Portland Jetport or Dulles Airport where surveillance video recorded the checkpoint screening of the hijackers.

We believe that a number of factors were influential in scaling back the consequences of CAPPS selection, among them the desire to limit the purchase of expensive explosives.
detection technology, concerns about customer dissatisfaction with delays and “hassle,” the need to avoid operational delays, and the fear of potential discrimination or the appearance of it. Issues of discrimination were central to the debate over passenger prescreening from its inception. Applying secondary screening to the selectees’ person and carry-on belongings was particularly controversial. One senior FAA security official said that the “procedure of escorting selectees and dumping out their carry-on at the gate” generated opposition from the American Civil Liberties Union and the Department of Justice.

Even with the consequences of selection restricted to explosives screening or matching checked bags, the air carriers were under pressure from the FAA that threatened to undercut CAPPS’ effectiveness. In a January 11, 1998, letter to United Air Lines, the FAA conditionally approved the air carrier’s plan to implement the CAPPS system provided that the carrier ensured that

There will be no lines forming at your EDS [explosives detection system] machines and that in the rare cases where lines might form, the persons in those lines will be from sufficiently diverse racial, ethnic and national origin groups so as to minimize any possibility of problematic stigmatization. Once UA implements the CAPPS program, we plan to monitor UA’s security operations, and any consumer complaints filed with DOT, to ensure that your assurances regarding the absence or passenger make-up of lines at EDS equipment are correct.

One airline official told us that his company was informed that if at least three out of five people in a line of selectees awaiting screening were of the same ethnicity, its program would be deemed discriminatory.

For a terrorist traveling lightly, or who had intentions other than to sabotage the flight using checked baggage, prescreening did not represent a layer of security that needed to be overcome.

On 9/11 10 of the 19 hijackers were selected for additional baggage screening: nine flew on Colgan or American Airlines and one on United. Two of them, Hani Hanjour and Mohamed Atta, were pilots. The Commission asked the Transportation Security Administration to independently score the hijackers using the CAPPS algorithm in effect on 9/11 to determine if the air carriers had properly prescreened the hijackers. The agency found that the algorithm had been applied correctly and the selection designations were appropriate.

In any case, the selection process was not the primary problem with CAPPS. Those hijackers identified by the system as risks to the aircraft carried their weapons—knives, box cutters, Mace or pepper spray, and fake bombs—on their person or in their carry-on bags. Had CAPPS required selectees to be subject to a secondary search of their person, carry-on bags, or both, perhaps screeners could have found and confiscated the prohibited items; perhaps an alert screener would have identified the component parts of...
a fake bomb; perhaps the additional screening would have exposed a rattled hijacker; or perhaps any knives found by the screeners would have been confiscated as they used the “common sense” urged of them by FAA rules and the discretion provided them by the airline’s checkpoint operations guide to prohibit menacing items.

**Checkpoint Screening for Weapons**

The most obvious and vital element of aviation security was checkpoint screening for weapons. Federal rules required air carriers “to conduct screening ... to prevent or deter the carriage aboard airplanes of any explosive, incendiary, or a deadly or dangerous weapon on or about each individual’s person or accessible property, and the carriage of any explosive or incendiary in checked baggage.” The former associate administrator for civil aviation security, Irish Flynn, testified before the Commission that “checkpoint screening was the primary measure to prevent hijackings of aircraft.” More than half a billion passengers per year were screened by government-certified equipment operated and maintained according to FAA specifications.

In most instances, air carriers entered into contracts with private security companies to conduct screening operations. The staffing levels, training requirements, testing, and supervision of checkpoint screening personnel were set out in FAA regulations and enforced by the agency’s security operation unit. Requirements for screeners included 40 hours of instruction and on-the-job training, with recurrent training and assessments.

Screeners relied on metal detectors, X-ray machines, physical searches, and bomb detection technology. Metal detectors were calibrated to detect guns and large knives to prevent passengers from carrying such items beyond the checkpoint. Prohibited items such as guns would be confiscated. Restricted items such as box cutters were not allowed in the cabin, but the passenger would be given the option of placing the article in his or her checked baggage for transport.

All firearms were prohibited from being carried past a checkpoint, except those in the possession of authorized law enforcement officers. Knives with blades 4 inches long or longer also were expressly barred.

Neither FAA regulations nor the Air Carrier Standard Security Program specifically identified a three-and-one-half-inch knife that locks into place, such as those purchased by the 9/11 hijackers and like knives found at the crash site of Flight 93 in Pennsylvania, as “deadly or dangerous.” However, federal rules advised screeners to use “common sense” in determining what would be allowed past a checkpoint. The airlines’ checkpoint operations guide—which the airlines developed in cooperation with the FAA to implement the agency’s rules—explicitly permitted knives with blades less than 4 inches long.

Knives with blades under 4 inches, such as Swiss Army Knives, scout knives, pocket utility knives, etc. may be allowed to enter the sterile areas. However some knives with blades under 4 inches could be considered by a reasonable person to
be a “menacing knife” and/or may be illegal under local law and should not be allowed to enter the sterile area.\textsuperscript{574}

When asked whether screeners were truly expected to exercise discretion and common sense in making determinations about what that was not expressly prohibited could pass the checkpoint, one interviewee who oversaw checkpoint screening for an air carrier said, “It didn’t work that way.”\textsuperscript{575}

However, under the air carrier’s operations guide in place on September 11, 2001, “box cutters” were classified as restricted items, which “are not permitted in the passenger cabin of an aircraft. The [checkpoint] supervisor must be notified if an item in this category is encountered. Passengers may be given the option of having these items transported as checked baggage.”\textsuperscript{576} The COG provided no guidance on how to distinguish between permissible “pocket knives” and restricted “box cutter.”\textsuperscript{577}

The president of the Air Transport Association, testified before the Commission that while box-cutting devices were considered a restricted item posing a potential danger and could be kept off the aircraft, “the pre-9/11 screening system was not designed to detect or prohibit these types of small items.”\textsuperscript{578}

Indeed, prior to 9/11, checkpoints were not tested for their ability to detect knives, because short knives were not FAA-approved “test items.”\textsuperscript{579} This omission ignored the use of knives in deadly hijackings elsewhere around the world, as well as a 1994 FAA assessment of the threat to U.S. civil aviation that listed among “system vulnerabilities” to hijackers: “cabin crew or passengers can also be threatened with objects such as short-blade knives, which are allowable on board aircraft.”\textsuperscript{580}

The FAA based its policy on short-bladed knives on a number of factors: (1) the agency did not consider such items to be menacing;\textsuperscript{581} (2) most local laws did not prohibit individuals from carrying such knives; and (3) the knives would have been difficult to detect unless the sensitivity of metal detectors had been greatly increased. A 1993 proposal to ban knives altogether had been rejected because small cutting implements were difficult to detect and the number of innocent “alarms” would have increased significantly, exacerbating congestion problems at checkpoints.\textsuperscript{582}

Even if the system had detected such a knife carried by a hijacker on 9/11, the knife most likely would have been returned and carried onto the plane. Mace and pepper spray, in contrast, were categorized as “hazardous materials,” which passengers were prohibited from carrying without the express permission of the airline.

By 2001, any confidence that checkpoint screening was functioning effectively was belied by numerous public studies by the General Accounting Office\textsuperscript{583} and the Department of Transportation’s Office of Inspector General.\textsuperscript{584} Over the previous 20 years, government auditors and FAA enforcement inspectors had documented serious and chronic weaknesses in the systems deployed to screen passengers and baggage for carry-on weapons or bombs.\textsuperscript{585} The trend in performance leading up to 9/11 was not encouraging. A 2001 report produced on behalf of the FAA found that “both carry-on and
metal detection screening performance has declined significantly from 1999-2000.\textsuperscript{586} The April 2000 GAO assessment of passenger and baggage screening was representative of independent evaluations of that system’s effectiveness through September 11, 2001:

FAA and the airline industry have made little progress in improving the effectiveness of airport checkpoint screeners. Screeners are not adequately detecting dangerous objects and long-standing problems affecting screeners’ performance remain, such as the rapid screener turnover and the inattention to screener training. FAA’s efforts to address these problems are behind schedule.\textsuperscript{587}

Among the problems that plagued checkpoints was the high turnover among screeners, who earned only minimum wage. This workforce was paid by the financially troubled and cost-conscious aviation industry, which—according to many FAA interviewees—viewed minimizing the cost of security as more important than maximizing its effectiveness.\textsuperscript{588}

Technology also played a role. Metal detectors and X-ray equipment were the tools of effective screening, but both had substantial limitations.\textsuperscript{589} These technological limitations and the tendency of screeners to perform poorly when tested on finding even the most easily detectable items were well known to aviation security policymakers. The FAA also fully understood that terrorists were unlikely to stow a weapon in a carry-on bag in such a way that it would be easily recognized by an X-ray machine operator.

In its proposed rulemaking action of July 17, 2001, which aimed at updating basic security requirements (including checkpoint screening), the FAA itself noted that “publicity about problems with U.S. domestic civil aviation security measures increases the potential for attack here.”\textsuperscript{590} Given this knowledge, the FAA’s decision not to require more thorough searching of CAPPS selectees seems questionable. The proposed rule that accompanied the FAA’s caution sought to require federal certification of screening companies and to increase the training of their employees. Though Congress had ordered the drafting of regulations to implement these reforms in 1996, they still had not been completed as of September 11, 2001, mainly because of concerns about their cost.

Moreover, in the late 1990s the FAA’s requirement that checkpoint screeners conduct “continuous” and “random” hand searches of carry-on luggage for deadly and dangerous items had been largely replaced with a requirement to swipe them for explosives. FAA security officials told us that the “continuous” and “random” secondary screening of carry-on bags was often ignored by the airlines.\textsuperscript{591} Screeners no longer were regularly opening the stream of carry-on luggage; instead, they were relying on devices that scanned for traces of explosives. Without randomly hand searching carry-on items, however, they had little chance of detecting a prohibited item that would not trigger the metal detector or that was well hidden in carry-on luggage.

Screeners also had ill-defined objectives and performance goals. Although the FAA tested checkpoints on their ability to detect prohibited items in order to prevent violence...
federal regulations governing security checkpoints required that carriers conduct screening to "prevent or deter" the carrying of a deadly or dangerous weapon onto an aircraft. Requiring that checkpoints be able to detect weapons was a more rigorous standard than deterrence, which could be accomplished simply by an appearance of effective screening. The president of the Air Transportation Association testified before the Commission that "This [checkpoint] system was specifically designed as a . . . prevent-or-deter system, and was not a more intrusive prevent-and-detect system." In fact, the air carriers had successfully fought off the FAA's efforts to change the standard to "prevent and detect."

The regulations' requirement to prevent or deter, moreover, seemed to provide a choice. Regulators and those who believed a higher standard of checkpoint performance should be imposed could point to the "prevention" language as the relevant standard, while those whose interests might be served by a less rigor could point to "deterrence" language. Indeed, air carrier security officials interviewed by the Commission staff spoke of their responsibility to "deter" the carrying of a weapon past a checkpoint and suggested that the absence of hijackings indicated success.

This disagreement was not merely semantic: it had real consequences. As a senior civil aviation security official told us, screening just for deterrence was unlikely to deter in the long run. Deterrence is measured by the absence of incidents rather than the ability to stop them. But in the age of terrorism, when an unprecedented and devastating blow can occur anytime and anywhere, the fact that an incident has not yet occurred cannot be relied on as the sole indicator that security is sufficient and working well.

Despite the documented shortcomings of the screening system, the long stretch of time—more than a decade—without a domestic hijacking or bombing was perceived by many within the system as confirmation that it was working. This view explains, in part, why a transportation security official told us that the agency thought it had won the battle against hijacking. In fact, one of the primary reasons that the secondary screening of passengers selected by the prescreening program was restricted to checked bags was officials' belief that checkpoint screening was working sufficiently well. As events proved, their confidence was misplaced.

One former FAA Red Team member who testified before the Commission aptly observed, "From a security point of view, there is no difference between defending against a hijacker that wants to do a September 11 thing or a hijacker who wants to go to Miami. The key word is you're defending against a hijacking, and you worry about his motivation later." In 1990, the President's Commission on Aviation Security and Terrorism noted that the airline industry referred to checkpoint screening "as the first line of defense. It may, in fact, be the last line of defense. If someone is able to defeat this security measure, that person can gain access to passengers, crew and aircraft with relative ease."

We turn now to how prescreening worked on September 11 with respect to the four hijacked flights.
9/11 CHECKPOINTS

United was the custodial air carrier for three of the checkpoints used to screen the passengers of the hijacked flights, and American was responsible for two.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport</th>
<th>Flight</th>
<th>Checkpoint</th>
<th>Airline/Screening Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logan (Boston)</td>
<td>AA 11</td>
<td>North (Main or B5) Checkpoint</td>
<td>American/Globe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan (Boston)</td>
<td>AA 11</td>
<td>Mid (B4) Checkpoint</td>
<td>American/Globe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan (Boston)</td>
<td>UA 175</td>
<td>Checkpoint C3</td>
<td>United/Huntleigh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark</td>
<td>UA 93</td>
<td>Terminal A, Checkpoint 1</td>
<td>United/Argenbright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Dulles</td>
<td>AA 77</td>
<td>Checkpoint IAD02</td>
<td>United/Argenbright</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At each of the checkpoints, the primary method for passenger screening was walk-through metal detectors calibrated to detect items with metal content no less than that of a .22-caliber gun. If a passenger triggered the walk-through alarm, he or she was to be screened with a hand-held metal detector to identify the object triggering the alarm. Carry-on bags were primarily screened by X-ray machines, backed up by physical search, explosive trace detectors, or both.

The exception was the checkpoint at Dulles, which relied primarily on two walk-through metal detectors. If passengers set off the alarm of the first, they were sent through the second. If they triggered the second metal detector, they were screened with the hand-held device.

Screening checkpoint for Flight 11 (Logan). Passenger screening for Flight 11 was conducted at the main checkpoint (B5). Two lanes were operational. Each was outfitted with a walk-through metal detector to screen passengers and an X-ray machine to screen carry-on bags. A second screening checkpoint (B4 or middle) was opened at 7:15 A.M. This checkpoint was used primarily for “overflow” from B5.

The FAA conducted a comprehensive assessment of the B5 checkpoint on October 30, 2000, and found security weaknesses or violations. The previous assessment on October 20, 1999, found security weaknesses, all related to the system. Between September 11, 1999, and September 11, 2001, the FAA conducted scrreener evaluations at checkpoint B5. In the tests involving the metal detectors, the test object was detected in percent of the cases. In physical search tests, the detection rate was percent; in the X-ray tests, the detection rate was percent. With respect to 2001 national averages, B5 screeners met or exceeded the average for overall, physical search, and X-ray detection, while falling below the norm for metal detection.
The combined detection rate for tests conducted at this checkpoint for the two years leading up to 9/11 was percent; the national average was percent. In 2000, the checkpoint reported confiscating 13 guns, 8 grenades, and zero knives.

Screening checkpoint for Flight 175 (Logan). Passenger screening for Flight 175 was conducted at checkpoint C3. It had two operational lanes, each was with a walk-through metal detector and an X-ray machine.

The FAA conducted comprehensive assessments of this checkpoint on December 14, 1999, and November 15, 2000, uncovering security weaknesses or violations. Between September 11, 1999, and September 11, 2001, the FAA conducted screener evaluations at checkpoint C3. In the tests involving the metal detectors, the test object was detected in percent of the cases. In physical search tests, the detection rate was percent; in the X-ray tests, the detection rate was percent. With respect to 2001 national averages, C3 screeners met or exceeded the average for overall, physical search, and X-ray detection, while falling below the norm for metal detection.

Screening checkpoint for Flight 93 (Newark). Passenger screening for Flight 93 was conducted at checkpoint A-1. On that day, the checkpoint featured two lanes. Each lane was outfitted with a walk-through magnetometer, an X-ray machine, and hand-wand magnetometers.

In October 2000, the FAA conducted a comprehensive assessment of this checkpoint. They found security violations, both of which involved In the 24 months prior to 9/11, the FAA conducted screener evaluation tests at the checkpoint, including metal detector tests, physical search tests, and X-ray tests. Metal test objects were detected 80 percent of the time. The detection rates for physical searches and X-rays were percent and percent, respectively. All of these detection rates met or exceeded the national averages for this time period.

The combined detection rate for tests conducted at this checkpoint for the two years leading up to 9/11 was percent; the national average was percent. The annual turnover rate of all checkpoint screeners at the airport was 100 to 199 percent.

Screening checkpoint for Flight 77 (Dulles). Passenger screening for Flight 77 was conducted at both the east (IAD01) and west (IAD02) checkpoints in the Main Terminal. All five of the hijackers passed through the west checkpoint.

The west checkpoint was assessed by the FAA on November 13, 2000, and no violations were detected. Over the two years preceding 9/11, the FAA conducted screener evaluations. Of these, involved metal detectors, involved the physical searches, and involved the X-ray machine. Detection rates were percent, percent, and percent.
percent, respectively. While the physical search results exceeded the national average, both the metal detector and X-ray results were below average.

The combined detection rate for tests conducted at this checkpoint for the two years leading up to 9/11 was [REDACTED] percent; the national average was [REDACTED] percent.

A comprehensive airport security study prepared by a consulting firm in July 2001 found a number of problems and vulnerabilities at the Dulles checkpoints. These findings, based primarily on information provided by the air carriers' station managers, included "a considerably high turnover rate for screeners," the limited English-language skills of most of the screener workforce, a lack of a law enforcement presence during peak hours, and too few checkpoint supervisors.616

**Red Team Testing.** The FAA Red Team was an elite unit deployed to find vulnerabilities in the aviation security system. Red Team testing in 2000 and 2001 focused on the carriers' capabilities to detect explosives. The teams conducted tests at airports throughout the nation. In 1997, the Red Team found that test objects were detected [REDACTED] percent of the time. In 1998, the X-ray detection rate was [REDACTED] percent. In addition, the Red Teams identified the following significant screening problems:

- [REDACTED]
- [REDACTED]
- [REDACTED]
- [REDACTED]
- lack of supervision over checkpoint procedures.617

Only two of the security checkpoints entered by the hijackers featured closed-circuit television surveillance—the checkpoint used by Mohamed Atta and Abdul Aziz al Omari at the Portland International Jetport and the one used by the Flight 77 hijackers at Dulles International Airport.

Commission staff reviewed the available videotapes to assess the security procedures applied to the hijackers. Because there was no video surveillance at Logan and Newark airports, the Commission was unable to assess the security procedures used to screen Flights 175, 11, and 93.
Supervisors and screening staff interviewed by law enforcement did not report any suspicions or problems associated with the screening of the hijackers. We have found no evidence to dispute these claims. However, at the request of the Commission staff, an expert in checkpoint security regulatory enforcement reviewed the videotapes from Portland and Dulles airports. With respect to Dulles International Airport, the expert told us that the quality of the screening of the hijackers was “marginal at best.” He noted the following deficiencies: incomplete and sloppy hand-wanding procedures, the failure to resolve why two hijackers set off the walk-through magnetometers, the absence of “random and continuous” secondary screening of carry-on baggage, and the failure to properly rotate positions at the checkpoint. With respect to Portland, he noted the absence of “random and continuous” secondary screening of carry-on baggage as required by the FAA, using either equipment to swipe the items for explosives or a physical search of the bag, which would have given screeners a better chance of finding the hijackers’ weapons.

Onboard Security

If the preflight layers of aviation security designed to keep dangerous people and weapons off the aircraft failed, onboard defenses represented the last chance to thwart an attack. FAA operated a Federal Air Marshal program to place specially trained law enforcement officials aboard high-risk flights.

In 2001, the program had 33 air marshals, a small fraction of its strength in the 1970s. The decline began after the implementation of checkpoint screening. A senior aviation security official told us that by the mid-1990s, air marshals were assigned exclusively to high-risk international flights on the basis of the prevailing threat assessment. The highest-ranking FAA security official on 9/11 told us that the FAA did not discuss the need for a stronger domestic air marshal program, because the threat was considered to be overseas; in support of that view, he cited the fact that there had been no domestic hijackings in many years.

FAA Administrator Garvey told us that the air marshal program had already been greatly diminished by the time she took office, and she and others—including members of Congress—thought other FAA needs had higher priority. Another FAA official told us that air carriers did not want to give up the revenue they lost by providing free seats to air marshals. Yet the air carriers’ trade association had recommended to the Gore Commission in 1997: “Utilize Federal Air Marshals Effectively: Announce the immediate deployment of Federal Air Marshals at airport locations determined to warrant special security measures.” A high-ranking FAA official said that the Defense Department and the FBI did not like the air marshal program because the presence of armed personnel could cause tactical problems for emergency responders should hostage rescue operations by law enforcement or the military become necessary. For a variety of reasons, therefore, the domestic air marshal program remained dormant.
Absent the presence of an armed and trained air marshal aboard, the crew was expected to respond to a hijacking in accordance with the FAA-approved tactics of the "Common Strategy." This strategy, in which all flight crews were required to be trained, taught them to refrain from trying to overpower or negotiate with hijackers, to land the aircraft as soon as possible, to communicate with authorities, and to try delaying tactics.

The strategy drew on previous experiences with domestic hijackings and aimed at getting passengers, crew, and hijackers safely landed. It offered no guidance for confronting a suicide hijacking. One of the FAA officials most involved with the Common Strategy in the period leading up to 9/11 described it as an approach dating back to the early 1980s, developed in consultation with the industry and the FBI, and based on the historical record of hijackings. It was last updated in 1997.

The goal of the strategy was to "optimize actions taken by a flight crew to resolve hijackings peacefully" through systematic delay and, if necessary, accommodation of the hijackers. The FAA believed that the longer a hijacking persisted, the more likely it was to have a peaceful resolution. The strategy's fundamental assumptions were that hijackers issued negotiable demands, most often for asylum or the release of prisoners, and that "suicide wasn't in the game plan." One aviation security commentator noted, "To the extent that the politically-motivated hijacking was even considered, it was lumped with all the others whose perpetrators had no suicidal intent, and thus could arguably be talked into a safe and non-lethal surrender, given enough time and aircrew patience."

A frequently asked question about the 9/11 attacks is, How did the hijackers get into the cockpit? While FAA flight rules required the cockpit door to remain closed and locked at all times, FAA regulations also required that the door be designed to facilitate the flight crew's entry and exit in the event of an emergency. Even if hardened cockpit doors had been installed, they would have been effective only with proper policy, management, and procedures to safeguard cockpit keys. As of 9/11, one key opened the cockpits of all Boeing aircraft.

Moreover, a senior airline security executive pointed out that a hardened door would not have helped on 9/11, because the Common Strategy was to cooperate. Indeed, the chairman of the Security Committee of the Air Line Pilots Association agreed. According to media accounts, when proposals were made in early 2001 to install reinforced cockpit doors, the chairman responded: "But even if you make a vault out of the door, if they have a noose around my flight attendant's neck, I'm going to open the door."

The FAA acknowledged the possibility of suicide hijacking in its intelligence assessments. It understood that suicide was an increasingly common tactic among terrorists in the Middle East and that, historically, civil aviation was a favored target of terrorists. Nevertheless, the FAA-approved training for commercial flight crews contained no guidance on how to respond if hijackers were bent on suicide, resorted to violence on the aircraft, or attempted to unseat the flight crew from the cockpit. One air carrier's video presentation called on flight crew to "keep aggression out of the cockpit."
cockpit. However, the Commission staff could find no instructional material addressing how that could be accomplished.

The same training video, produced in 1984, showed actors playing hijackers holding a short-bladed knife to the throat of a flight crew member. The video said "knives are always a threat and have been used by hijackers in the past." Another air carrier's training material included a CBS news report about a knife-wielding hijacker addicted to aviation video games who broke into the cockpit so that he might fly the plane. The hijacker killed the pilot and seized the controls before he was subdued by the co-pilot. The training material stated, "While this proved to be successful in this incident, remember, the Common Strategy tells us not to attempt to overtake a hijacker."

Thus, prior to 9/11, onboard security was a security layer only in the most modest sense of the term—a particularly ineffective barrier to those whose violent intentions reflected the growing terrorist trend to maximize casualties, rather than follow the traditional model of hijacking for transport or barter.

Former FAA administrator Jane Garvey summarized the Common Strategy and its relation to the 9/11 attacks as follows:

The most powerful weapons that hijackers carried on 9/11: ... was their knowledge that our aviation system’s policy was to get the passengers on the ground safely and that meant negotiation, not confrontation. We can all share some blame in hindsight for not seeing the jeopardy of the policy. But it was developed and continued over decades as a policy that we knew from experience would save lives.

A Layered System?

In addition to designating aviation security as a "national security issue," the Gore Commission in 1997 reiterated the importance of security layering. The panel stated that "aviation security should be a system of systems, layered, integrated and working together to produce the highest possible levels of protection." The National Research Council, in a major study of aviation security, also strongly endorsed this principle.

The concept of "layering" in the realm of aviation security is closely related to the principle of "redundancy" incorporated into aviation safety policy and regulation. The U.S. civil aviation system requires all critical flight systems to be backed up by redundant capabilities. This policy aims at reducing the chances that failure at a single point could result in a catastrophic accident. Because the mathematical chances that two systems will fail simultaneously are far less than the probability that either of the systems will fail independently, redundancy is an effective risk management strategy. Indeed, civil aviation safety policies, designed to reduce the risk of catastrophic systems failure to one in a billion, are based partly on this principle.
Achieving such a precise and ambitious mathematical goal is difficult in any discipline; it is even a greater challenge in the area of aviation security, where human factors, such as criminal imagination and screener performance, predominate. Nevertheless, aviation experts have long agreed that effective layering in security, like redundancy in safety, can greatly reduce the likelihood of catastrophic failure. Realizing the potential benefits of a layered system, however, rests on two key factors.

First, the layers must be designed to guard against the right problems. For instance, a security checkpoint not designed to stop knives, and onboard security not designed to stop a suicide hijacker, may represent two layers of security, but they will not defeat a knife-wielding suicide hijacker.

Second, each layer must effectively address in its own right whatever it is designed to prevent. Two ineffectual layers operating in tandem may be little or no better than a single defense. Given the serious holes in aviation security demonstrated by the system's performance on 9/11 and discussed above, it is difficult to conceive of the defenses in place on that day as a “system of systems, layered, integrated and working together to produce the highest possible levels of protection.”

As DOT Inspector General Kenneth Mead testified before the Commission:

I think that the system we had in place before September 11 had in fact undergone incremental improvements over the years... and I believe in fact it provided a deterrent value for certain types of threat. Overall, though, the model on which the system was based did not work very well, and there were significant weaknesses in the protections it provided, even for the types of threats the system was designed to prevent.

2.3 THE STAGE IS SET

Throughout 2001, the senior leadership of the FAA was focused on congestion and delays within the system and the ever-present issue of safety, but they were not as focused on security. The Administrator recalled that “every day in 2001 was like the day before Thanksgiving.” The Deputy Administrator told the Commission that not a day went by in the spring of 2000 through the summer of 2001 that system delays were not priorities for him and the Administrator.

Heeding calls for improved service and increased capacity, Congress focused its legislative and oversight attention on measures to improve the capacity, efficiency, and customer service of the aviation system. Its efforts included passage of a “passenger bill of rights,” mainly to ensure greater convenience and comfort for passengers. The air carriers' trade association chief pointed out that all the while, the Department of Transportation was rating the air carriers by their on-time arrival records which added pressure to the effort to process people with great speed. At the same time, the air carriers were struggling to keep up with demand, provide better customer service, and improve their economic health.
The American public—the customers of the aviation industry and the constituents of members of Congress—were generally sanguine about commercial aviation safety and security in the period leading up to 9/11. In an ABC poll taken just after the 1999 EgyptAir crash off the East Coast of the United States, 58 percent of the respondents indicated their belief that flying was safer than driving; and in a Fox News/Opinion Dynamics survey conducted during the same period, 78 percent cited poor maintenance as “a greater threat to airline safety” than terrorism.650

On September 11, 2001:

- The no-fly lists updated by FAA security directives offered an opportunity to prevent potential hijackers from boarding civilian aircraft in or traveling to the United States. As of September 11, 2001, only 12 individuals were listed—and not any of the 9/11 hijackers, even though two of them (Khalid al Mihdhar and Nawaf al Hazmi) were already on the State Department’s TIPOFF terrorist watchlist (which contained more than 60,000 names).
- Checkpoint screener performance and the detection rate of prohibited items at airport checkpoints were spotty, and these weaknesses were widely known.
- Deadly knives were permitted aboard aircraft despite FAA’s recognition that this policy was a vulnerability.
- A wide range of deadly weapons were undetectable by the screening equipment using the sensitivity levels then employed at security checkpoints.
- Selectees of the passenger prescreening risk profiling system (CAPPS) were subject to a search of their checked bags for explosives but underwent no additional scrutiny of their person or carry-on baggage.
- The official aircrew protocol for hijacking was cooperation and accommodation.

Thus, on 9/11 the challenge for would-be hijackers of domestic flights of U.S. air carriers boiled down to grasping three easily understood points: avoid prior notice by the U.S. intelligence and law enforcement communities, carry items that could be used as weapons that were either permissible or not detectable by the screening systems in place, and understand the in-flight hijacking protocol.

While intelligence authorities perceived the continuing terrorist threat to civil aviation, on September 10, 2001, the view of policymakers, air carriers, and the public contemplating civil aviation security was that there had not been a hijacking or bombing of a U.S. air carrier in many years and that aviation security measures were apparently gaining ground against the terrorists.651

In fact, the system was broken.

---

1 Colgan Air is a US Airways Express carrier providing regional service to east coast destinations. US Airways and American Airlines had an agreement that allowed passengers to make reservations for both airlines in the same booking.
CAPPS was an FAA-approved automated system run by the airlines that scored each passenger’s profile to identify those who might pose a threat to civil aviation, and identified other passengers at random to be selectees. Also, ticket agents were to mark as "selectees" those passengers who failed to show proper identification, or met other criteria. See FAA report, “Air Carrier Standard Security Program,” May 20, 2001, pp. 75-76; FAA record of interview, Donna Thompson, Sept 23, 2001. See Al Hickson briefing (June 8, 2004).


The FBI’s Portland office pursued 600 leads related to the presence of Atta and Omari in Portland, with each lead resulting in between 3 and 10 interviews. The Portland police pursued more than 60 leads regarding the presence of Atta and Omari, but none shed any light on the question of their travel to and from Portland, Maine. South Portland Police Chief and authorities with the Maine State Police also indicated that while their departments did investigate the hijackers’ trip to Portland and shared the results of their work with the FBI, they turned up no information to indicate why this travel occurred. See Michael Chitwood briefing, undated; See also Edward Googins briefing, (June 21, 2004); and William Sneedeker briefing, (June 21, 2004).

As the operational leader, Atta would have been particularly inclined to have such concerns and may have believed he was the one most likely to have been identified and placed under surveillance by U.S. authorities.

The two bags that Atta checked in Portland were not loaded aboard Flight 11 before the flight departed. A witness from American Airlines told the FBI that the bags came over from US Airways to American’s baggage area too late to make it on to the flight. The bag tags were marked designating them to be put...
aboard the airline's next flight to Los Angeles. After the attacks the bags were opened and law enforcement officers found a Koran, tape on flying a jetliner, a large folding knives and a distance measuring ruler. See FBI report of investigation, interview of witness, Sept. 19, 2001.


30 FBI response to Commission briefing request no. 6, undated (topic 11). [LES]

31 FBI reports of investigation, interview of the American Airlines reservations and ticketing systems did “not provide exact times for such activities.” See American Airlines report, “SABRE response for Flight 11, September 11, 2001.” The records for Flight 11 indicated that some passengers had “boarded” after the aircraft had pushed back from the gate. AAL response to Commission questions for the record, Mar. 15, 2004.
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Jawahir recalled that her encounter with the Ghamdis occurred at "shortly before 7 A.M., and when shown photos of the hijackers she indicated that Mohand Al Shehri resembled one of the two she checked in. Thus, her experience may have actually been with Faysal Banihammad and Mohand Al Shehri, who checked in at 6:53 A.M. However, Jawahir recalled that the two individuals she spoke with had the same last name and had assigned seats in Row 9, characteristics that both fit the Ghamdis; therefore, that account has been adopted here. In either case, it is almost certain that she was dealing with one set of the hijackers.
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277 John White interview (May 7, 2004); Ellen King interview (Apr. 5, 2004); Linda Schuessler interview (Apr. 6, 2004); Benedict Sliney interview (May 21, 2004); FAA memo, “Full Transcription: Air Traffic Control System Command Center, National Traffic Management Officer, East Position; September 11, 2001,” Oct. 21, 2001, pp. 14, 27. By no later than 9:25, there were serious concerns within the FAA over the safety of other aircraft. A manager from Command Center specifically asked FAA Headquarters if they wanted to order a “nationwide ground stop.” While executives at FAA headquarters discussed the issuance of a national ground stop, at 9:25, Command Center exercised initiative and ordered all aircraft in the United States not to depart from any airports until further notice. Command Center’s National Operations Manager, Ben Sliney, told the Commission that he gave this order based on his belief the attacks would continue, concern that the FAA could not locate Flight 77 and reports that other commercial aircraft may have been hijacked. Sliney said he believed he possessed the authority to issue this order and ordered the ground stop in an attempt to mitigate any potential further damage. See Benedict Sliney interview (May 21, 2004).


282 Noteworthy for its omission in this account is the claimed 9:24 A.M. FAA notification to the military that Flight 77 was hijacked. In the official NORAD timeline of 9/11 (released September 18, 2001), and as presented to the Commission in May 2003, NORAD claimed to have received notification that Flight 77 was a hijacked aircraft at 9:24 A.M. NORAD officials also indicated that the fighters at Langley Air Force Base were immediately scrambled to meet the threat to Washington posed by Flight 77. Retired General Larry Arnold (CONR Commander on 9/11) amplified, and confused, the issue in testimony before the Commission, stating: “9:24 was the first time that we had been advised of American 77 as a possible hijacked airplane. Our focus — you have got to remember that there’s a lot of other things going on simultaneously here — was on United 93, which was being pointed out to us very aggressively I might say by the FAA. ... We were advised [American 77] was possibly hijacked. And we had launched almost simultaneously with that, we launched the aircraft out of Langley to put them over top of Washington, DC, not in response to American Airlines 77, but really to put them in position in case United 93 were to head that way.” Based on its review of the tapes, transcripts and other records obtained under subpoena, as corroborated by witness interviews at NEADS, the Commission can state unequivocally that the 9:24 A.M. notification time was not accurate. The 9:24 notification time was inaccurately derived from a handwritten log maintained by the staff working for the Mission Crew Commander (the operational commander on watch) at NEADS. Called the “MCC/T Log,” it was the principal log of events kept at NEADS on 9/11.
At 9:24 A.M., the log records: "American Airlines #N334AA hijacked." This tail number refers not to Flight 77 but to Flight 11, the first hijacked aircraft. The subpoenaed tapes confirm that this time corresponds to the receipt of the tail number information on Flight 11 and to reports that Flight 11 was still airborne and headed towards Washington, D.C.

285 NEADS audio file, Identification Technician position, Ch. 7, at 9:35:50. The Commission staff was told by AAL's operations center leadership, during interviews, that the management did not request that dispatchers send warnings to the cockpits of its flights in the air on 9/11. The airline cited requirements of the Air Carrier Standard Security Program that information about hijacked flights be restricted to those with operational need to know. AAL reported that the management did, however, instruct dispatchers to contact aircraft with instructions to divert in order to implement the shut down of the airspace. On August 9, 2004, American Airlines sent the Commission a letter indicating that several dispatchers, improvising and acting on their own accord, sent messages to certain aircraft including one sent at 9:22 to the crew of an American flight requesting they "maintain extreme vigilance... USA today reporting acft being flown into the World Trade Center. Unconfirmed AA acft." A message sent to another flight by a different dispatcher at 9:36 a.m. was a more explicit hijack warning, "To all Captains and crew. Security must be at top of the list... AAL aircraft have been hijacked this morning and may have been forced down... 2 acft have been flown into the World Trade center—please all of you be on hi-alert—keep us posted on your situation.

See AAL letter to Commission, August 9, 2004.


A combination of three factors explains why the Langley fighters initially traveled so far to the east, when their initial scramble order directed them on a heading to the north. First, the Langley scramble order did not convey complete instructions. It instructed the fighters to "Scramble immediately time 1324... Scramble on a heading of 010 flight level 290." Though the order did include a direction to fly "010" and a flight altitude - 29,000 feet - it did not include a distance to the target, nor the target's location, two key components that are normally included in a scramble order. Indeed, NEADS did not know the location of the mistakenly reported southbound American 11 - at the time, there was no discernable target. Second, a "generic" flight plan assigned to the Langley fighters incorrectly led them to believe that they were being ordered to fly due east (090) for 60 miles. In order to launch aircraft, the Langley AFB Tower was required to file an automated flight plan specifically designating the direction and distance of intended flight. Prior to 9/11, the standard - or generic - flight plan for aircraft departing Langley AFB to the east was "090 for 60" - meaning head 90 degrees (due east) for 60 miles. The generic "090 for 60" flight plan was utilized to expeditiously get aircraft airborne and out of the base's airspace. Langley Tower personnel assumed that once fighters got airborne they would be vectored to the target of interest by either NEADS or the FAA. Third, both the lead Langley pilot and the FAA's Norfolk TRACON facility - which was briefly controlling the aircraft once it departed the Langley AFB airspace - assumed the flight plan instruction to go "090 for 60" was newer guidance that superceded the original scramble order instructions. In fact, shortly after: the fighters got airborne, the lead Langley pilot was asked by Norfolk TRACON in what direction he wanted to head. After brief discussion between the lead pilot (identified as "Quit 25") and Norfolk TRACON, it was mutually decided that the fighters would follow the flight plan guidance. Put simply, the Langley pilots received flight direction guidance from both the scramble order and the Langley AFB departure flight plan, and continued on the latter heading for several minutes until a direction and geographic destination was provided.

289 Federal Aviation Administration, Criminal Acts Against Civil Aviation 2001, p. 41.
291 Larry Wansley interview (Jan. 8, 2004).
294 Craig Marquis and others interview (Nov. 19, 2003); UAL response to Commission questions for the record, July 13, 2004.
295 Craig Marquis interview (Nov. 19, 2003).
297 The checkpoint featured three walk-through metal detectors, two X-ray machines, and explosive trace detection equipment. On 9/11, after the attacks, the FAA's New York Civil Aviation Security Field Office (CASFO) conducted an investigation of the checkpoint used to screen passengers for Flight 93. The investigation found that all equipment was operating in compliance with FAA regulations. Each of the screeners on duty was interviewed. The report stated: "There were no significant findings disclosed from the interviews conducted." FAA report, New York Civil Aviation Security Field Office, "United Air Lines Flight 93 September 11, 2001," undated.
300 In the six months prior to 9/11, Flight 95 had operated six times a week, Monday through Saturday, from 6/1/01 through 7/7/01, then five times a week, Monday through Friday, from 7/9/01 through 2/3/01. Daily service had started only with the week of 9/3/01. UAL report, "Flight 93 BOS-SFO Load Factors," undated.
301 UAL response to Commission questions for the record, April 5, 2004.
303 UAL response to Commission questions for the record, April 5, 2004.
304 Except for five flights that were canceled, on 6/11/01, 6/19/01, 6/25/01, 7/3/01, and 8/22/01.
305 Except for Sundays, on which there was but a single flight in the six-month period, with a load of 21.9 percent. UAL records, "Flight 93 BOS-SFO Load Factors," undated.
306 FBI report, response to Commission briefing request no. 6, undated (topic 8).
307 UAL record, "Weight and Balance Information—Flight number 175, Sept. 11, 2001;" See also, UAL report, "Information Concerning Boeing Key and Who Sat in Jump Seats on the Hijacked Flights." [SSI]
308 UAL aircraft briefing (Nov. 20, 2003).
311 UAL response to Commission questions for the record, April 5, 2004.
313 Bob Jordan briefing (Nov. 20, 2003).
318 UAL report, communication to dispatchers on Sept. 11, 2001.
321 FAA memo, "Full Transcript; Aircraft Accident; N591UA (UAL93) Somerset, PA; September 11, 2001," position E 155, Sept. 13, 2001, p. 6 (cleared to 10,000 feet, not to exceed 250 knots); p. 7 (resume normal speed); FAA memo, "Full Transcript; Aircraft Accident; N591UA (UAL93) Somerset, PA; September 11, 2001," position E 155, B43, Sept. 13, 2001, p. 1 (heading 330; left turn); p. 2 (cleared to fourteen thousand feet; then to seventeen thousand feet); FAA memo, "Full Transcript; Aircraft Accident; N591UA (UAL93) Somerset, PA; September 11, 2001," position R39, Sept. 13, 2001, p. 6 (cleared to twenty-eight thousand feet); 9 (cleared "direct dimmo"); FAA memo, "Full Transcript; Aircraft Accident; N591UA (UAL93) Somerset, PA; September 11, 2001," position R73, Sept. 27, 2001, p. 4 (climbing to 28,000 feet); p. 7 (cleared to thirty-five thousand feet); p. 13 (United reports light chop at 9:22:39, and is passed to Cleveland Center).


324 FAA memo, "Full Transcript; Aircraft Accident; N591UA (UAL93) Somerset, PA; September 11, 2001," Lorain Radar position, May 10 2002, again on September 11, 2001, passengers aboard United Airlines flights could monitor communications between FAA air traffic controllers and the pilots by selecting channel 9 on their headsets. It is possible that the hijackers on board Flight 93 could have heard the conversations between the Cleveland controller and the other aircraft in which the serious situation in New York City was mentioned.


329 The United 93 timeline in FAA report, ‘Summary of Air Traffic Hijack Events September 11, 2001,’ states that at 9:28:54 a second radio transmission, mostly unintelligible, again with sounds of possible screaming or a struggle and a statement, ‘get out of here, get out of here’ from an unknown origin was heard over the ZOB [Cleveland Center] radio.


334 ZOB-ARTCC-287, LOR-R, 5/10/02, Tr. at 13. At 9:31:21, ExecuJet 56 also called in, reporting that “we’re just answering your call. We did hear that, uh, yelling too.” The FAA responded, at 9:31:51: “Okay, thanks. We’re just trying to figure out what’s going on.”


336 In accordance with FAA regulations, United 93 had a cockpit voice recorder that recorded in 30 minute loops via microphones in the pilots’ headsets, as well as in the overhead panel of the flight deck. This is the only cockpit voice recorder from the four hijacked airplanes to survive the impact and ensuing fire. It recorded the last 31 minutes of the flight. The CVRs and flight data recorders (FDRs) from American 11 and United 175 were not found, and the CVR from American Flight 77 was badly burned and not recoverable. The Flight 93 recording started at 9:32 A.M. through the end of the flight. See FBI report, “Transcript of the Flight Voice Recorder for United Flight 93,” Dec. 4, 2003; See also 14 §§ CFR 25.1457, 91.609, 1045, and 121.359. Evidence derived from audio readout of CVR from Flight 93.

337 Like Atta on Flight 11, Jarrah apparently did not know how to operate the communication radios; thus his attempts to communicate with the passengers were broadcast on the ATC channel. FBI report, “CVR from UA Flight #93,” Dec. 4, 2003.


United reported that Ed Ballinger in handling his various duties, with the assistance of a fellow controller, sent out this and other “high security” alerts as a means of responding to various flights that had either asked for additional information or acknowledged receipt of his original “Beware cockpit intrusion” message. See UAL response to Commission questions for the record, July 16, 2004.

339 ZOB-ARTCC-287, LOR-R, 5/10/02, Tr. at 19.

341 GTE cell phone records indicate that an air phone call was made from Flight 93 to United's maintenance facility in San Francisco at 9:32 A.M. lasting 95 seconds. Another call of longer duration was indicated at 9:36. The SAMC personnel interviewed by the airline, the FBI, and the Commission report receiving only a single phone call from Flight 93, most likely the later one. According to United, the first call may have never been received, because it was in a queue among other calls being received by the facility. See FBI record, "United Air Lines Flight 93 Telephone Calls."


343 Details of information on the hijacking, shared during the communications on which the Commission based its analysis, are derived from tape recordings of several of the calls, as well as notes and official accounts by those receiving the communications.

344 FBI record, GTE phone records


346 UAL report, "Timeline for Dispatch/SMFDO Activities—Terrorist Crisis, September 11, 2001."


349 FBI report of investigation, interview of recipients of call from Mark Bingham, Sept. 13, 2001 [LES]

350 FBI report of investigation, interviews with recipients of calls from passengers Bingham, Ballinger, Glick; Lyles [LES].

351 14 CFR §121.547


354 United Air Lines manifest records for Flight 93 show that passengers Thomas Burnett, Mark Bingham, Joseph DeLuca, Edward Felt, Linda Gronlund, and Mark Rothenberg were the six passengers holding first-class cabin seats, in addition to all four hijackers. Only Rothenberg is not known to have communicated with the ground during the flight.

355 UAL record, personnel records of pilot and first officer.


357 FBI report of investigation, interview of recipients of call from Jeremy Glick, Sept. 12, 2001; Lyzbeth Glick briefing (Apr. 22, 2004).


359 UAL dispatch sent several ACARS messages to the cockpit of Flight 93 after the cockpit had been taken over by the hijackers. UAL record, Ed Ballinger's ACARS log, Sept. 11, 2001.


365 Command Center tape recording, NTMO East Position # 26, Line 4530, pages 16-17 of FAA transcript.


367 Rich "Doc" Miles interview (Nov. 21, 2003); UAL report, "Timeline for Dispatch/SMFDO Activities—Terrorist Crisis, September 11, 2001."


369 Command Center tape recording, NTMO East Position # 26, Line 4530, page 19 of FAA transcript.

370 FBI report of investigation, recipient of communications from CeeCee Lyles, Sept. 15, 2001.

Given the timing of this call, we believe that Lyles was referring to the passengers, not the hijackers.

See FBI report, interview of recipient from call from CeeCee Lyles, Sept. 15, 2001.

383 Flight 93 FDR and CVR data

385 Ibid.
386 Command Center, NTMO East Position # 26, Line 4530, page 27 of FAA transcript.
387 Ibid.
388 Ibid.
389 The military did not receive notice at 9:16 A.M. that Flight 93 was hijacked, as was reported to the Commission in May 2003 by NORAD. At 9:16 A.M., the NEADS “MCC/T Log” records: “United tail #N612UA/75 SOB.” The tail number in the log belonged to Flight 175, not Flight 93. A corresponding conversation on recorded conversations on the NEADS floor confirms that at 9:16 A.M., NEADS was receiving (from an FAA facility) confirmation of the tail number of Flight 175 (see NEADS audio file, Identification Technician position, Channel 5, at 9:16:19).
391 NEADS audio file, Mission Crew Commander “Op” position, at 14:10:36. The timing of the Mission Crew Commander’s instruction on ROE also belies various NORAD officials’ public recounting of their awareness of, and response to Flight 93. “Air War Over America,” for instance, the 1st Air Force’s official history of the response to the 9/11 attacks, offers the following accounts by two of the key NORAD participants: (Colonel Robert Marr, NEADS Commander): “With all available alert fighters in the air, Marr and his crew were still faced with United Flight 93. The plane was headed west, so controllers began looking for any other fighter jets that might be nearby. ‘We don’t have fighters that way and we think he’s headed toward Detroit or Chicago,’ Marr says. ‘I’m thinking Chicago is the target and know that Selfridge Air National Guard Base (Mich.) has F-16s in the air. We contacted them so they could head 93 off the pass. The idea is to get it there, close in on him and convince him to turn. ... As United Airlines Flight 93 was going out, we received the clearance to kill if need be. In fact, General Arnold’s words almost verbatim were: ‘We will take lives in the air to save lives on the ground.’” (General Larry Arnold, CONR Commander): “We watched the 93 track as it meandered around the Ohio-Pennsylvania area and started to turn south toward DC. By now the Pentagon has been hit and we have aircraft on orbit ... They are now orbiting over Washington, DC, and have been for a while. As United 93 headed toward DC, the desire
is to move the fighters toward that aircraft.” The record demonstrates, however, that no-one at any level in NORAD (or DOD) ever “watched the 93 track” start to turn south towards Washington DC. In fact, the military never saw Flight 93 at all. The Selfridge base was contacted by NEADS not regarding Flight 93, but in response to another commercial aircraft in the area that was reported hijacked (Delta Flight 1989, which ultimately was resolved as not hijacked). Most important, NORAD certainly never “received the clearance to kill if need be” on Flight 93.

392 NEADS audio file, Mission Crew Commander “Op” position, at 14:11:50
393 Command Center, NTMO East Position #26, Line 4530, page 34 of FAA transcript.
396 UAL report, “Timeline for Operational Messages ATC/UAL—Terrorist Crisis, September 11, 2001.”
399 Kevin J. Nasypany interview (Jan. 22-23, 2004); Robert Marr interview (Jan. 23, 2004).
400 Robert Marr interview (Jan. 23, 2004).
401 Kevin Nasypany interview (Jan. 22-23, 2004); James Fox interview (Oct. 29, 2003).
402 Both Atta and Mihdhar established frequent flier accounts with American in late August, possibly in an effort to appear like normal travelers. In both cases the only reservations booked on the account were for travel on 9/11. See AAL response to Commission questions for the record, April 15, 2004.
403 Flight standards rules at that time required the door facilitate access in and out of the cockpit in the event of an emergency. See Shirley Miller interview (Mar. 30, 2004).
404 Don Dillman briefing (Nov. 18, 2003); and Bob Jordan briefing (Nov. 20, 2003)
407 The hijackers began their takeover about 15 minutes into Flight 11, about 28 minutes Flight 175, about 31 minutes into Flight 77, and about 47 minutes into Flight 93.
408 According to financial transaction data, at least seven knives were purchased by the 9/11 hijackers including two Victorinox Swiss Army knives, three Leatherman multi-tool knives, two pocket knives, and one Stanley two-piece snap knife set. The FBI collected 14 pieces of evidence of knives or portions of knives, including a box cutter, at the Flight 93 crash. None of the blades or knife housings recovered indicated a blade length longer than 3.5 inches. FBI report, “Summary of Penttbom Investigation,” Jan. 31, 2003.
409 FAA Flight Standards Service briefing, Jan. 13, 2004; FBI report, “Summary of Penttbom Investigation,” Jan. 31, 2003. Atta received flight training at facilities in Florida and Georgia; Shehhi received flight training in Florida and Georgia; Hanjour received flight training at facilities in Arizona, New Jersey and Maryland; and Jarrah received flight training at facilities in Florida and Pennsylvania. See FBI report, suspected suicide pilot training timeline, undated.
410 David Tew briefing
413 FAA Flight Standards Service briefing (Jan. 13, 2004); Ed Soliday interview (Nov. 21, 2003); and David Tew briefing (Jan. 25, 2004).
414 A number of computer-based software programs that provide cockpit simulation available on the open market to the general public. According to experts at the FAA, such computer-based packages, including products that simulate cockpit controls of the Boeing 757 and 767, provided effective training. The terrorists were known to use computers, and there is no reason to believe they did not have the computer

---SUBJECT TO CLASSIFICATION REVIEW---
literacy necessary to take advantage of computer-based training aids. FAA Flight Standards Service briefing (Jan. 13, 2004); Ed Soliday interview (Nov. 21, 2003); and David Tew briefing (Jan. 25, 2004).
418 FAA Flight Standards Service briefing (Jan. 13, 2004); Ed Soliday interview (Nov. 21, 2003); and David Tew briefing (Jan. 25, 2004).
420 FAA Flight Standards Service briefing, Jan. 13, 2004; Ed Soliday interview (Nov. 21, 2003); and David Tew briefing (Jan. 25, 2004).
422 Based on the examination of FAA intelligence case files, daily intelligence summaries, interviews and other sources.
424 FAA presentation, 2001 CD-ROM Terrorism Threat Presentation to Aviation Security Personnel at Airports and Air Carriers, Slide 24. [SSI]
426 The event in 1991 involving a Southwest Flight was not a case of terrorism: an American citizen who was angry that he was prohibited from smoking informed the flight crew he had a bomb and wanted to be flown to Cuba. He was arrested when the aircraft made its normally scheduled stop in San Diego. Mike Canavan testimony, May 23, 2003.
428 In 1998 UBL was reported to have stated “...All Islamic military have been mobilized to strike a significant U.S. or Israeli strategic target, to bring down their aircraft and hijack them.” See: FAA response of 2/04/03 to Congressional Joint Inquiry staff letter dated 11/06/02
429 FAA Alert Level III.
433 FAA Administrator Garvey testified before the Commission that she was aware that the summer of 2001 was a time of heightened terrorist threat. See Jane Garvey testimony, January 27, 2004.
434 John H. interview (Oct. 8, 2003)
435 [SECRET] summaries mentioned Usama Bin Ladin or al Qaeda threats overseas. Others indicated threats to U.S. interests, but only in the context of military and diplomatic facilities or of commercial interests overseas. FAA reports, Daily Intelligence Summaries, 2001. FAA security analysts did perceive an increasing terrorist threat to U.S. civil aviation at home. Numerous FAA documents, including agency accounts published in the Federal Register in July 2001, clearly demonstrated the FAA’s understanding that terrorist groups were active in the United States and maintained a historic interest in targeting aviation, including hijacking.
At the Commission’s May 23, 2003, hearing, Commissioner Gorelick observed that the FAA’s invitation to the meeting suggested that “clearly the NSC thought that there would be or could be an aviation security piece to the emergency.” The head of FAA civil aviation security, Gen. Mike Canavan, who attended the CSG meetings, agreed with her assessment.


Jane Garvey testimony, Jan. 27, 2004. See, for example, Carol H. interview (Oct. 27, 2003), Jane Garvey interview (Oct. 21, 2003); and Cathal Flynn interview (Sept. 9, 2003).


A security directive issued April 24, 2000, did issue an alert regarding Al Qaeda operatives, including Khalid Shaikh Mohammed (whom the FBI identifies as the main planner of the 9/11 attack) and five other individuals associated with Ramzi Ahmed Yousef and the 1995 Bojinka plot.

The security directive issued on July 27, 2001, cautioned the aviation community about the use of fake credentials to penetrate secure areas at facilities overseas: “one can be certain that terrorists who might be contemplating an attack against civil aviation in the United States have taken note of the attractiveness of this modus operandi.”

Seven security directives were issued in 2001 prior to 9/11. (This number does not include five that followed up on several of the seven to make slight adjustments in their requirements.) SD 95-06J (Mar. 22, 2001), requiring that; SD 108-98-01D (Mar. 22, 2001), requiring that;

108-98-02G (July 27, 2001), establishing; SD 108-00-02D (July 27, 2001), warning the commercial aviation industry about the use of counterfeit law enforcement badges to gain access to airports. (A similar directive was sent to airports also on July 27, 2001—EA 107-00-1D; SD 108-00-03B (July 27, 2001), warning airlines to “no fly” and Egyptian, thought to be insane, who posed a threat to U.S. air carriers in Cairo; SD 108 108-01B (Aug. 28), issuing no-fly list and;

108-01-02A (Sept. 6), requiring extra security measures for flights carrying the author Salman Rushdie. Of the 16 security advisories known as “information circulars” sent by the FAA to the commercial aviation industry, 12 focused on security issues overseas, particularly the Middle East; two provided information on the threats of the Algerian-born terrorist Ahmed Ressam against Los Angeles Airport during the so-called millennium crisis; one discussed the threat to civil aviation of ground-to-air missiles (MANPADS); one alerted airports and air carriers to the tactic of disguising weapons as everyday items (a knife concealed in a cigarette lighter was found at the crash site of United Flight 93); and one discussed the possible terrorist threat to Americans posed by extremists but had expired on August 22, 2001. See FAA memos, Information circulars, 2001. [SSI] Each of the 27 special security briefings that FAA provided to air carriers between May 1, 2001, and September 11, 2001, dealt with threats to civil aviation overseas, primarily in the Middle East. One of the briefings in May addressed hijacking threats overseas; another in August addressed the threat to commercial aviation worldwide, including potential None of these briefings addressed the use of aircraft as weapons.

[SSI] Seven security directives were issued in 2001 prior to 9/11: SD 95-06J (March 22) requiring; SD 108-

98-01D (March) requiring that passengers be CAPPS selectees if the travel was;

108-98-02G (July 27th) establishing explosives; SD 108-00-02D (July 27th) warning the commercial aviation industry about the use of counterfeit law enforcement badges to gain access to airports; SD 108-00-03B (July 27th) warning airlines to “no fly” an Egyptian thought to be insane and a danger to U.S. air carriers in Cairo; SD 108 108-01B
the 16 security advisories known as Information Circulars sent by the FAA to the
commercial aviation industry, 12 of them focused on security issues overseas,
particularly the Middle East, two provided information on Algerian-Born terrorist Ahmed
Ressam’s threats against Los Angeles Airport during the millennium; one discussed the
threat to civil aviation of ground to air missiles (MANPADS); one alerted airports and air
carriers to the tactic of disguising weapons as everyday items (a knife concealed in a
cigarette lighter was found at the crash site of United Flight 93); and one discussed the
possible terrorist threat to Americans posed by extremists but had expired on August 22,

issued on August 16 also mentioned hijacking and warned about the potential use of
disguised weapons. See FAA report, Information Circular, August 16, 2001 (IC
2001-12)

Monte Belger interview (Nov. 24, 2003); Shirley M. interview (Mar. 30, 2004). We interviewed a
number of FAA security officials, including those on the front lines, who were unaware that the United
States was on high alert regarding the terrorist threat during the summer of 2001. The security directors for
American Airlines and United Air Lines told the Commission that they knew the summer of 2001 was a
time of high threat, but neither of the senior operating executives for American and United Air Lines were
aware. See Andy Studdert interview (Nov. 20, 2003); Gerard Arpey interview (Jan. 8, 2004). The
Commission was contacted by commercial pilots who had been unaware of the heightened threat period
and believed strongly that the threat information should have been more broadly shared with them.

See Andy Studdert interview (Nov. 20, 2003); Gerard Arpey interview (Jan. 8, 2004).

“The decade of the 1980s was a disastrous one for aviation. The period confirmed the
existence of a dangerous trend toward greater violence against air transportation. Overall,
25 planes were sabotaged by explosives, causing 1,207 casualties as compared to 650
deaths caused by 44 explosions in the 1970s and 286 deaths in the 1960s.” Alexander T.

On the night of July 17, 1996, TWA Flight 800, which had departed from New York’s
JFK International Airport bound for Paris, France, crashed into the Atlantic Ocean near
East Moriches, N.Y., killing all 230 individuals on board.

These recommendations included immediate deployment of explosives detection technology to the
airports for baggage screening; passenger and bag matching on domestic flights (a measure already applied
overseas, which was explicitly linked to the need to determine the presence of explosives in checked
baggage; it required each checked bag to be matched to a boarded passenger before being loaded onto an
aircraft); additional deployment of canine explosives-sniffing teams.

Procedures and Matrix in effect on 9/11/01.”

James U. interview (Sept. 17, 2003); Timothy A. interview (Jan. 8, 2004).


Larry W. interview (Jan. 8, 2004).


11, D-22.
The July 17, 2001, Federal Register stated: “Terrorism can occur anytime and anywhere in the United States. Members of foreign terrorist groups, representatives from state sponsors of terrorism, and radical fundamentalist elements from many nations are present in the United States. The activities of some of these individuals and groups . . . now include recruiting other persons for terrorist activities and training them to use weapons and make bombs.” It continued: “Thus an increasing threat to civil aviation from both foreign sources and potential domestic ones exists and needs to be prevented and countered.”

460 FAA Information Circular 2000-01 issued April 27, 2000. [SSI]
461 FAA, 2001 CD-ROM Terrorism Threat Presentation to Aviation Security Personnel at Airports and Air Carriers, slide 24. [SSI]
462 FAA report, “Total Architecture for Aviation Security,” June 2001, p. 10. However, the Commission also heard testimony from various FAA and aviation industry leaders, including two former FAA associate administrators of civil aviation security, that the civil aviation security system was designed to stop “crazies” and “criminals” but not necessarily committed terrorists who could always find a way to defeat the system.
463 See Title 49 U.S.C. § 44903(b). The rules FAA imposed on certificated airports and air carriers to achieve security objectives were set forth primarily in 14 C.F.R. §§ 107, 108, 109, 129. The FAA’s enforcement tools included imposing civil fines and withholding an air carrier’s or airport’s federal certificate to operate. Beginning in 1986, the FAA’s responsibility “to protect passengers and property” was augmented to include the evaluation of intelligence on threats to the civil aviation system.
464 The rules FAA imposed on certificated commercial air carriers were required by Title 49 of the U.S. Code and set forth primarily in 14 C.F.R. §§ 108, 129; an FAA-approved Air Carrier Standard Security Program (ACSSP); an industry-generated Checkpoint Operations Guide (COG) that specified the ways and means by which air carriers would meet federal aviation security requirements.
467 Jane Garvey interview (Oct. 21, 2003); Mike Canavan interview (Nov. 4, 2003).
468 To facilitate the flow of data and promote interagency cooperation on civil aviation security issues, the FAA assigned liaison personnel to key intelligence community agencies, including the FBI, CIA, and State Department. Although the NSA and the DIA maintained collection requirements on behalf of the FAA, liaisons were not assigned to either agency. Claudio Manno interview (Oct. 1, 2003).
469 FAA intelligence officials stated that the division did not receive a daily stream of raw intelligence from the FBI. Claudio Manno interview (Oct. 1, 2003).
470 Section 111(a) of the Aviation Security Improvement Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-604) required “the agencies of the intelligence community [to] . . . ensure that intelligence reports concerning international terrorism are made available . . . to the Department of Transportation and the Federal Aviation Administration.” The U.S. intelligence community, including the FBI, CIA, National Security Agency (NSA), Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA); and the Department of State, among others, was responsible for collecting and analyzing intelligence data bearing on the security of the United States and for that data to the FAA’s Office of Civil Aviation Security Intelligence (ACI).
kinds of intelligence data that were supposed to flow to the FAA were determined by
collection requirements set out in a "statement of intelligence interest" and other
arrangements between the FAA and various intelligence community agencies. Claudio
Manno testimony, Jan. 27, 2004); Claudio Manno interview (Oct. 1, 2003); Matt K.
interview (Feb. 13, 2004).

Among the other products created by the Office of Civil Aviation Security
intelligence were "intelligence notes" and special assessments to provide detailed
analysis on specific security issues, as well as "information circulars" that were sent to
airports and air carriers to warn them of general security threats and concerns.
Additionally, the Office of Secretary of Transportation had a director of security and
intelligence to keep the secretary up to date on transportation security issues. To that end,
the director was provided copies of intelligence products prepared by the FAA Office of
Civil Aviation Intelligence.

The FAA's Intelligence Division produced four main products to help keep
policymakers and the industry informed about threats to security so that they could make
informed decisions about whether security policies, practices, and procedures were
sufficient to counter the perceived threat. The first of these was the Daily Intelligence
Summary (DIS). The intelligence data was rolled up each day into a summary and
presented to key policymakers, including the FAA associate administrator of civil
aviation security, the FAA administrator, and the FAA deputy administrator. The
Department of Transportation's director of security and intelligence would also receive
the information and use the material to produce a more comprehensive security briefing
for the secretary of transportation. The second main product of the Intelligence Division
was the information circular. It was designed to alert policymakers and the commercial
aviation industry to more general threats and issues bearing on civil aviation security, but
in the FAA's view did not necessitate the implementation of extraordinary security
procedures. Whereas the security directive was a regulatory mechanism, the information
circular was advisory. In addition, FAA intelligence published intelligence notes and
assessment reports to expound on security issues such as terrorist methods of operation.
These products were mainly intended to help justify and support regulatory and policy
decisionmaking.

If the assistant reviewed something in the DIS that she thought merited the attention of the
Deputy Administrator, she would see that he was informed. The Deputy Administrator in
turn would determine whether the information needed to be raised with the
Administrator. Monte Belger interview (Nov. 24, 2003); Shirley M. interview (Mar. 30,
2004). Several interviewees indicated that the FAA Administrator maintained an open-
door policy and was accessible if an intelligence or security matter needed to be raised,
although one associate administrator said he rarely addressed security issues with her,
going instead to the Deputy Administrator. The Administrator told us that she counted on
her highly capable security staff to notify her of any pressing issues. Jane Garvey
interview (Oct. 21, 2003); Cathal Flynn interview (Sept. 9, 2003); Monte Belger
interview (Nov. 24, 2003); Shirley M. interview (Mar. 30, 2004).
In addition, the analyst would determine whether to open an intelligence case file (ICF) to track and assess the particular security threat or issue. Between 1993 and 2001, the FAA had opened more than 1,200 ICFs; key intelligence inputs and taskings were recorded in a daily log sheet to make possible monitoring and supervision.

Pat M. interview (Sept. 24, 2003); Bruce B. interview (Sept. 29, 2003). All airports certificated by the FAA to operate were required to implement a standard set of minimum security measures which were set forth in the Air Carrier Standard Security Program. Similarly, FAA-certificated airports were required to abide by an Airport Operator Standard Security Program. The FAA was authorized to require that air carriers and airports implement immediate, temporary measures to increase or alter security procedures. It did so by issuing security directives to air carriers (FAR 108) and emergency amendments to airports (FAR 107).

Claudio Manno interview


Nick G. interview (May 26, 2004); Claudio Manno interview (Oct. 1, 2003); Mike Canavan interview (Nov. 4, 2003); Wells, Commercial Aviation Safety, p. 308.


The conviction of Ahmed Ressam for a plot to bomb the Los Angeles International Airport around January 1, 2000, was specific proof that terrorists sought to attack civil aviation in the United States.


Cathal Flynn interview (Sept. 9, 2003); Claudio Manno interview (Oct. 1, 2003).


FAA report, “Response to Commission Request 29-3 [Airport vulnerability assessments].


However, according to an FBI official, their assessment of the terrorist threat to aviation was based on a matrix provided to them by the FAA. This matrix measured the threat

Staff believes that this is another example of a troubling phenomenon observed in other areas of aviation security—that of plausible deniability. While the FAA could point to the FBI terrorist threat assessment as being “low” therefore imposing no obligation to increase security at home; the FBI could point to the assessment as one based on criteria established by the FAA—criteria that required

Matt K. interview (Sept. 24, 2003); Cathal Flynn interview (Sept. 9, 2003); James P. interview (Oct. 7, 2003); Claudio Manno interview (Oct. 1, 2003); The issues and
problems associated with the FBI culture in regard to intelligence versus criminal investigation is addressed extensively by the Commission’s Team Five.

Cathal Flynn interview (Sept. 9, 2003)
Cathal Flynn testimony (Jan. 27, 2004)
Matt K. interview (Feb. 13, 2004)

The Phoenix EC was a 2001 FBI memo produced by a Special Agent in Phoenix, Arizona expressing his concern about flight training by individuals from Arab countries. FAA records indicate that no case file was established by the FAA specifically on the issue of pilot training by terrorists. One FAA Intelligence Official indicated that had this information been known to the FAA, perhaps the FAA's Intelligence division would have had the opportunity to focus on pilot training as a security issue in the period leading up to September 11, 2001. See Matt K. interview (Feb. 13, 2004).

The FBI agent in charge of the tasking indicates that the liaison was consulted and, in fact, reviewed the tasking memo sent to the field office. See Bev W. interview (Feb. 17, 2004); Jack S. interview (Nov. 3, 2003); The FBI agent in charge of the tasking indicates that the liaison was consulted and, in fact, reviewed the tasking memo sent to the field office.

Bev W. interview (Feb. 17, 2004)
Carol H. interview (Oct. 27, 2003). In its recommendations to the Gore Commission, the ATA called for: “the dedication of specific FBI staff resources to the unique issues relating to aviation terrorism which, consistent with current intelligence assessments, require particular attention.” Letter from President and Chief Executive Officer of the Air Transport Association, to General John Michael Loh (Retired) of the Gore Commission, August 23, 1996.

Agency leadership referred to FAA personnel assigned to Intelligence Community agencies as “liaisons.” See reponse of TSA to Congressional Joint Inquiry questions for the record, Feb. 4, 2003.


[SECRET] FAA report, Intelligence Case File, 980096; FAA report, Intelligence Case File, 980199. See FAA, Daily Intelligence Summaries from May 1, 2001 to September 10, 2001

[SECRET] FAA report, Information Circular 2000-01, April 27, 2000; FAA Intelligence Case File 950007; FAA Intelligence Case File 980199. In 1998 UBL was reported to have stated “...All Islamic military have been mobilized to strike a significant U.S. or Israeli strategic target, to bring down their aircraft and hijack them.” See: FAA response of 2/04/03 to Congressional Joint Inquiry staff letter dated, Nov. 6, 2002. [SSI] The indictment of one of the co-conspirators with Bin Ladin in the Afica embassy bombings in 1998 stated that the defendant had “trained in a number of camps in Afghanistan, including a number of camps affiliated with al Qaeda. The [defendant] was trained in explosives, hijacking, kidnapping, assassination and intelligence techniques...” See United States District Court Southern District of New York v. Usam Bin Laden, S(10) 98 Cr. 1023 (LBS)


[SECRET] FAA report, Intelligence Case File 980096.

[SECRET] FAA Intelligence Case File 950009.


An earlier UBL hijacking threat in 1999 had resulted in a security directive to increase defenses at New York City airports, but the directive expired a few weeks later when the threat information on which the action was taken was deemed no longer credible.


[SECRET] FAA report, Intelligence Case File 95009.

In the case of an Air India hijacking in December 1999 and the Alas Chiricanas Airlines hijacking in July 1994, even though the hijackers were not known to operate the aircraft, they clearly possessed advanced knowledge of aviation. Matt K. interview (Feb. 13, 2004)


Jack S. interview (Nov. 3, 2003); Claudio Manno interview (Oct. 1, 2003). See also FAA report, Intelligence Case File 940305.

Hijacking of an Air France jetliner. The hijackers’ destination was Paris. While the plane was in Marseille the hijackers requested that the plane be filled with 27 tons of fuel, even though the trip to Paris would require a little more than one-third of that amount. The presence of explosives placed on the aircraft and other evidence indicated to authorities that the hijackers may have planned to blow the plane up over Paris. See Pat M. interview (Sept. 24, 2003); and Jack S. interview (Nov. 3, 2003); See also FAA report, Intelligence Case File 940305.

[SECRET] FAA report, Intelligence Case File 940230. A Reuters story in the case file said of the incident: “Police said, however, the third prospect of a Kamikaze-style attack on the White House is the worst case scenario, a dangerous how-to example for other would be assassins willing to give their lives for a greater goal.

[SECRET] FAA report, Intelligence Case Files 940230 and 940237. Also, in 1974 a man attempted to commandeer a commercial jet at BWI with the intent of slamming the aircraft into the White House, but was shot before he could execute his plan. “Hijacker Targeted President in 1974--www.insightmag.com/news/2002/06/24.

Pat M. interview.


[SECRET] FAA report, Intelligence Case File 20010216.
One FAA security official told the Commission that the theme of crashing airplanes into buildings was something that was "inevitable" because of the high profile of civil aviation. A number of interviewees expressed surprise that in the aftermath of 9/11 the FAA's leadership told Congress that they had never conceived of the use of aircraft as weapons, when in fact the agency had considered the threat, and as one official put it, "logic" dictated that such a possibility was a concern. See Jack S. interview (Nov. 3, 2003).

One FAA security official told the Commission that the theme of crashing airplanes into buildings was something that was "inevitable" because of the high profile of civil aviation. A number of interviewees expressed surprise that in the aftermath of 9/11 the FAA's leadership told Congress that they had never conceived of the use of aircraft as weapons, when in fact the agency had considered the threat, and as one official put it, "logic" dictated that such a possibility was a concern. See Jack S. interview (Nov. 3, 2003).

One FAA security official told the Commission that the theme of crashing airplanes into buildings was something that was "inevitable" because of the high profile of civil aviation. A number of interviewees expressed surprise that in the aftermath of 9/11 the FAA's leadership told Congress that they had never conceived of the use of aircraft as weapons, when in fact the agency had considered the threat, and as one official put it, "logic" dictated that such a possibility was a concern. See Jack S. interview (Nov. 3, 2003).

One FAA security official told the Commission that the theme of crashing airplanes into buildings was something that was "inevitable" because of the high profile of civil aviation. A number of interviewees expressed surprise that in the aftermath of 9/11 the FAA's leadership told Congress that they had never conceived of the use of aircraft as weapons, when in fact the agency had considered the threat, and as one official put it, "logic" dictated that such a possibility was a concern. See Jack S. interview (Nov. 3, 2003).

[SSI] FAA reports, SD95—issued April 24, 2000; SD 108-01—issued August 21, 24 & 28, 2001

Final Report, White House Commission on Aviation Safety and Security, Feb. 12, 1997; One of the members of the Gore Commission told the 9/11 Commission that the intent of this recommendation was to assure maximum use of terrorist watch lists to prohibit known and suspected terrorists from getting on aircraft. The language of the recommendation appears to be somewhat ambiguous in regard to the “intelligence information” it calls on the FBI and CIA to use for the purpose of passenger profiling, if not the terrorists’ names themselves. However, we stress that it would make exceedingly little sense to suggest that the FAA use information about known and suspected terrorists to create a profile capable of identifying them by their profile at airports in order to stop them from flying, but fail to use their known names for the same purpose.

James P. interview (Oct. 7, 2003); See also: FAA report, Security Directive SD 97-01 (SSI)

FAA report, Security Directive SD-96-05 (A-G) [SSI]


Janet R. interview (Feb. 26, 2004)

Ed S. interview (Nov. 21, 2003)


Nick G. interview (May 26, 2004).

FAA Security Directive 97-01 issued October 27, 1997 stated that the directive “Requires profiling of ONLY those passengers checking baggage.” [SSI]


Carol H. interview (Oct. 27, 2003)

[SSI] Mr. R. interview (Feb. 26, 2004). We would note that such a decrease occurred at a time when the terrorist threat to the United States was on the increase, including the bombing of American Embassies in East Africa, Usama Bin Ladin’s declaration of war against the United States; the bombing of the U.S.S Cole and the millennium threat posed by Ahmed Ressam.[SECRET]
FAA report, Baseline Working Group final report, 1996. FAA interviewees also stated that, as originally conceived, CAPPS was supposed to include extra screening of selectee’s person, carry-on belongings and checked bags. See James P. interview (Oct. 7, 2003)


Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority, videotape of Main Terminal checkpoints, September 11, 2001 [SSI]

In the aftermath of the TWA 800 disaster in 1996, Congress, the Gore Commission and the FAA’s Aviation Security Advisory Committee were pushing for large scale deployment of expensive explosive detection equipment at the nation’s airports. At a cost of $1,000,000 million per machine, the initiative promised to be an expensive proposition for air carriers and the FAA. By linking the efforts to identify “risky” passengers through CAPPS to the use of Explosive Detection Technology - the system could ration the limited availability of the equipment at the time. It is quite possible that the industry also envisioned it as a means of avoiding the expense of having to apply EDT to all passenger bags when more machines could be made available.

Passengers would perceive increased screening as an additional “hassle” factor of flying. The Department of Justice perceived the potential for complaints about discrimination by a system that singled out passengers for secondary screening. Finally, Congress did not like to hear constituent complaints about either passenger inconvenience or charges of discrimination likely to arise from secondary screening.

Air carriers, which were always concerned about operational efficiency, surely realized that requiring selectees to undergo additional screening of their person or hand searches of carry-on baggage could slow down checkpoint operations and thereby increase the difficulty of staying on schedule.

Marcus A. interview (Oct. 24, 2003)

While endorsing the “manual and automated profiling systems, such as the one under development by the FAA and Northwest Airlines,” the latter of which was the progenitor of the CAPPS program, the Gore Commission adopted a lengthy “augmenting recommendation” with respect to the subject: “The Commission strongly believes the civil liberties that are so fundamentally American should not, and need not, be compromised by a profiling system. The Commission recommends the following safeguards: 1) no profile should contain or be based on material of a constitutionally suspect nature; 2) factors to be considered for elements of the profile should be based on measurable, verifiable data indicating that the factors chosen are reasonable predictors of risk; 3) passengers should be informed of airline security procedures and of their right to avoid any search of their person or luggage by electing not to board the aircraft; 4) searches arising from the use of an automated profiling system should be no more intrusive than search procedures that could be applied to all passengers; 5) neither the airlines nor the government should maintain permanent databases on selectees; 6) periodic independent reviews of profiling procedures should be made; 7) the Commission reiterates that profiling should last only until Explosive Detection Systems are reliable and fully deployed; and 8) the Commission urges that these elements be embodied in FAA standards that must be strictly observed.” See Final Report of the White Commission on Aviation Safety and Security, Washington, DC, 1997.
Ed S. interview (Nov. 21, 2003); Former FAA Administrator Garvey told the Commission that concerns were raised about security profiling at airports by the Arab American community that feared it might be the target of such security measures. She recalled receiving a similar complaint on behalf of the Arab-American community from a member of Congress. In response to the concerns, she and the Associate Administrator of Civil Aviation Security Chathal Flynn traveled to Detroit in 1998 to meet with members of the Arab American community who expressed deep concerns about passenger prescreening and the potential for discrimination. See Jane Garvey interview (Oct. 21, 2003); An article about the visit that appeared in the Arab American News on September 18, 1998 contained an account of an Arab American who told the member of Congress that he felt discriminated against and humiliated when he was told to open his luggage for hand-searching in front of other passengers at the local airport. It is worth noting that the issue of CAPPS was highly contentious at the time the developing program was considered by the Gore Commission, and it has continued to be so to the present day. Gore Commission member and terrorism expert Brian Jenkins highlighted the key concerns in a 1999 article: “Americans would prefer their security to be democratic and passive; that is, equally applied to everyone, and reactive only to behavior indicating criminal intent — such as attempting to smuggle a gun on board — rather than attempting to identify in advance the most likely smuggler. Criteria based on ethnic identity, national origin, gender, and religion are all out of bounds to civil libertarians. Nor should profiling provide airlines with access to personal information about travelers, including their criminal record if they have one. Arab-Americans, who have been subject to suspicion and in some cases mistreatment following terrorist incidents that were correctly or incorrectly blamed on Middle Eastern groups, have expressed particular concern.” See Brian Jenkins, ‘Aviation Security in the United States,” in Wilkinson and Jenkins, eds., Aviation Terrorism and Security (London and Portland, OR: Frank Cass Publishers, 1999), p. 106.

Information about the weapons used by the 9/11 hijackers is derived from reports provided by passengers who contacted the ground from the hijacked aircraft, from evidence found at the crime scenes, and from the hijackers’ financial records. At least seven knives were purchased by the hijackers, including Victorinox Swiss Army knives, Leatherman multi-tool knives, pocket knives, and a Stanley two-piece snap knife set. The FBI collected evidence of 14 knives or portions of knives, including a boxcutter type implement, at the Flight 93 crash site. None of the blades that were found appeared to be 4 inches in length or longer. However, one of the pieces of evidence which the FBI referred to as a “green plastic handle for utility knife,” did not have a blade, so it was not possible to ascertain how long it was. Short-bladed knives were not expressly prohibited by FAA regulations, so it is entirely possible that had they been found on the hijackers as they passed through checkpoint, they would have been returned to them (unless they were determined by the screener to be “menacing.”) [LES]

Federal Aviation Regulation Part 108 and the FAA’s Air Carrier Standard Security Program specified the means by which air carriers, or their designees, were to screen passengers and their carry-on belongings. 14 CFR §108.9.

The airline retained the responsibility for overseeing the contractor’s compliance with FAA regulations. See FAA report, Air Carrier Standard Security Program, May 2001. [SSI]


Appendix I of the ACSSP provided FAA’s “Deadly or Dangerous Weapons Guidelines” for use in determining what objects should not be allowed to be carried into the cabin of an aircraft. They were to be used by screeners “in making a reasonable determination of what property in the possession of a person should be considered a deadly or dangerous weapon. They are only guidelines, however, and “common
sense should always prevail." Within the list were the following relevant entries: Knives – Including sabers, swords, hunting knives, souvenir knives, martial arts devices, and such other knives with blades 4 inches long or longer and/or knives considered illegal by local law; Disabling or Incapacitating Items – All tear gas, mace, and similar chemicals and gases whether in pistol, canister, or other container, and other disabling devices such as electronic stunning/shocking devices; Other Articles – Such items as ice picks, straight razors, and elongated scissors; though not commonly thought of as a deadly or dangerous weapon, but could be used as a weapon, including toy or "dummy" weapons or grenades. See FAA report, Air Carrier Standard Security Program, Appendix I, May 2001. [SSI]

572 The book provided an example citing the "sewing scissors" in the hands of a woman who possessed other sewing equipment is permissible, while such scissors in the possession of a man who possessed no other sewing equipment should be prohibited. See ATA/RAA, Checkpoint Operations Guide, Revision 007, September 10, 2001, pp. 5-6 through 5-9 [SSI]

573 The Checkpoint Operations Guide (COG) was developed, "in cooperation with the FAA," by the Air Transport Association (ATA) and the Regional Airline Association (RAA) to implement the security checkpoint related provisions of the ACSSP, and was subject to FAA review. Checkpoint Operations Guide, Revision 007, September 10, 2001, cover page [SSI] Courtney T. interview (June 3, 2004). Email response to Commission, Courtney T., June 14, 2004; The Air Transport Association (ATA) was founded in 1936 and remains the trade association for the major U.S. airlines. It represents their interests before Congress, federal agencies (including the FAA), and state and local governments. The ATA seeks to coordinate industry and government safety programs, to help standardize industry practices and to enhance the efficiency of the air transportation system. Of particular relevance to this report, the ATA took the lead role for the airlines in the FAA rulemaking process, and in developing – with FAA cooperation – the Checkpoint Operations Guide (COG) for passenger and carry-on baggage screening and the training materials for the "Common Strategy" for dealing in-flight with hijackings.

574 Checkpoint Operations Guide, Revision 007, September 10, 2001, pp. 5-6 through 5-9 [SSI]

575 Tim A. interview (Jan. 8, 2004)

576 One entry in FAA’s database on security incidents in 2001 regarding an incident at Logan Airport on 1/31/2001 in which a passenger entered a checkpoint “with a box cutter inside is jacket pocket.” The report stated that “The item was discovered during x-ray screening. State police were notified and trooper cleared passenger for travel. Box cutter was placed in the TSA prohibited items bin.” See FAA report, Security incident, Logan Airport, January 31, 2001

577 One of the checkpoint supervisors working at Boston’s Logan International Airport on September 11, 2001, recalled that, at that time, while box-cutters were not permitted to pass through the checkpoint without the removal of the blade, any knife with a blade of less than four inches was permitted to pass through security. FBI report of investigation, interview of screener, (Sept. 30, 2001) [LES]

578 May stated, “Under pre-9/11 FAA regulations only “knives with blades four inches long or longer and/or considered illegal under local law” were prohibited. Under a non-regulatory Checkpoint Operations Guide, developed by the FAA, the Regional Airline Association and the ATA, with FAA approval interpreting the FAA regulations, box cutting devices were considered a restricted item posing a potential danger. This meant that if such a device was identified, it could be kept off the aircraft. The FAA mandated metal-detection walk-through systems, however, were designed and tested to detect metallic items about the size of a small handgun or larger. The pre-9/11 screening system was not designed to detect or prohibit these types of small items.” Testimony of James C. May, Chairman and CEO, Air Transport Association of America, to National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States at Hearing on Civil Aviation Security, May 22, 2003
"Office of Civil Aviation Security National Assessment Manual" second edition,
6/30/1999; Bruce P. interview (Oct. 27, 2003). An FAA form titled "Screening
Activities" that certificated airports were required to submit annually contained a field for
the listing "weapons detected" at checkpoint screening operations. The field featured two
categories, one titled "firearms" and the other titled "explosives and incendiaries." There
was no field provided for knives. See Massport report, FAA Form 1650-7. Nevertheless,
a U.S. government database which recorded suspicious security incidents at U.S. airports
contained nine entries regarding "deadly and dangerous items" for 2001 prior to 9/11.
Among them was an entry of an incident on March 15, 2001, at the Kansas City airport
which stated "passenger attempted to enter checkpoint with three and one-half inch
knife in carry-on baggage. Passenger surrendered the item." Presumably this was an
instance in which "common sense rather than a strict interpretation of the Air Carrier
Another entry dated January 31, noted that a box cutter was confiscated from a passenger
at Boston Logan and "placed into the prohibited items bin." And still another which
occurred in June reported that a "pair of folding scissors" had been taken from a female
passenger also in Boston. See TSA report; Security
580 FAA report, "The Threat to U.S. Civil Aviation in the United States" September,
1994. [SSI]
581 FAA security experts indicated to the Commission that the standard was based on a size of blade that
could be considered "menacing" as well as a survey of local laws to determine what localities allowed
citizens to carry in a concealed fashion in public. This canvas resulted in the establishment of the four-inch
standard. See Lynne O. interview (Oct. 3, 2003); and Lee L. interview (Oct. 28, 2003); In regard to knives
with blades shorter than 4 inches long, FAA's former civil aviation security chief testified before the
Commission that "the menace conveyed by them is less than the innocent reasons for having them in
people's possession." At the same hearing, former FAA Administrator Jane Garvey noted that prior to 9/11
knives were "commonplace" at airports and were used for meals services on aircraft. See Cathal Flynn
testimony, Jan. 27, 2004; and Jane Garvey testimony, Jan. 27, 2004; In 1993, the FAA considered placing
all knives on the prohibited items list, but the proposal was dropped because officials viewed such a
mandate as unenforceable. See Leo B. interview (Sept. 17, 2003).
582 The "Air Carriers Checkpoint Operations Guide" in effect on 9/11 stated: "knives with
blades under 4 inches, such as Swiss Army Knives, scout knives, pocket utility knives,
etc. may be allowed to enter the sterile areas. However knives with blades under 4 inches
that could be considered by a reasonable person to be a "menacing" knife and/or may be
illegal under local law and should not be allowed to enter the sterile area." See FAA, "Air
Standard Security Program, May, 2000. [SSI]; Cathal Flynn interview (Sept. 9, 2003);
Lee L. interview (Oct. 28, 2003); Leo B. interview (Sept. 17, 2003).
583 Including among others: GAO reports, Aviation Security: FAA Preboard Passenger
Screening Test results (GAO/RCED-87-125FS, Apr. 30, 1987); Aviation Security:
Additional Actions Needed to Meet Domestic and International Challenges
(GAO/RCED-94-38, January 27, 1994); Aviation Security: Urgent Issues Need to Be
Addressed (GAO/T-RCED/NSIAD-96-251, September 11, 1996); Aviation Security:
Slow Progress in Addressing Long-Standing Screener Performance Problems (GAO/T-
RCED-00-125, March 16, 2000); and Aviation Security: Long-standing Problems Impair Airport Screeners’ performance (GAO/RCED-00-75, June 28, 2000).


585 The high failure rate of screeners to detect weapons was discerned by the FAA using tests designed only to evaluate the system’s ability to detect prescribed very obvious “test items” used by government inspectors.


588 Numerous interviewees noted that the air carriers awarded screening contracts to the lowest bidder who paid low wages and suffered high levels of employee turnover. They stated that air carriers considered fines imposed on them by the FAA for security violations as a “cost of doing business” that they simply factored into their annual budgets as part of the financial calculus Cathal Flynn interview (Sept. 9, 2003); Rich S. interview (Mar. 1, 2004); Jane Garvey interview (Oct. 21, 2003); Mike M. interview (Sept. 15, 2003).

589 Mike M. interview (Sept. 15, 2003)

590 Federal Register, July 17, 2001, p. 37331.


592 A veteran FAA Principal Security Inspector to a major airline told the Commission the FAA’s standard of performance for checkpoints was “detection.” The Principal Security Inspector told the Commission that while “detection” could be tested, measured, and enforced, “deterrence” was more subjective.

593 James C. May testimony, May 22, 2003; One air carrier interviewee observed that the air carriers had done an excellent job of deterring for many years given the absence of a consequential security incident. See Timothy A. interview (Jan. 8, 2004)

594 Cathal Flynn interview (Sept. 9, 2003)


596 James Underwood interview (Sept. 17, 2003)

597 Bogdan Dzakovic testimony, May 23, 2003

The checkpoint at Portland was operated by Delta which had contracted with Globe; Aviacion Operations Litigation Support, TSA, “Table of Screening Checkpoints, Contracted Screening Companies, and Responsible Air Carriers for September 11th Flights.” [SSI]


Located in Terminal B.

The results of FAA testing of x-ray and metal detection screening at the B4 checkpoint were similar to the result of B5 for all tests conducted since October 1, 2000, FAA report, “Assessment and Testing Data for BOS, EWR, and IAD.” See also, FAA report [SSI] The FAA report produced by the Boston Civil Aviation Security Field Office (CASFO) stated: “Soon after hijacking, CASFO personnel tested the screening equipment at the screening checkpoints at issue: At screening checkpoints B-4 and B-5, the X-rays units passed a However, walk-through metal detectors at both checkpoints failed tests using .22 cal encapsulated weapon.” See FAA report of Boston CASFO, Sept. 12, 2001.

No FAA “Red Teams” Special Assessments were done at Logan security checkpoints in the two years prior to 9/11.


Logan Briefing and Site Visit, August 15, 2003. [SSI]

No FAA “Red Team” Special Assessments were done at Logan security checkpoints over the two years prior to 9/11/01.


No FAA “Red Team” Special Assessments were done at Newark security checkpoints in the two years prior to 9/11.

Federal Aviation Administration, Office of Civil Aviation Security Operations, “Assessment and Testing Data for BOS, EWR, and IAD: Newark International Airport (EWR),” September 21, 2001 [SSI]


Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority, videotape of Main Terminal checkpoints, September 11, 2001 [SSI]

No “Red Team” FAA Special Assessments were conducted at Dulles security checkpoints over the two years prior to 9/11. The “Red Team” did test the explosive detection systems for checked baggage, and the checkpoint passed such tests in the period Federal Aviation Administration, Office of Civil Aviation Security Operations, “Assessment and Testing Data for BOS, EWR, and IAD: Washington-Dulles International Airport (IAD),” September 21, 2001 [SSI]
A post-9/11 assessment performed by the Dulles Airport Security Office found that 269 checkpoint screeners employed by Argenbright at Dulles as of 9/11, 42 were from Pakistan, 35 from Sudan, 10 from Afghanistan, nine from Egypt, six from Bangladesh, three from Iran, and one from Morocco. Only India, with 56, was the home to more screeners than Pakistan or Sudan. Thirty-one of the 269 were American nationals. In December 2001, the FAA audited Argenbright’s Dulles operations. One-fourth of the screeners were screening passengers even though their required criminal history check had not been completed. The FAA concluded that United Air Lines, through Argenbright Security, “never properly conducted criminal background checks on these screeners.” CTI Consulting, “Comprehensive Airport Security Study, Washington Dulles International Airport: Survey and Assessment Report,” July 23, 2001, pp. 49-50. Federal Aviation Administration, Office of Civil Aviation Security Operations, “Assessment and Testing Data for BOS, EWR, and IAD: Washington-Dulles International Airport (IAD),” September 21, 2001 [SSI] 617 FAA “Special Activities Staff, ACS-50, Security Checkpoint Screening.” [SSI] 618 [SECRET] Intelligence report interrogation of Ramzi Binalshibh, Oct. 1, 2002; FAA Intelligence Case File 2001-216 619 Tim J. interview (Apr. 12, 2004) 620 Tim J. interview (Apr. 12, 2004). For checkpoints that possessed explosive trace detection (ETD) equipment, the bags were to be swiped for explosives. In the absence of such equipment screeners were required to conduct physical searches of carry-on luggage. 621 Lynne O. interview (Oct. 3, 2003) 622 Mike Canavan interview (Nov. 4, 2003) 623 Jane Garvey interview, (Oct. 21, 2003) 624 Mr. T. interview, (June 3, 2004) 625 Letter from Carol Hallett, President and Chief Executive Officer of the Air Transport Association, to General John Michael Loh (Retired) of the Gore Commission, August 23, 1996. 626 Cathal Flynn testimony, Jan. 27, 2004. Admiral Flynn told the Commission: “Checkpoint screening was the primary measure to prevent hijackings of aircraft. The Federal Air Marshal program was a supplemental measure. Because the threat of hijackings was greater there, nearly all FAM missions were on international routes. The FAM program became controversial within the federal government in late 1993 and early 1994. The Department of Defense and the FBI sought to have it terminated because in their view there was unacceptable risk, in the event of a hijacking, of their hostage rescue efforts being dangerously complicated by the presence of armed FAM’s in the aircraft. Blue on Blue friendly fire incidents were central to their concerns. The FAA did not agree there was appreciable risk, and insisted on continuing the program for deterrence. The National Security Council staff resolved the matter in the FAA’s favor. Thereafter, the FAA’s efforts to maintain a small, high-quality FAM corps continued, notably by relocating its base to the technical center in Atlantic City where it had ready access to greatly improved training facilities.” 627 [SSI] Section XIII of the ACSSP set forth air carrier responsibilities for security and anti-hijacking training for flight crews. The program included the following requirements: a) initial security training for all crew members on aircraft; b) recurrent training for all crew members on aircraft; c) recurrent training for all crew members on aircraft. An outline of “Inflight Hijacking Tactics” for both the cockpit and cabin crews, which, among other things advised “do not try to overpower hijacker(s), do not negotiate with hijackers, try to land the aircraft, relay specified information to ground about hijackers, and try delaying tactics.” See FAA report, Air Carrier Standard Security Program, Change 56, 5/1/2000 [SSI] 628 Air carrier responsibilities for security and anti-hijacking training in the Common Strategy for flight crews were set forth in the Air Carrier Standard Security Program. In addition to specifying the
requirements of security training, it provided an outline of in-flight hijacking tactics for both the cockpit and cabin crews. FAA report, Air Carrier Standard Security Program, Appendix XIII.4.b(2), May 2001, pp. 7-8. [SSI]


630 Mike M. interview (Sept. 15, 2003); In testimony before the Commission the former Inspector General at the Department of Transportation said that according to her research of the 823 hijacking that had occurred worldwide since 1970, crew and passengers fought back and were able to overcome the hijackers in 115 cases. See Mary Schiavo testimony, May 23, 2003.


632 Prior to 9-11 cockpit doors on commercial aircraft were not reinforced, even though the FAA was increasingly concerned with the growing incidence of air rage that had included cases of cockpit intrusion, including two fatalities in 2000. See Bryon Okada, “Air Rage Prompts Call for Safety Measures,” Ft. Worth Star-Telegram, January 10, 2001. Former FAA Administrator Garvey told the Commission that after Operation Desert Storm she discussed the issue of reinforcing cockpit doors with the Israelis who had installed such fortifications on their commercial aircraft because of the terrorist threat. Such an initiative was also considered as one way to combat “air rage” that had resulted in incident of cockpit intrusion and threats or attempt to use violence against aircrew. The Administrator said that while she struggled with this issue, FAA Flight Standards believed that hardened doors could create a safety hazard to the airframe and avionics in the event of decompression, and could also make egress from the cockpit in the event of an emergency more difficult. See Jane Garvey interview Oct. 21, 2003; and Monte Belger interview (Nov. 24, 2003). Another FAA witness testified that hardening the door would have increased weight to the aircraft, thereby increasing fuel costs to operate the flight, a consequence that the industry opposed. See Mike Canavan testimony, May 23, 2003; 14 CFR § 121.587, “Closing and locking of flight crew compartment door.”

633 The Commission received testimony from an American Airlines employee that disciplined key security was not practiced by American personnel and that keys would be lost or mishandled by employees without any significant repercussions or concern by management. See Michael W. interview (Jan. 25, 2004)

634 Timothy A. interview (Jan. 8, 2004)


637 Mr. M. interview (Sept. 15, 2003). The Commission learned that FAA was seeking to update the Common Strategy in the summer of 2001. At an FAA Aviation Security Advisory Committee held on June 21, 2001 in Washington DC, Morse informed the panel that “our review of the principles involve suggest that for the most part the doctrine that’s been used in the past is sound; we’ll be continuing it.” Morse told the Commission that he intended to raise the possibility of suicide hijacking in the new strategy, but the update had not yet been completed.

638 UAL instructional video, “Hijacking Cope and Survive,” 1984


642 Ed S. interview (Nov. 21, 2003)
FAA report, system design and analysis.
Lynne O. interview (Oct. 3, 2003)
Monte Belger interview (Nov. 24, 2003); Mike Canavan interview (Nov. 4, 2003); and, Jane Garvey interview (Oct. 21, 2003).
Jane Garvey interview (Oct. 21, 2003)
Monte Belger interview (Nov. 24, 2003)
Carol H. interview (Oct. 27, 2003)
For poll on safety of flying vs. driving see, ABC News Poll by TNS Intersearch, November 1999; For poll on airline safety vs. security, Fox News/Opinion Dynamics Poll, Nov. 3-4, 1999.